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DRAWING: THOMPSON 

FLINT AND STEEL 
Look at ·the spearhead lying on the hill, 
Thirsty for blood , pale as a flake of sky 
Fallen among the shoots of corn. A plow 
Found it, losing a winter's rust in soil. 

It took a hunter's hands to give it shape, 
His eyes holding his memory of it sharp, 
Scanning days and a clear or misted moon 
For an old mystery, geese migrating north, 
Formations which, by steady fate or habit, 
Suggest the pattern for a weapon system. 
The bowstring of an equinox will always 
Shuttle them south in autumn, north in spring. 

Conjure the arrowmaker from his mound, 
His hands and eyes rested , his flair for form 
Resurgent. What weapon will he be chipping 
From jasper in .his mind, while he is watching 
A jet plane rift the sky above the geese 
On their way home to summer, so disturbing 
Their rapid wing-beat that the truest ranks 
Waver and swerve? What relic will he leave? 

Never another now. And his successor, 
A living farmer, holds a plowshare hard 
Against the stiff sod and his fading eyes 
Against a broken dream-present or past 
Bearing no signature. He hears no plane. 
He sees no spearhead rising on the furrow. 
The harrow and a hard rain leave it bare 
And the hill wears it for the morning sun. 

Someday, the plowing done , he will unhitch 
The grays and stable them, walk to the house 
For supper, and slumber beyond his dream, 
Leaving a scarred plow to the caustic rain. 

-WILLIAM BATTRICK 
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s sorry to see the interesting and provocative content of the 
1 :~ber issue marred by White's a~ticle, "Some R~flec_tions on 

..ovle-ese." The pedantic and pretentious tone of this piece was 
~at sed only by the author's apparent lack of knowledge of the 
rpas ' II ure of rock n ro . . 

31 tie songs, like most contemporary popular music, are meant 
se;ancing or emotional release, but not to comprehend-an 

sibility with most such music. The lyrics are merely to aug
!~\he tune, and while critics have extended their favor to the 

1 music, not one that I have seen has taken the words very 
;eat ~sly. John Lennon has done well with his books of poems, but 
,no were much different than the Beatie lyrics. 10 it is pure folly to think that Beatle-ese is close to becoming 

0
0~1y means of communication: we do not have to worry as 

r as we have writers like Mr. White. His thesis also assumes 
:~ all other literature of the past and_ future will lose its _impact, 
,d that all English teachers will capitulate _to the s1mplic1ty of 
. atle-ese. Finally, Mr. White neglected to point out that through
JI history our language has changed to its present form, and we 

pt new words and syntax to meet our needs for new methods 
. expression. 
I am sure that this article came as a disappointment to others 
~o daily must deal with the problems of prejudice, poverty, 
.iathy on campus, Viet Nam, politics, etc. We thought that in 

Beatles we had at last found that charm and innocence which 
,rdly presented a threat to civilization . Please, Mr. White, our 
:ols are so few-let us enjoy the Beatles in peace . 

H. HAYES MIZELL 
atlanta, georgia 

White's article on the Beatles has evoked some provocative 
sponses. An article challenging White's point of view will appear 
· a spring issue of motive. the editors) 

While religious periodicals are not ordinary reading for me, my 
·ention has been drawn to your October, 1965 issue. In that issue, 
ck Newfield wrote: 

1 is in the East Vijlage that several drop-outs from society have coalesced 
10 cheer LeRoi Jone's scorn for Mickey Schwerner and Andrew Good
~•n; to join the Peking splinter, the Progressive Labor Movement; to 
confuse drugs and homosexuality with political actions, to buy "Support 
•he National Libe ration Front" buttons for a quarter. 

In other words, the same kind of people who join Progressive 
bor are also likely to be drug addicts, queers and traitors. Your 
· Newfield is not original. Hitler denounced "the world-wide 
nspiracy of communists, drug addicts, homosexuals, and traitors" 
re than forty years ago. Surely in all that time, you people could 
e up with some new charges, accuse us of new fields of per
ion. Perhaps you might even confront our ideas ... but, no, 

guess that is too much to ask of such " revolutionary Christians" 
vourselves. 

~ur printed nonsense to the contrary, we in the Progressive 
"' r Party will continue our struggle for a revolutionary govern
~1controlled by the working people, the poor people, the black 
~ e · · • all who have no power in capitalist America. If this be 
~~ (or drug a?diction or homosexuality), then make the most 

e are winning the people ... and the people will win! 
ED CLARK 
southern editor 
progressive labor 
louisville, kentucky 

~:;"g read several articles in the November issue, including a 
i lll~on of the pros and cons of fornication by Hefner (editor 
ustriazine devoted to sex and supported chiefly by the liquor 
~ by ~~d Cox, and having observed that this discussion is pre

le of 
1
.; statement: "both (Hefner and Cox) are committed to 

Pro,,,0k I e and fundamental moral posture, and both are able 
the Be reflection and evoke serious inquiry"; I urgently request 
Corps oard of Education take the necessary measures to bury 

~di. 1: hf what was ~n~e a beneficial ?rgan of The Methodist 
-•IQ! sh ts been ·putnfymg for some time now, so the burial 

ou d not be prolonged. It was later than we thought. 
G. KENNETH TULLOCH 
meadville, pa. 

Regarding Van Harvey's article, I find myself in violent disagree
ment with his declarations that the church allows college students, 
seminarians and other aspirants not "fully trained" to preach and 
perform other ecclesiastical functions in contrast to other profes
sions, namely law, medicine, teaching, social work and psychiatry. 

. In every profession, of course, the "students" work: students in 
education curricula do practice teaching in real schools with actual 
pupils; social work students in the schools with which I am familiar 
take required field work of various kinds; medical students go on 
the wards in their third and fourth years {some medical schools 
are now experimenting with having the students see patients from 
the beginning of their first year); and in psychiatry, as in any other 
medical specialty, the very means by which the candidate earns 
his speciality board certification is through four or five years of 
practice in his skills before he is fully certified. 

The main difference I can see between the way the church han
dles the "on-the-job" training of ministers and the way the other 
professions do it is not that only in the church are the untried and 
inexperienced given professional responsibilities {for how else 
would any student in any field learn his trade?) but in the fact 
that student teachers, social workers and doctors are recognized as 
such and have the benefit of close and competent supervision. 
True, we (laymen or professional church people) should not look 
on the seminarian as possessed of the same ability and maturity 
as a minister who has had twenty or thirty years' experience, but 
the neophyte still needs desperately (in no profession more than 
the church) the opportunity to learn his skills first-hand. 

JEAN BLANKENSHIP 
berkeley, california 
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I have just finished reading "On Separating Hopes from Illu
sio ns" (November, 1965) and feel compelled to let you know 
that here is one who agrees completely. I am one of those college 
students with a church, even though I am serving only as a guest 
speake r for the service of worship until the parish calls a new min
ister. What Mr. Harvey says is true: by doing such, we degrade 
the image of a minister as a professionally trained person; we 
say, in effect, that all the church needs is someone who can write 
a half-way decent sermon and then deliver it well; we emphasize 
Sunday morning at 10:30 as being the only time for worship. What 
co llege student, with course and campus responsibilities, can 
truly m inister to any congregation? And if he does have the time, 
just how prepared emotionally, spiritually, and intellectually is he? 
Not very. 

As for the pre-theology undergraduates, if we were to eliminate 
all those who are entering some phase of the ministry because of 
pa rental persuasion or hopes of social status, the number would 
be greatly reduced. Seldom is the pre-theo student a leader on 
campus in anything, and even more seldom does he tell anyone 
he is a pre- theo student. A real witness!! 

How anyo ne wit hout a b road backgro und in the socia l sciences 
could possib ly think himself qualified for the ministry is unt hink
able to me. The ministry today needs people with imagination and 
insight, ready to encounter every conceivable (and inconceivable) 
situatio n, anxious to present the Church as relevant to society (and 
yet, present it in some new way!). For too long now the Church 
has been in the world, but always in its isolated corner, seemingly 
un affected by the changes about it. Perhaps we shou ld try being 
of the wor ld for a while and see if we can find a relevancy. 

The Chu rch nee ds men and women who see the world as a 
chal lenge and who can present it as a challenge to all "christians" 
everyw here. Foresight, not hindsight; 1966, not 1900. People who 
wi ll alert the Chu rch, stimu late the laity, anger others because they 
step out of the middle of the road! We can no longer merely subsist 
as a ret reat from the rat race: we must become more a part of it 
so that those outside the Church know that we exist. 

(MISS) DEE FOY 
ma rietta college 
ma rietta, ohio 

Van Harvey's article (November, 1965) states that today's mi nistry 
and church institutions are semi-professional and amateur. In 
opposit ion to Bishop J. A. T. Robinson's insistence that the institu
tional church should decentralize and move into the world, Harvey 
contends that the institutional church should become more institu
tionalized and profess ional. He further conte nds that the lack of 
profess ional competence is the main reason why most of the min
isteria l candidates are seeking other avenues of service. 

I think Robinson and Harvey have fallen into the same tempta
tion in thinking that our primary need is church renewal. It seems 
to me that the exodus from the institutional ch urch is clearly the 
redemptive judgment of God. We have made an idol of the insti
tution so God leads his people out of their idolatry. Renewal of 
the Body of Christ has never been dependent upon man. The 
churc h is being renewed today. The sadness over institutional 
failure is ca used because we, like Mary, think that someone has 
stolen the body. 

The young men who are not going into "christian" work, and 
the older more successfu l men who have left the "ch ristian" wo rk 
for secular employment, and the still larger group who have de
cided to leave but as of now they have not found a way, give as 
their reasons for leaving: "I can't preach the gospel in the church" 
or "I'm leaving the 'christian' ministry because as a profession it 
opposes Christ." I am sure that it is very far from the truth to say 
that the reason why men are not going into the ministry o r that 
they are leavi ng it is because it is amateur or semi-professional, o r 
eve n incompetent. The cause is the self-seeking, self-centered 
idolatry of the institutiona l structure frequently called the churc h. 

Whether the institutional churches in America wi ll live or die is 
hard ly the question. But if they do fail and decline into death, I 
am sure of this: that failure will not be because they were not 
well t rained and skilled in what they were about. The hard truth 
is that institut ionalized religion in America conti nues to be 
extre mely effective in attaining its stated goals. However, the ques
tion is whether we can stand the death and collapse of the Ameri-
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can religious institution. The most perp lexing part of H 
article is how he can so accurately name the disastrous arveys 
quences of institutionalized religion on the one hand a c~n5e
ardently propound its expansion on the other hand . ' n SO 

The rather apparent fact that institutionalize d religion conf 
in the name of Jesus and God refuses to acce pt the gospel wh~~hlly 
proposes to e~pouse, seems to me to ~e th e cru~ial issue. If th!1 
springs from idolatry, then perhaps Bishop Robinson's pro is 
to destroy or move away from the idol is a faithful proclamP~sal 
of the gospel. If, however, the institution is ca lling Satan "J~io~ 
and Jesus "Satan,'' the proposa l is inadequate and will only ~us 
the purpose of recruiting still greater numbers for bondage. rve 

I think that it is only our self-centered religious pride that ca 
us to view ~h~ decline of institution~! reli?io n as something ~i 
I think that 1t 1s one of the most manifest signs of God's action · 
have known in generations. God is bea ring w itness to the tru~~ 
that "he who seeks his life shall lose it" and " if these people w 

11 
not do my works, _ I will raise u~_a peop le w_ho will." Our preocc~ 
pation and despair over the failing church 1s none other than ou 
worship of it. r 

THE REV. ELBERT B. JEAN 
frank lin, tennessee 

I am proud that motive is being publis hed with Methodist cre
dentials and hope that it continues to shake up audaciously the 
closed minds among us, as well as to cha llenge the very critical. 
I believe, however, that it is possible and necessary for this to be 
done with charity and not vindictiveness, w ith tolerance and not 
scholastic arrogance. 

For example, I wish that Van Harvey had not mounted an attack 
on the clergy in general in order to make his point. There is great 
diversity among our people (it is worse than useless to deplore 11 
and our ministers must minister to a ll. This requires a most out
standing man: one who is both highly trained and humble, sophis
ticated and simple. The miracle is that we do indeed have men 
like this, though certainly not enoug h. They are the ones who 
work to reconcile these same diverse ele ments which threaten to 
tear us all apart and which makes motive's continued existence so 
te nuous. 

Incidentally, if you had mailed motive d irectly to my daughter 
at college as requested instead of to me, both you and Mr. Hal\'e)' 
might have been spared this blast. 

MRS. C. P. MERRELL 
northfield , minnesota 

Whereas motive magazine has been a vital instrument in the 
intellectual life of the total campus mi nistry, and . 

Whereas motive has been a usef ul means of communicattOII 
with students and faculty who often have no other relationsh P 
with our mi nistry, and n-

Whereas motive has been he lpful to member s of Wesley_ Fou 
dation Boards of Trustees in understa ndin g the change that is ":I 
stantly taking p lace in the areas of theo logy, art, psychology, a 
social concern, therefore . 

Be it resolved that the Associatio n of College and U~i the 
Ministers of the Methodist Church go on record su~porting 

1
~ 

editorial policy of motive which co nstantly leads us into crea 
and controversial fields of thoug ht, and U •yeni 

Be it also reso lved that the Associatio n of College ai;l t"~otJVt 
Ministers of the Methodist Chu rch supp ort the sta ~- king 
magazine as persons who reflect the co nsensus of our 1 . 

1: 10 tht 
mood of direction and who are sympathe tic and sup~ortiv 
work of Methodism in its campus and univ ersity m1n1stnes. 

a resolution passed Dece mber 2, 1965 NIVERSITY 
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND U 
MINISTERS OF THE METHODIST CHURCH 
lincoln, neb. ()CIO" 

' art in the 
I am bothered by the use of Robe rt McGovern ~ that thiS 

ber issue. Does the art director expec t m~ to believ~ was at _...t 
ca rrying a sign is identical at the end with what s eisinte,Pte'"" 
beginning? That would be a sorry state. I hope I ~a~e:; r used 
the meaning of this picture sequ ence . Ta le~t is e ~ng and 
clever manipulation of figures and co lo r. A little mean 

pose, please. KARL GALBRAl114 

ithaca, neW yodl 



A college campus in January impresses me as being very sober. There seems to be an air of suspension: 
everybody hangs between beginnings and endings. A feeling of quiet desperation hovers like a pall over 
tnose cramming for finals, and a mood of paralyzed expectancy pervades those just registering for a new 

qu:i~:e;he same kind of feeling I have after the third act curtain falls on "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?". 
m never sure whether to burst into the "Doxology" or to weep softly in the fervent hope that penance 
,II absolve me from any responsibility for the state of mankind. 
These reflections seem to me to parallel the prevalent dilemma in American foreign policy. We appear 

0 be caught near the final exam in a very short course in our own Nation Building, yet already propelled 
nto a cram course in World Caretaking. We've met the technical requirements in the former (though we've 
n1ssed the spirit of the undertaking) and we're nervously unprepared for the latter (though we're certainly 
not going to ask for a transfer or a drop). But the metaphor evaporates at the point of grade-giving in either 
nstance. Students, when confronted by borderline grades, can opt for an incomplete, but when it comes to 
reign policy, we're going to have to bear manfully some arbitrary "passing-failing" judgments. 
Despite the onslaught of competent and definitive writing on American foreign policy, we felt it even 
ore imperative for motive to do a special issue devoted to a critique of contemporary developments in our 
>reign policy. Though our limitations were abundantly apparent to us, we believed that a magazine which 
ncentrates on the academic community was obligated to present an issue on this theme at this time. 
This special issue assesses certain options which lie before us. There are no simple solutions, no patent 

anaceas offered as definitive answers to the choices being presented us. But, without exception, the au
ors in this issue make it clear that we as citizens are under a mandate to think, speak and act on civiliza
on·s behalf. Foreign policy is a matter for individual attention and is not a matter to be relegated to the 
experts." We have only to recall that less than two years ago our Defense Department declared December, 
965 to be the target date for removing our troops from Viet Nam to recognize that professional judgments 
an be as remiss as amateur analyses. 
A.5 citizens, we cannot absolve ourselves from involvement in this particular moment. As intellectuals, we 
n t content ourselves with abstract theories unrelated to the inhumanities of modern warfare. As Chris
ns, we must search for the modern application of the injunction to turn swords into plowshares. 
The spectrum of ideas and positions in this issue is broad. The contributors were simply asked for "arti-
5 which would focus upon possible alternatives and new factors which may affect the course of American 
reign policy in the next five years." A definitive historical perspective was not sought, nor, for that matter, 
'eographically-bal anced perspective. 
We p resent what in effect is an "intuitive testimony" to the possibility, and the necessity, of contemporary 

~//e?,ans taking responsibility for their world. Each of us has but one life to invest in the stream of history. 
,s issue suggests that that investment be made on behalf of the continued future of humanity, not the pres
dtion of once-pertinent but now inadequate myths. 

-8. J. Stiles 
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By J. William Fulbright 
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Excerpted by permission from Old Myths and New 
Realities published by Random House. Copyright 
11:) 1964 by J. William Fulbright. 

AMERICA N 

There is an inevitable divergence , 
attributable to the imperfections of 
the human mind, between the 
world as it is and the world as men 
perceive it. As long as our percep
tions are reasonably close to objec
tive reality, it is possible for us to 
act upon our problems in a rational 
and appropriate manner. But when 
our perceptions fail to keep pace 
with events, when we refuse to be
lieve something because it dis
pleases or frightens us, or is simply 
startlingly unfamiliar, then the gap 
between fact and perception be
comes a chasm, and action becomes 
irrelevant and irrational. 

There has always-and inevitably 
-been some divergence between 
the realities of foreign policy and 
our ideas about it. This divergence 
has in certain respects been growing 
rather than narrowing , and we are 
handicapped, accordingly, by poli
cies based on old myths rather than 
current realities . The divergence is 
dangerous and unnecessary-dan
gerous because it can reduce foreign 
policy to a fraudulent game of 
imagery and appearances, unneces
sary because it can be overcome by 
the determination of men in high 
office to dispel prevailing miscon
ceptions through the candid dis
semination of unpleasant but in
escapable facts. 

••• I should like to suggest two 
possible reasons for the growing 
divergence between the realities 
and our perceptions of current 
world politics. The first is the radical 
change in relations between and 
within the Communist and the free 
worlds, and the second is the ten-

dency of too many of us to confuse 
means with ends and, accordingly, 
to adhere to prevailing practices 
with a fervor befitting immutable 
principles. 

. .. The astonishing changes in 
the configuration of the postwar 
world have had an unsettling effect 
on both public and official opinion 
in the United States. One reason for 
this , I believe, lies in the fact that 
we are a people used to looking at 
the world, and indeed at ourselves, 
in moralistic rather than empirical 
terms. We are predisposed to regard 
any conflict as a clash between 
good and evil rather than as simply 
a clash between conflicting inter
ests. We are inclined to confuse 
freedom and democracy, which we 
regard as moral principles, ~ith t~e 
way in which they are practiced rn 
America-with capitalism, federal
ism and the two-party system 

' · · I but which are not moral prrncrp es ed 
simply the preferred and accept 

Practices of the American people . ·can 
There is much cant rn Amerr 

. 1· I ·ncons1s-moral1sm and not a rtt e I h 
tency. It resembles in some way~~ 
religious faith of the many resp I r' ble people who, in Samuel But el 
words, "wo uld rather b_e. e~u~ 
horrified to hear the Christia. ed 

. ·t practrc gron doubted or to see 1 . full o 
Our national vocabulary ,s bOUt 

"self-evident truths," not_ only,~ but 
"life liberty and happrnesS, .. ~ 

' ' f perS01"' 
about a vast nu~ber ? he cold 
and public issues, rncludmgt~e "sel 
war. It has become one of twar era 
evident truths" of the pos ·des 

·d t res• that J·ust as the Pres, en . a0 , p e ,n ~ 
Washington and the op 



fOREIGN POLICY: 
Old Myths and New Realities 

the Devil resides immutably in Mos
cow. We have come to regard the 
Kremlin as the permanent seat of his 
power and we have grown almost 
comfortable with a menace which, 
:hough unspeakably evil, has had 
the redeeming virtues of constancy, 
predictability, and familiarity. Now 
the Devil has betrayed us by travel
ing abroad and, worse still, by dis
persing himself , turning ur now 
here, now there, and in many rlaces 
at once, with devilish disregard for 
the laboriously constructed frontiers 
of ideology. 

We are confronted with a com
olex and fluid world situation, and 
we are not adapting ourselves to it. 
We are clinging to old myths in the 
tace of new realities, and we are 
seeking to escape the contradic-
ons by narrowing the rermissible 

bounds of public discussion , by 
relegating an increasing number of 
deas and viewpoints to a growing 
cate~ory of "unthinkable thoughts." 
hbeiieve that this tendency can and 
u~uld _b_e reversed, that it is within 

abd1tv, and unquestionablv in 
Ur ' ' ' 

tabi·l~terests, to cut loose from es-
n is ed myths and to start think
~ sorne "unthinkable thoughts"
elat the cold war and East-West 
Cou 10~s, about the underdeveloped 

ti~t~es a~d particularly those in 
atu rnerrca, about the changing 
re;~ i of t~e Chinese Communist 
g w n. Asia, and about the fester

ar in Viet Nam. 
~- ihThere is little in history to jus
her :. expectation that we can 
med· tn the cold war or end it 
e fa~ately and completely. These 

ored myths, respectively, of 
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the American right and of the 
American left. They are, I believe, 
equal in their unreality and in their 
disregard for the feasibilities of his
tory. We must disabuse ourselves of 
them and come to terms, at last, 
with the realities of a world in 
which neither good nor evil is abso
lute and in which those who move 
events and make history are those 
who have understood not how much 
but how little it is within our power 
to change. 

... American policy has to one 
degree or another been less effec
tive than it might have been be
cause of our national tendency to 
equate means with ends and there
fore to attach a mythological sanc
tity to policies and practices which 
in themselves have no moral con
tent or value except insofar as they 
contribute to the achievement of 
some valid national objective. I be
lieve that we must try to overcome 
this excessive moralism, which binds 
us to old myths and blinds us to 
new realities and, worse still, leads 
us to regard new and unfamiliar 
ideas with fear and mistrust. 

We must dare to think "unthink
able thoughts." We must learn to 
explore all of the options and possi
bilities that confront us in a com
plex and rapidly changing world. 
We must learn to welcome rather 
than fear the voices of dissent and 
not to recoil in horror whenever 
some heretic suggests that Castro 
may survive or that Khrushchev is not 
as bad a fellow as Stalin was. We 
must overcome our susceptibility to 
"shock"-a word which I wish 
could be banned from our news-

papers and magazines and espe
cially from the Congressional Rec
ord. 

If Congress and public opinion 
are unduly susceptible to "shock," 
the executive branch, and particu
larly the Department of State, is 
subject to the malady of chronic 
and excessive caution. An effective 
foreign policy is one which con
cerns itself more with innovation 
abroad than with conciliation at 
home. A creative foreign policy-as 
President Truman, for one, knew
is not necessarily one which wins 
immediate general approval. It is 
sometimes necessary for leaders 
to do unpleasant and unpopular 
things, because, as Burke pointed 
out, the duty of the democratic 
politician to his constituents is not 
to comply with their every wish and 
preference, but to give them the 
benefit of, and to be held responsi
ble for, the exercise of his own best 
judgment. 

We must dare to think about "un
thinkable things," because when 
things become "unthinkable," 
thinking stops and action becomes 
mindless. If we are to disabuse our
selves of · old myths, and to act 
wisely and creatively upon the new 
realities of our time, we must think 
and talk about our problems with 
perfect freedom, remembering, as 
Woodrow Wilson said, that "The 
greatest freedom of speech is the 
greatest safety because, if a man is 
a fool, the best thing to do is to 
encourage him to advertise the fact 
by speaking." 
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nited States and 
the United Nations 
T

HE Washing~on cl'.che is tha~ the 
United Nations 1s one diplo
matic instrument among many 

iy which the United States protects 
~ national interests. There are other 
,struments: traditional diplomacy, 
•he bilateral exchange of ambassa
Jors, the national military force-in
ieing, posing a threat of nuclear or 
,on-nuclear punishment; various 
economic programs carrying at once 
•he promise of benefit and the im
ilied threat of deprivation. 
Altogether, the power of the U.S. is 

mposing, whether exercised inside 
,r outside the U.N. No nation has 
more power. The apparatus of gov
ernment in Washington has at its 
disposal the largest aggregate of 
:xiwer of all kinds ever assembled 
Jnder one management in the his
·ory of the world. But power politics 
nits most direct form is really not 
'he business of the U.N. And in any 
~ent, to the extent that the U.S. is 
al-powerful we really would not 
leem to need the world organiza
'on. Why is it then that both Adlai 
1 Stevenson, the late chief American 
delegate to the United Nations and q ' 
: ur J. Goldberg, the present chief 

legate, have said repeatedly that if 
e U.N. did not exist it would be 
ecessary to start all over again and 
Uild one? 

One obvious answer is that al
~Ugh the power of the U.S. is in

d~rnpressive it is not omnipotent. 
01 

er and related answer is that 

1;0
nuc1~ar age-and in a period of 

lo ry 1n which advanced tech
nei;: has created a situation of 
ked meshed interdependence
ful Po':er has a much reduced 

ness in achieving foreign policy 

lJARy 1966 

objectives. 
On Nov. 9, the night following the 

great power black-out in the north
eastern portion of the U.S., I hap
pened to attend a dinner party given 
by the Mauritanian Ambassador to 
the U.N. Sitting next to me was the 
Ambassador from Finland. Inevitably 
we all exchanged thoughts on the 
black-out. As a citizen of the world's 
most powerful nation, sitting with 
representatives of two very small na
tions-one in Africa and the other 
in northern Europe-I was at first a 
little startled by the Finnish Ambas
sador's comment. 

"It would appear," he said, "that 
small and underdeveloped nations 
may be able to fight wars in this era 
-but not large and powerful nations 
like the U.S. If a mere accident could 
cause so much chaos in your coun
try, what would a few nuclear bombs 
have done?" 

Something like that, I reflected, 
has been said by Communist China's 
Mao Tse-tung. China is not a small 
country, but Mao, despite China's 
development of nuclear weapons, 
continues to believe that a nuclear 
war would be more serious for a 
highly industrialized nation like the 
U.S. than for relatively underdevel
oped China, with its vast population 
spread over equally vast areas. 

Is it true, then, that peace is more 
important for the U.S. than for Com
munist China? Is the U.S. in fact 
"playing Red China's game" in keep
ing the Peking representatives out 
of the U.N.? 

This much seems certain, that the 
piling up of military-industrial instru
ments of power makes a nation more 
vulnerable once the destructive force 

of war is unleashed in the world. 
Furthermore, it is increasingly 

plain that the use of great power is 
subject to real limitations, inherent 
in the interdependent complexities 
of life in this second half of the 20th 
century. Why does Washington per
mit Fidel Castro's Communist Cuba 
to exist only 90 miles off the coast of 
Florida? Not, to be sure, out of good 
will, or even because of a moral 
repugnance toward crushing Cuba 
by force-and certainly not because 
our instruments of power are inade
quate to do so. The truth is a good 
many men in Washington have come 
to realize that such an act might have 
extremely unfavorable consequences 
for American policy. The Soviet 
Union has threatened to retaliate 
against the U.S. if we should crush 
Cuba; we are not sure this threat 
would be carried out-but neither 
are we sure it would not be. Quite 
aside from that, we have been forced 
to consider the reaction of the whole 
world. And Washington has con
cluded that violence against Cuba, 
now, would arouse resentment, 
especially in Asia, Africa and Latin 
America, that would more than out
weigh any temporary advantage. 

W HAT good is great power if 
it cannot be used effectively? 
More than one American 

diplomat has begun to ask himself 
that question as he looks at U.S. ven
tures in the Dominican Republic
and in Viet Nam. In both i.nstances 
we had the advantage of being in
vited to send our forces by some kind 
of local authorities--an advantage 
not present in the case of Cuba, 
where the Bay of Pigs venture turnerl 
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out so disastrously. Yet the policy 
advantages of the Dominican venture 
and the Viet Nam venture-despite 
the loss of more than a thousand 
America n lives and the expenditure 
of bil lions of dollars in Viet Nam
are to say the least dubious. 

What are the legitimate objectives 
of Ame rican foreign policy? 

What the U.S. wants, it is said, is a 
world environment in which Ameri
can values and aspirations may flour
ish to the practicable maximum. This 
statement obviously leaves a great 
deal of room for interpretation. What 
American values? What is the prac
ticable maximum? Are we talking 
about the flourishing of values inside 
the U.S.-or everywhere in the 
world? The term "aspirations" is at 
least equally vague: from Peking it 
sometimes appears that the U.S. 
aspires to world conquest. To some 
more insu lar Americans the maxi
mum foreign policy aspiration, no 
doubt, is simp ly to be let alone. 

Useful answers to these questions 
can only be found in terms of 
specifics, by experience. Nations , 
perhaps even more than individual 
persons, tend to want everything
and then, in wisdom, to sett le for the 
possible. To help nations discover 
what is possible is perhaps the most 
important function of the U.N. This 
is what the Charter means when it 
speaks of the U.N. as a "center for 
harmonizing the actions of nations." 

There are two ways of discovering 
the probab le results of a given na
tiona l action. One way is to try it 
and see what happens. But once a 
nationa l action is begun the die is 
cast. Sometimes such actions can be 
reversed if they prove to be in error, 
but not always. 

The second way is not as easy as 
the first; it is laborious and lacking 
in precision. It is the way of diplo
macy-especially U.N. diplomacy
to talk about the problem with every
one concerned and then arrive at 
a judgment as to the probable con
sequences before action is taken. 
This has the advantage that judg
ments can be altered as new facts 
come into view and as wisdom 
ripens. 

It is easy for those who are not 
responsib le for the nation's welfare 
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to make suggestions that we bomb 
China's nuclear installations or use 
nuclear weapons in Viet Nam . If such 
rash adventures are attempted , and 
they work, those who suggested 
them can claim the credit. If they 
do not work, if they elicit a nuclear 
respo nse, few of us will be around 
to blame anyo ne. 

Harmonizing the actions of na
tions through the U.N., to avoid the 
possib le disaster of trial-and-error, is 
a never-end ing process which takes 
place on many levels all of the time. 

It is most obvious, perhaps, during 
the annual meetings of the General 
Assembly. At the outset of such 
meetings most of the 117-member 
nations participate in what is known 
as the general debate . This exercise 
is looked upon by some observers 
as a great bore-as indeed it is, if one 
mere ly listens to the endless speech
making by foreign ministers and am
bassadors. In many instances they 
repeat what everyone already knows , 
outlining national policies long since 
made apparent. 

And yet the nations of the wor ld- -
especially the great powers - each 
appoints a " listener " whose job it is 
to consider carefully each word 
spoken. Painstaking reports on the 
speeches are written for study by 
the various foreign offices of the 
world. Often subtle but important 
policy changes can be discovered in 
this way. There is no other way of 
knowing how the policies of all the 
nations fit together at any given point 
in time. 

Secondly, as issues arise in the 
U.N.-whether in the Security Coun
cil, in the General Assembly or in one 
of the committees - a more dynamic 
process of nationa l po l icy formation 
becomes visible. "In principle" the 
Soviet Union may be opposed to 
U.N. peacekeeping as now con
ducted, but considering all of the 
concrete circumstances the Soviet 
Union may approve of specific 
peacekeeping operations - as in fact 
it has in Cyprus and Kashmir . 

FINALLY the U.N.-and for that 
matter the city of New York 
itself-is a place where more 

dip lomats are gathered year in and 
year out than any other place in the 

world. The U.N. bui ldings for 
important meeti ng place . In addn:1 _an 

h d I . . 1t1on 
eac e egatIon has its own h 
quarters somewhere in the city ~d
diplomat has an apar tment i~ ~h 
city - or a house in the suburbs. Tth_e 
. . II IS s1tuat1on a ows rep resentative . . s ~ 

various nations to meet inforrnan 
even when not under the pres Y, 

f . d . bl sure 
o ,mme ,ate pro_ ems. Frorn their 
random conversatio ns, each can d" 
cover details and shadings of othls-

. ' 1· . d er nations po 1c1es-a n perhaps rn 
. I d. I ost important y, 1p omats can get to 
know each othe r as human beings. 

Despite the war between India and 
Pakistan, Indian and Pakistani chil
dren of diplomats stationed here 
often went to the same schools and 
were - and remained- fast friends. 
Soviet-Ameri can unoff icial friend
ships are not at all unco mmon. Even 
the Ambas sador fro m Albania-who 
often sreaks in the U.N. for the 
absent Peking gove rnment-is a 
friendly human bei ng, as I discovered 
quite accidentally. At a Cuban recep
tion I was talking to his wife when 
my elbow clisloclgc'd a glass that was 
standing on tlw Pdge of a table. It 
fell to the floor , b roke, and a piece 
of glass rnt IH'r io ot slightly. The 
next clay I sPnt lwr flowe rs and a note 
of apolog y. Frnm then on the Am
bassador fr-om /\ lhan ia was my friend. 

These human con tacts are not un
important. The Berl in blockade was 
lift ed following a chance encounter 
between an /\rncr ican diplomat and 
a Soviet diplorna t in the washroom 
at the U.N. The lim ited nuclear test 
ban treaty grew out of many casual 
conv ersation s betwee n Adlai E. 

· ·te Stevenson and hi s Soviet opposi 
number s; such co nversations often 
takin g rlace at recer tions after ho~rs. 

. ,ng 
The total rrocess o f harmoniz 

national actions can best be accom
plished through the U.N. because 50 

many nations are represented th~ 
If all nations were rerre sented 1 

not difficult to see that the proe;ss 
would be more co mpl ete. Few or· 

· olve on 
eign affairs prob lems inv f en a 
two or three nat ions; rno5t O t ortd 
majority of the natio ns of the. w......, 

. I or ind1r~"' are involved, d irect Y rt(JII 
Arne 

Only at the U.N. can an f,ofll 
diplomat talk to diplomats 



s of other nations in the course 
icore d 

single ay. 
ol; lking is one thing, you may say, 

acan the U.N. really do anything 
out t the problems that are dis-
ibou . 

ssed there? My answer Is to ex-
:tl. e a few concrete examples and 
3r!11n 
dge for you rs elf. 

u The U.S. Marines moved into the 
Jorninican Republic in the classic 
,a-it-alone pattern. Then, to . get 
'v shington off the hook, to retrieve 
:h: reputation _of the U.S. in the rest 
i Latin America, every effort was 

~ade to have the Organization of 
\merican States take over. 
The Organization of American 

States reports to the U.N. The U.N. 
ilso sent, independently, a team of 
ibservers to the Dominican Re
,ublic. Without this international 
!Ction U.S. policy would have been 
,uch more severely damaged than 

twas. 
Or take Viet Nam. Having watched 

:ranee bog down there, the U.S. at
·empted to take France's place, with 
-so far-very nearly identical re
ults. France eventually decided it 
~asn't worth the cost and negotiated 
i settlement with a group of in
'erested nations. The U.S. at first 
'!lade every effort to avoid negotia
' ons-but lately has asked the U.N. 
'o help arrange a negotiated settle
'llent. Unfortunately it is not certain 
liat the U.N. can do much in this 
ase because the most important of 
he interested nations in the area
Communist China-has been ex-
uded from representation at the 
~. by U.S. action. 
Another case: A communal civil 
ar in Cyprus threatened to become 
full-scale war between Greece and 
urkey, two NATO allies of the U.S. 
in Viet Nam, the U.5.-and Britain 

-at first tried to avoid going to the 
· for help. But when go-it-alone 

licies didn't work the U.N. was 
nded the problem. The civil war 
as Slopped and a war between 
reece d 
1 

an Turkey avoided. 
n another situation a war be-
een I . ' 

nd1a and Pakistan broke out 
August. Communist China 

eatened to come to the aid of 
istan b 
PPed - ut prompt U.N. action 

P 
the war before that could 

en. 

NO one pretends that U.N. ac
tion as now organized works 
perfectly. Wars stopped often 

continue to smoulder. The Congo 
action, for instance, was particularly 
difficult. But even in that case a di
rect confrontation between the U.S. 
and Russia was avoided; this could 
have been the beginning of World 
War Ill, but was not. Suez, Lebanon, 
West lrian-the list of U.N. actions is 
a long one. So far a general world 
war has been avoided, since the U.N. 
was organized. 

But the real test lies ahead. The 
situation is this: the U.S., the Soviet 
Union, Britain, France, and Com
munist China all have nuclear 
weapons. Between them, they have 
enough of such weapons to destroy 
all civilization on earth, and perhaps 
life itself. 

On several occasions there have 
been close calls-notably during the 
Cuban missile crisis of 1962. The U.N. 
had a hand in defusing that crisis, but 
it is clear that the danger of nuclear 
war is still increasing. Five nuclear 
powers are too many for safety; but 
it is estimated that within the next 
few years there may be 20 nuclear 
powers. The probability that nuclear 
weapons will fall into the hands of 
persons who will be tempted to use 
them without taking too much 
thought will approach certainty, dip
lomats fear. 

Diplomats-particularly American, 
Russian and British-are well aware 
of this pressing danger in the spread 
of nuclear weapons. Avoiding the 
danger, they are discovering, in
volves fundamental problems of 
world organization. To be effective, 
a treaty prohibiting the dissemina
tion of nuclear weapons must in
clude all five nuclear powers. Con
versations with China and France 
have hardly begun. Furthermore, na
tions capable of building nuclear 
weapons, but which have not yet 
done so, must be given some kind 
of assurance that they will never 
need such weapons. 

In the end, it is beginning to be 
realized, safety lies in a wholly de
nuclearized world-and a world in 
which the rule of law prevails to an 
extent beyond the dreams even of 
the men who framed the United Na-

tions Charter. There simply does not 
seem to be any way in which nations 
can act on a go-it-alone basis in a 
nuclear world without taking terrible 
risks of nuclear destruction of that 
world. To continue piling up nuclear 
weapons in such a situation doesn't 
make any sense at all to the diplo
mats who have studied the problem 
most carefully. 

At this point we have reached the 
frontier of United States participa
tion in the United Nations. For many 
years successive governments in 
Washington have looked on the 
world organization as an instrument 
-one among many-of American 
foreign policy. But surely the over
riding self-interest of the United 
States is survival. 

Now we are beginning to see that 
some kind of responsible and uni
versal world rule of law is the mini
mum condition for survival. It is 
too early to say where this vision 
will carry us. Responsible diplomats 
at the U.N. know that the present 
world system must be extended to 
include all of the nations of the 
world. They know that the liberty to 
blow up the world must be curtailed 
in the common good. 

American leadership, I believe, 
would be welcome if it were to point 
the way ahead and take the initiative 
in moving in the direction that sur
vival dictates. So far, that leadership 
has been sadly lacking. American 
representatives in the U.N. are still 
working harder to keep nations out 
than they are to include all of the 
nations of the world. They are still 
insisting on the right of the United 
States to go it alone when Washing
ton believes it expedient. As long 
as we claim this right for ourselves 
we cannot expect other nations to 
eschew it. 

The United Nations is a brave be
ginning. Because the United States is 
the most powerful nation in the 
world organization it also bears the 
most responsibility. We can use our 
immense influence to help build a 
United Nations adequate for the 
world in which we find ourselves, 
if we choose to do so. We cannot, 
to be sure, do it alone, but as first 
among equals our voice will be heard 
if we raise it. 
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automation and economic development 

I
T IS NOW TWENTY YEARS since the end of World War 
II and about fifteen years since the rich countries com
mitted themselves to help the poor countries achieve 

- adequate pace of development. The general condition 
· most of the poor countries has not improved signifi
antly durin g this period and there appears to be no real 
rospect that major progress will be made in coming 
cars unless a dramatic shift in approach and philosophy 

c ·curs. The object of this paper is to suggest the changes 
11ch will be required if we are to achieve satisfactory 
1ml and economic development in the second half of 

· e twentieth century. 
\.1ost economists would reject such a pessimistic state
ent of the position , using evidence derived from national 

·come figures which can be shown to have increased 
·eadily, if not rapidly , in most poor countries. However, 
• appears that the rate of growth in national income has 
,wed in many poor countries in recent years while the 

ever-rising pace of population increase insures that in
CC11e per person is little better than static in almost all 

e poor countries and is even falling in some countries. 
The overall situation can be summed up in a quotation 

;
1
~ the United Nations Development Decade Report: 
,a en as a group , the rate of progress of the underde-

beioped countries measured by income per caput has 
Pen . f pain ully slow , more of the order of one per cent 
r annum than two per cent. Most indices of social 

·;igress show similar slow and spotty improvement. 
,reover, the progress actually achieved in underde
r)ped countries has often been uneven, limited to cer

f secto:s of the economy or to certain regions or groups 
.~ountnes. As a result , the disparities in levels of living 

iS thn underdeveloped countries are often as pronounced 
e ose between developed and developing countries 
n as a whole." i 

In add·· · 
rrinie _itron, rt should be remembered that national 
re th figures are generally accorded a degree of rever
Ptu I at they do not deserve, partly because their con-

a basis is unsatisfactory, and partly because they 
irficle i 
llhed ins thdapted from " Needed : A New Deve lopment Philoso phy," originall y 

e International Development Review, March , 1964. 

are subject to severe upward biases during the process of 
industrialization. An individual who moves from a village 
where he paid little or nothing for a room of his own to 
a slum where he pays a large amount for part of a room 
and whose food costs rise because of transportation 
charges would be the cause of an increase in total national 
income although his welfare would not necessarily be 
increased and would certainly not rise in the ratio sug
gested by the crude income change. Skepticism about 
favorable rates of increase in national income figures 
necessarily increases when physical production indices 
are examined, particularly those for food, for they show 
no substantial rise in calories per head since post-war days 
in most poor countries . 

I T IS urgently necessary that we face the hard facts and 
recognize that most of the developing countries are 
not making enough progress to avoid disaster in the 

long run and perhaps even in the short run. It is time that 
we recognized that the income gap between the rich and 
the poor countries is widening and will continue to widen 
unless we adopt drastically changed policies. It is time 
we recognized that the nineteenth century process of 
growth which was achieved by starving the worker and 
by the voluntary thrift of the manager has no place in 
the second half of the twentieth century when work and 
saving can be most effectively carried out by the machine. 

The bankruptcy of attempting to secure development 
through the process of encouraging individual saving is 
made obvious by experience. Some fifteen years ago it 
was commonplace to produce development plans on the 
assumption that marginal saving rates might amount to 
50 per cent , that is, it was assumed that half of any addi
tional amount received would be saved. Experience has 
shown that marginal saving rates have been far lower, 
rising little above zero in most poor countries. 

Development theory has failed to keep up with the fact 
that the world is entering a new era in which the power 
of the machine (the automatic tool) is being combined 
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with the skill of the machine (the computer) to develop 
a cybernated system with effectively unlimited productive 
capacity. U Thant, Secretary-General of the United Nations 
has stated: "The truth, the central stupendous truth about 
developed economics today is that they can have-in any
thing but the shortest run-the kind and scale of resources 
they decide to have . . .. It is no longer resources that 
limit decisions. It is the decision that makes the resources. 
This is the fundamental, revolutionary change-perhaps 
the most revolutionary mankind has ever known ." 2 

The implications of cybernation are far-reaching, and 
for this reason are destructive of the validity of many 
existing patterns of socio-economic analysis. The initial 
setting up of computer systems can be explained, at least 
in part, by traditional economic analysis: it represents an 
attempt to increase efficiency through rationalization of 
operations. But when computer systems become fully 
operative, they set up a drive toward the reorganization , 
for purposes of compatibility, of interacting systems and 
institutions. The greater the number of areas of computer 
application, the greater the force behind this drive be
comes, with a consequent trend toward the emergence 
of a total computer system organized for maximum effi
ciency in terms of the immediate defined task. 

W ITHIN such cybernated productive systems, there 
will be little p lace for men. Only a relative ly few 
top decision-makers wi l l be required to ensure 

production. If, therefore we allow present trends to con
tinue, we will see the rapid development of a new type of 
organization of the socioeconomy within which incomes 
and nonwork time would vary in inverse proportion. Start
ing at the bottom of the scale, there would be a great 
number of totally unemployed workers subsisting inade
quate ly on resources de rived from highly bureaucratized 
schemes designed merely to ensure survival; the greatest 
proportion of the popu lation wou ld work considerably 
shorter hours than at present and would receive wages 
and salaries w hich would provide for necessities and even 
some conveniences, but would not encourage them to 
develop a meaningful pattern of activity; and a small num
ber of people with the highest levels of education and 
training would work excessively long hours for very high 
salaries. 

The United States Department of Labor has recognized 
the existe nce of these tre nds. Secretary of Labor W. W il
lard W irtz has stated :" ... virtually all of the occupatio ns 
provid ing expanding employment opport unities in recent 
years have been those requiring long periods of education 
and formal training. Our projections indicate that these 
are the occupations which will also be expanding in the 
future: little or no increase is expected among the semi
skill ed and unskilled occupations." 3 

A S 1: IS. only in recent years that there has been ex
am matron of the effects of techno logy even in the 
develop ed countries, it is not surprisi ng that t here 

has been l ittle attempt to examine its effects in the under
devel ope d coun tries. Recently, however, David M orse, 
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Director General of the International Labor Office ex 
amined this issue in the following terms: ' • 

From ~>Ur present standpoint in time, th_e_re is reason to be more 
optImIstIc as to the production capabil1t1es of advancing tech
nology than as to employment expansion. Let us look fo r a mo
ment at the employment needs of the future as measured by 
cha_nges in the size of the population of working age [during the 
period 1950-1975) . . . . 

On a world-wide basis, during this 25-year period, the number 
of persons of working age will increase by 800 millio n. From this 
it can be estimated with reasonable accuracy that the labor fore~ 
will be increased by more than 550 million persons- or , in other 
words, that more than 550 million jobs will be needed. And this 
figure does not take into account the current back log of unem
ployment and underemployment, particularly widesp read in un
derdeveloped countries. 

Out of this world total, the inc rease for the industria lly advanced 
areas of the world would be about 100 mill ion, split in three 
roughly equal parts among North America, Europe and the Soviet 
Union . The increase for the underdeveloped areas of the world 
would be some 450 million , that for Asia alone bei ng estimated 
at 380 million . For comparison, just this increase in the labor force 
in Asia during the 1950-1975 period will be greater than the total 
labor force of 340 million in the industrially deve loped world in 
1950-North America , Europe and the Soviet Unio n combined. 

That represents a lot of new jobs. And in conside ring how they 
might be created, we are confronted with the fact that the tech
nology, whether in agriculture or in industry which is most capable 
of yielding the greatest increases in production is least capable 
of expanding employment. This is why automatio n has become a 
major public issue in America, because it has been held responsi
ble for the present unacceptable levels of unemp loy ment. I believe 
automation is only partly responsible; but it is proving to be ex
tremely difficult to adjust economic policy and part icular levels 
of effective demand to a situation of rapid technolog ical change. 
Nevertheless, the figures I have cited show that the magnitude of 
the employment problem will be very substantia lly greater in the 
underdeveloped parts of the world. 

. . . The world employment problem-and part icularly the em
ployment problem in the underdeveloped areas- may grow alarm
ingly, and prove a source of social and politica l tension, even as 
progress is made toward satisfying the productio n needs of rising 
populations.' 

Morse suggests that the progress of technology will 
provide us with the means to solve the productive pro':>9 
lem-if we are able to develop new instit ut ions which wrll 
allow the full use of our total tech no logical capacities. 
Indeed, he goes further and argues that only through the 
use of the new technologies wil l w e be able to feed, 
clothe and provide shelter for the rapi dly growing popula
tions of the developing countries. He adds, however, that 
the use of the new techno logy may w ell make it im_JJ?s
sib le to provide conventional work fo r the rapidly rrsrng 
labor force in the poor co untries of the world. 

Morse therefore poses two major issues. First, will t= 
necessary capital and skilled manp ower resources . 
available to make it possible for the developing countri~ 
to utilize the new technology? Second, what chang~ 

1

1 
the development process are impl ied by this perspective 
We will take these two issues up in turn. 

. .,, 
THERE are good reasons to assume that m~re ~ap:he 

will become available to the poor countries '" an 
relatively near future. The first reason depends on 

motrt'f' 
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analysis of market forces; the second on considerations of 
economic policy in the rich countries and the third on 
growing world solidarity of purpose. 

Despite much talk of a severe profit squeeze in the rich 
countries, profits and rates of interest remain higher than 
are justified by market forces; this is particularly true in the 
United States. The equilibrium rate of interest which 
would lead to full employment of American productive 
resources is lower than the existing level; rates of interest 
are not allowed to drop, however, because, it is argued, 
such a drop would lead to a worsening of the United 
States balance of payments situation. 

This is probably true so long as we continue to insist 
on the continuation of an obsolete international payments 
system. It is to be hoped that the opposition of the 
bankers will eventually be overcome and that the rate of 
interest will cease to be the first line of defense against 
devaluation. At this point, profits and rates of interest in 
the United States would fall and investment in the de
veloping countries would immediately appear more at
tractive. The classical doctrine that gaps in income be
tween the developed and developing countries would 
tend to close was not completely wrong. The use of 
power by the economic communities of the rich countries 
has, however, prevented this development up to the pres
ent time.* 

Capital would move more rapidly toward the develop
ing countries if power was not used to prevent market 
forces from operating. In addition, however, economic 
policy can be expected to dictate larger transfers of capital 
goods to the developing countries, as soon as the realities 
of the present technological situation are understood. 

The tendency toward larger transfers of aid will be rein
forced by a slowly growing recognition that the welfare 
of all the nations of the world is indissolubly linked in 
present conditions. It is increasingly argued that world
wide poverty in the midst of abundance is not only 
morally wrong but also highly dangerous. 

It will be therefore in the interest of the rich countries 
of the world to develop new mechanisms which will make 
it possible to provide more resources of capital and man
power to the developing countries. As a necessary con
comitant to the development of such new mechanisms, 
there will have to be a fundamental reconsideration of 
the purpose of development: it can be hoped that this will 
eventually lead to an understanding that the whole world 
is actively engaged in a search for new values which will 
allow people to live in the technological age which is so 
rapidly being created. We will have to come to recognize 
that the conventional wisdom of the past has little, if any, 
relevance to the real problems of the future. 

• It is extraordinary that so little effort has been devoted to examining the effects of 
"power" on international economic relations. It is now accepted that patterns of 
competition are entirely different when only a few firms compete (oligopoly) or a 
monopoly situation exists as compared to situations of perfect competition: in 
conditions of monopoly and oligopoly power to control prices exists which is 
absent in conditions of perfect competition . It seems almost certain that an equally 
drastic shift in theorizing would follow any analysis of the use of "power" in 
international economic relations. 6 
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I T IS possible, however, that this new examination will 
never get underway but will be drowned in ever-in
creasing pressures for economic growth. The only dy

namic philosophy in the world today is that of economic 
growth; this philosophy suggests that everything worth
while is possible, and only possible, with a high standard 
of living . 

An increasing number of Americans are suggesting that 
all American surplus production should be provided to the 
poor countries . They hope in this way to preserve their 
own socio-economic system which has been out-moded 
by technological developments and thus continue scarcity 
which is its basis. They fail to recognize that the primary 
problem in achieving development is not economic but 
results from the need to change values to allow people 
to live in the conditions which are being created . 

The rich countries should provide the poor countries 
with all the resources which they can use to help achieve 
their desired process of development. However, the 
amount of resources which should be supplied cannot 
be determined solely on the basis of the maximum feasible 
rate of economic development which could possibly be 
achieved but depends, more importantly, on how much 
economic growth is actually desirable. Our problem today 
is that we face completely novel social questions to which 
there are no available answers. 

The most crucial questions are how we are to provide 
incomes for everybody if there are not enough jobs to 
go round and what are people to do with their time when 
machines can produce more efficiently than men? It has 
been assumed up to the present time that as industrializa
tion proceeded, everybody who wanted a job would be 
able to find one, that the possession of a job would pro
vide everybody with an income adequate to live, that the 
income would be spent to buy goods and that the demand 
for goods would provide enough jobs to go round-thus 
closing the circle. 

It has been believed up to the present time that the 
relationships which have existed in the past in the coun
tries which have already industrialized would turn out to 
be equally valid in the countries only now industrializing . 
The poor countries have therefore accepted and even 
welcomed the destruction of their informal "social secu
rity" systems which ensured the· rather wide distribution 
of any available production. This process is still continuing 
despite the fact that it is now clear that full employment 
is not a feasible goal in the developing countries and that 
the method of distributing income presently applied in 
the industrialized countries cannot be applied to the 
countries only now industrializing for it depends com
pletely on the ability to provide a job for everybody seek
ing one. 

Western methods of distributing income have been in
validated by the process of automation and technological 
change which ensures that it will no longer be possible 
for everybody to find a job within the economic system. 
I have suggested that in America, where informal distribu
tive mechanisms have already been almost completely 
destroyed, the only possible solution is to provide every 
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individual with an absolute guaranteed right to an inco 
sufficient to enable him to live with dignity.6 Ille 

Different approaches will be required in the develop· 
countries where extended kinship systems and other •_ng 
formal transfer mechanisms still exist. Each country ~~j 
have to work out an approach which accords with its 

O 
1 

history, economic status and values. In most poor co:" 
tries, however, the most urgent necessity is to prevent th. 
gradual whittling away and even the deliberate destru ~ 
tion of present informal distributive systems so as to ga~ 
time in which new approaches can be developed ~~ 
accepted. 

The development process in the poor countries has 50 
far been conceived as the method by which they could 
approximate the present condition of the rich countries 
in the shortest possible span of years. Today, we must 
recognize that this definition is totally inappropriate. 
Mankind confronts a world-wide challenge, how to live 
within a technological system and still preserve his hu
manity. Development can only be achieved at an adequate 
pace if we use the productive potential provided by tech
nology, but unless man controls the technology we will 
find the human being conforming to technological im
peratives. 

Our problem is not a scarcity of human or material 
resources; man can be made more intelligent through 
education and new material resources can be developed 
through research. Our problem is a lack of imagination 
to take the major leaps in understanding and policy which 
are essential if we are to be able to live in our totally 
new world. We will only be able to secure development 
if we recognize that the technological problems of provid
ing everybody with reasonable standards of living can be 
solved within a generation: and that our problem is there
fore to find ways to alter our values and institutions to 
allow us to use this technological potential for the benefit 
of humanity. 

Development cannot stop while we re-examine it fr<?"' 
this perspective . On the other hand, we must recognize 
that we are not going to secure satisfactory pattem~ ol 
development until we do adapt our plans to ~he 11:ahtH!S 
of the present situation. We urgently need 1magmam<e 
research, within a suitable institutional frame~or~. ·anal 

In an earlier paper, I suggested some of the inst1tut1 gee} 
arrangements which would be required. 7 T~ey rancal 
from the purely technological to the almost ph1los?P~ ol 
I suggested that the keystone should be The ln_st'tu 't 15 
World Social and Political Organization. I_ descri_b~I ',nc1 
"an international body to examine the so~1al, poh

1
~ca heft 

economic systems which could be viable in a wor ~s no 
unlimited destructive powers exist, where tier~ ~es to 
real shortage of resources, and where new tee niqh ,nd 
meet problems can be developed through_ resea~~e -,,,i 
development. The Institute would aim to discus~ iound 
questions in today's world: What methods can e S(llfl: 
to allow peaceful settlements of disputes bere~n 
eign nations? What are the criteria on. w ,c tio~ 
should be distributed both nationally and internarved '" 
How can the freedom of the individual be prese 



hnological world? What are the real limits of learning 
te\arious levels of intelligence? 
it,,The Institute would operate on both a philosophical 

d a social science level. Its staff would try to develop 
'.; principles on which questions should be resolved. 
Theey would also attempt to translate these principles into 
_ ncepts which could be used in the policy-making 
~~ocess, thus repl_aci~g the ~resent terminol??Y of t~e 
,ocial sciences which 1s often irrelevant or pos1t1vely m1s-
·eading." 

I
T IS not possible to achieve ec~nomic growth, let alone 
social development, without a major change in our 
approach. We do, however, now possess the means to 

achieve economic ·development; our problem is to create 
the necessary institutions and to ensure its subordination 
to human and social priorities. 

Such a redefinition of the task promises one immediate 
and substantial benefit. Up to the present time, the proc
ess of development has been seen as involving transfers 
n only one direction: from the rich to the poor countries. 
It has been argued that the poor countries needed to 
accept not only the technological knowledge but also 
the social ideals of the West. The poor countries cannot 
help but resent the inevitable obligation to remain in a 
dependent role. · 

The argument of this paper, however, demonstrates 
that the West has just as much to learn from the poor 
countries in term •s of social values as the poor have to 
learn from the West in terms of scientific and techno
ogical skills. The West needs to discover from the poor 
countries how it is possible to find satisfactions in life 
without constant, frenetic activity. It seems more than 
probable that this cultural lesson, which the West needs 
0 learn in order to live within future conditions, will be 
ess easy to teach than the scientific and technological 
essons the poor countries have to learn from the West. 
The developing countries have never looked on work 

as the supreme virtue; this fact has been one of the 
~asons preventing economic development in the past. 

• /~t of those engaged in trying to secure development 
th t e present time still believe that they should change 

0
e values of the developing countries so that work be
nnnes central. It is hoped that this will make possible a 
ndeteenth-century process of development. We must 
ecoers~and that this is inappropriate. Instead, we must 
Coun~n_ize that many of the present values in the poor 

ust nes are highly suitable for a cybernated age. We 
ays ir~serve them where they are still strong and find 
'N ° introduce them into the countries already rich. 
Ori~ -~eed a true partnership of all the countries of the 
lwe / te ~re to ensure that we benefit from technology. 

0~ to find a viable partnership we must simply await 
!he Wo f0 me of rapidly increasing tensions throughout 
l11ew ;t The hopeful and attainable alternative is that 

PrOV'~ ingness to work together would make it possible 
Otld b \a reasonable standard of living throughout the 

Y t e end of the century. 
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By AREND T. VAN LEEUWEN 
I 

we have to face the fact that a commonly accepted 
raphysical and ethical foundation which a Christian 

111\, on world order could be built upon no longer exists. 
1
\ Huber, writing on "An International Ethos" in a 

1\al issue of The Ecumenical Review (July, 1956), makes 
;pe following observation: 
ne 

long as a corpus christianum existed, even after the religious 
~
5 
avage, a Christian ethic was internationally valid for th~ Euro

cean society of states. But with the Enlightenment and the opening 
pe of relations with non-Christian peoples, the question of a 
upstulatory international ethic became urgent. One may say that 
~~tural Law was a kind of international ethic, or took the place 
f one. Within Christendom, the first attempts to formulate an 

0 
ternational ethic for our time may be seen in the Papal Encycli

:ais issued during the two World Wars, the resolutions of the 
Ecumenical Assembly at Evanston, and the work to be expected 
irorn the Commission of the Churches on International Affairs. 

In view of the brutal reality of the facts of international 
life, it would be necessary to investigate all the so-called 
political peace programs in order to discover how far 
they really express the desire for an ethic of international 
life, or how far they simply camouflage actual power 
politics. Before even an approach to a formulation of the 
substance of an international ethic can be made, the fol
lowing preliminary questions would have to be clarified: 

a. Are the subject and object of such an ethic the states 
now existing, or is it also to apply to peoples which were 
once independent (right of self-determination)? 

b. Is the international ethic to be conceived as an ideal, 
or is it determined by the need to come to grips with the 
actual necessities of the relations between independent 
communities? 

c. Is such an ethic intended for a comity of coexistent 



sovereign states, among which it seeks to establish, if pos
sible, a peaceful modus vivendi, while recognizing the 
right of such states to assert or defend their interests by 
force, if need be? 

d. Is the ethic intended for a comity of states which 
adjures war and acts of violence on principle, except 
where a breach of the peace can be forestalled by the 
threat of force, and, if necessary, peace restored by force 
(League of Nations, United Nations)? 

e. Does the ethic envisage an absolutely non-violent 
comity of nations? 

To speak of an international ethic without having first 
clarified these points involves a risk of cross-purposes; 
hopes may even be awakened which may lead to further 
conflicts, and finally the disappointment caused by the 
contrast between the ethic and the realities of political life 
may result in a sterile pessimism. 

Paul Tillich, addressing the International Convocation 
on the Requirement of Peace, in New York City a year 
ago, gave an evaluation of Pope John XXlll's encyclical, 
'Pacem in Terris.' Though appreciating the emphasis 
throughout the document on the ultimate principle of 
justice and the acknowledgment of the dignity of every 
man as a person, Tillich raised some important points: 

a. The agreement as to the determining principle of 
the encyclical reaches only as far as the Western, Chris
tian-humanist culture, but not essentially beyond it. 

b. There are situations in which nothing short of war 
can defend or establish the dignity of person. 
· c. In several of the encyclical statements, power is 
identified with force and authority. A direct discussion of 
the ambiguities of power is lacking. 

d. To what degree can a political group be judged in 
the way in which one judges human individuals? Such 
an analogy, if taken seriously, has dangerous conse
quences. No government can make a total sacrifice of 
its nation, such as an individual can, and sometimes 
ought to, make of himself. 

II 
The critical questions which have been raised by Huber 

with regard to the ecumenical approach to international 
affairs, and Tillich's comments upon 'Pacem in Terris', are 
an indication of the problems we have to face when we 
are looking for some basic viewpoint for a common un
derstanding of present-day world order. 

It seems to me that this points in the direction of a 
more fundamentally biblical understanding of our situa
tion. Any Christian approach to the questions of world 
order has to start from the consciousness that we are 
living in the midst of human history, between the times 
of Christ's coming as the Messiah of Israel and all the 
nations and of his final coming in the consummation of 
history. 

The Tower of Babel has no top; and it is not the business of 
Christian theology to fill that vacuum, either by providing the un
finished Tower with a Christian top or by showing that the top 
which the non-Christian religions are trying to build in fact largely 
resembles the Christian one, so that the most it could require 
would be a Christian 'finishing touch.' No, the point of encounter 
between the Christian faith and the non-Christian religions does 
not lie at the top, but at the base; or rather, it lies in cooperation 
of Christians with non-Christians in a concerted effort to 'build 
ourselves a city and a tower' without a top in the heavens (Arend 
T. van Leeuwen, Christianity in World History, p. 417 f.). 

Related to the question of world order, this means that 
we are not in a position to design a specifically Christian 
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pattern of world order based upon some kin d of auth 
tive Christian philosophy or theological presuppos~ 
The specific Christian contribution, to the contrary 

1
• 

emphasize the basically human (that is, involved ~s 
fragmentary, ongoing, continuously changi ng seen IO a 
human history) character of all attempts to design a ~ Of 
build a universal order and to witness to the rad~ to 
historical quality of any approach, and to the irnposs"~!ly 
of any _claim of any i_deology, system or rel igion, to 

1
f~l~ty 

the ultimate and universal goal of mankind. rll 

Ill 
A certain parallelism can be seen between the dee· . 

hour of history which is being faced in Matt hew 24'51ve 
between our present-day situation. Like Jesus' discip~nd 

we have passed the point of no return: there is no es, 
sibi I ity to overcome the present-day wor ld disorde~b 
means of the limited concepts of a Weste rn-Christ" Y 
order , safely protected behind its religious and m~a~ 
walls; nor is there a chance of facing the challenges rif 
an unprecedented future by means of the familiar answe 
of the past. There is no alternative; in variou s ways wrs 
have definitely to transcend the fami liar patterns. ' e 

We have to become radically aware of the fact that 
we are living in a revolutionary world. Arnold J. Toynbee 
(in a series of lectures titled "Ame rica and the World 
Revolution") has launched the thesis that "since 1917 
America has reversed her role in the wo rld . She has be
come the arch-conservative power instead of the arch
revolutionary one. Stranger still, she has made a present 
of her glorious discarded role to the country which was 
the arch-conservative power in the ninet eenth century 
the country which, since 1946, has been regarded by 
America as being America's Number O ne Enemy. Ameria 
has presented her historic role to Russia." Is this reversal 
of roles America's irrevocable choice? Can America rejoin 
her own revolution? 

These challenging theses and quest ion s, put forward 
by a critical friend like Toynbee, should be taken seriously 
even if some of his presuppositions and therapeutic ad
vices are dubious. 

. If it is true that the history of the U.S. started with a 
revolution which was rooted in a Chris ti an vision of mans 
calling and of nation-building, then the question how to 
"rejoin" the original perspective and how to tran~late 
it with a view to the present-day revo lut ionary world s1tua· 
tion is a crucial issue for Christian thi nking about world 
order. 

Closely linked with this issue is the necessity of tran
scending our familiar patterns of thoug ht an~ of c?m•: 
to a real encounter with communism. Any discuss•~ 
questions of world order which tries to dodge ~hi~,,' ions 
issue is doomed from the very outset to end in I us 
and in sterility. . •cular 

The Western-Christian world, and the U-?· _1~ _part~ thei 
apparently have a number of splendid poss1b1lit1es a th 
disposal to escape a real encounter o r to enter upon~ 
arena from the wrong side and with inadeq~ate we~I haS 

The Christian church, in the 19th century , 1~ gene re pal 
failed to meet the fundamental questio ns ~hi _ch ~d r;Dlft' 
to it by Karl Marx and by the rise of the soc1al1st a v,15 a 
munist movement. In addition, for the U.S., there 
great geographical distance. . tty 

The atheistic materialism of comm unist phrl~50.':,ge 
a rather old-fashioned make-up, being the er• 
19th-century popular idolatry of scien~e. 

1 
tion IP 

The Marxist prophecy of a comm uni st revo u 



•talist West has been disavowed by the facts and, 
P\ from France and Italy, the communist parties in 
~artern countries are of negligible political importance. 
1~0mmunism appears only to have a serious attraction 

nderdeveloped countries, so that efficient aid to these 
nuntries seems to be in the future the adequate answer 
cO~he Western, highly developed world to this challenge. 
t
1

1

n communist countries there is no freedom for the 
hristian church and all missionary activity is radically 

C pressed. Western churches are cut off therefore, from 
~uptact with the communist world. 
•
0~he communist victory in China means a scandal and 
obsession particularly for American churches and mis

.n ns which so suddenly have got cut off from a mission 
'.
0
1d which had been the apple of their eye and to which 

,:ey had devoted their dearest forces and expectations. 
In the short run, there seems to be no other possibility 

·han political and military vigilance abroad and defense 
•ainst communist penetration at home. In the long run, 
:here may be a chance of decay and increasing incoher
ence of the communist block, of doctrinal and social 
evolution of communist countries into a mitigated "bour
_eois" direction, and of winning the underdeveloped 
1orld by the attractive perspectives of the "free world." 
This being, in broad outline, the situation, there seems, 

ndeed, hardly to exist any reason or incentive for the 
Christian church to start a real dialogue with communism 
and to take its spiritual challenge with profound serious
ness. On each of the above-mentioned points a critical 
comment may, nevertheless, be made. 

The missed opportunity of the 19th century forces the 
Christian Church to make up for a hundred years of negli
ence. The class-struggle within 19th-century Western 
ociety was a minor problem as compared with the world
ide challenge which communism is offering today. 
Communist materialism, far from being an outdated 

philosophy, is a double heritage of modern Western civili
zation. As historical materialism it designs a comprehen-
1e explanation of the meaning of world history, and as 
_alectical materialism it attempts to summarize all scien
tic knowledge about the structure of the universe. Its 

atheism is a protest against the failure of Christian the
logy to answer the questions of our technocratic age and 

a consequence of that atheistic humanism which lay in 
e background of the rise of Western bourgeoisie and 
f modern science and technology. 
Ma~, from the very outset, has put his analysis of the 
PItalist system within a much wider context of a world-
id_e struggle between industrialized and pre-industrial 
fIeties. Over against his wrong prognosis of Western de
~Prn~nt stands his farseeing prediction of the chances 
Thussia and upon the Asian continent. 

nd edfact that communism appears to be attractive for /i eveloped countries may be an indication that its 
r 
I
~ syste_m an_d its conc~pts are more adequate precisely 

\e 
1
ese s1tuat1ons. In th,s case, the Western world will 

Th O l~arn a good deal from the communist approach. 
e Ceh ~tt,_tude of communist governments in relation to 
te/ st1an Church is decisively determined by a deep

entu resen_tment of the European proletariat in the 19th 
nvi~i° against the Christian bourgeoisie, and by the 
ndrn '?n that the Church cannot be otherwise than a 
lud:id of the Western-Christian, capitalist world. This 
ristia' in the future, can only be changed when the 
esternn churches in communist countries · and the 
th corn chur~hes are capable of a different encounter 

rnun,sm than the anti-communist fear and hatred 
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of 19th-century bourgeoisie. 
Chinese communism, instead of being felt as a scandal 

and an obsession, should be approached by Christian 
missions as the great historical opportunity and challenge 
radically to rethink the missionary obligation for our time. 

A merely negative long-term perspective gives evidence 
of a sterile mentality and a lack of vision which can never 
hope to win the adherence of developing countries 
which, more urgently than material aid, are in need of 
an approach which opens up new tracks towards a better 
future. The crucial issue is not whether in the long run 
communism will fail, but whether we have a real alterna
tive. 

Communism is the ideology and the movement which 
most comprehensively confronts us with our theme 
"prophecy in a technocratic era." It pretends to know 
the meaning of history, as this was revealed by its prophet, 
Karl Marx: discerning the signs of the time, forecasting 
judgment and catastrophe to the existing society, appeal
ing to conversion, prophesying the coming era of abiding 
justice and peace. It is the most important heresy of the 
20th century: anti-church, anti-Christendom and anti
civilization. 

It is clear that the answer to communism cannot be 
given by the Christian Church alone, but only by an ap
proach which sees both Christianity and communism in 
the context of the total perspective of Western-Christian 
history and of the future of mankind in a technocratic era. 

The basic dilemma which our world is facing today is 
that an atomic war will return the whole earth to chaos. 
Karl Jaspers, the noted German philosopher, has stated 
that the invention of the atomic bomb has transformed 
international politics into a completely new quality, as 
different from traditional politics as ice is from water. 
All of us-the 'communist world,' the 'free world' and the 
'uncommitted nations'-have to learn skating. All tradi
tional systems, with their mutual competition, quarrels 
and wars, are now like joining a swimming race in mid
winter. For Christian thinking this implies a fundamental 
reinterpretation of our designs of a "free world order." 

Over against any type of moralism (from the most lofty 
ethics to the most degraded specimens of ideological 
propaganda and smug Pharisaism), the only ethics which 
are adequate in the present-day international order are 
'survival-ethics!' The survival of man depends on man's 
ability to meet the challenge of the atomic . age-which 
is, by the way, the modern significance of Darwin's con
cept of the 'survival of the fittest.' 

Closely related to this is the basic need for dialogue. A 
world order will never arise from the logical concepts, 
emerging from monologue-thinking, but only from man
kind's capacity to enter upon a variety of dialogues. The 
basic condition of a dialogue is the capacity and willing
ness to transcend one's own closed circle and to enter 
the circle of one's fellowman, i.e., one's own counterpart 
or enemy. Real dialogue is the presupposition of freedom. 
Any discussion of world order should be accompanied by 
and result in practical suggestions for new ways of start
ing or continuing the dialogue. 

Realistic thinking about the world order should be com
prehensive, i.e., it should have an overarching view of 
various aspects of the international order and disorder. 
One speciman of a comprehensive view is the concluding 
chapter of the book, Shaping the World Economy, by 
the international economist Jan Tinkergen. The author 
points out that we are faced in today's world with three 
great challenges: to avoid nuclear war, the misery in de-
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veloping countries, and the challenge of the communist 
political and economic system. 

IV 
The problems of world order in our century ~a~e t<_> be 

faced from the basic viewpoint that we are living in a 
rapidly developing world. The idea of development has 
made its career in the modern period of Western-Chris
tian civilization as the outcome of a secularized view of 
the meaning of history. In this idea of progress we find 
dialectical relationship between evolution and revolution. 

In a pre-revolutionary period, wherein it has to struggle 
against the ancient regime and the status quo, the appeal 
to development has a revolutionary attitude. As soon as 
victory has been won and the revolution is over, the same 
appeal to development gets an evolutionary twist. 

Today, Chinese communism pretends to continue the 
ongoing revolution, in contrast with post-revolutionary 
Soviet Russia, which is being accused of becoming "bour
geois." 

The development problem can be aptly described by 
the dialectics which are inherent in the declaration of 
the "Four Freedoms" made in Franklin D. Roosevelt's 
presidential address to the Congress in January, 1941, in 
the midst of World War II. 

Roosevelt declared that in future days we look forward 
to a world founded upon four essential human freedoms: 
freedom of religion, freedom of speech and expression, 
freedom of want, and freedom from fear. There is, in this 
splendid declaration, a hidden problem. 

The declaration keeps silent about two other freedoms 
which have accompanied the growth of the first and 
second freedoms, namely the freedom of the sovereign 
nation and the freedom of enterprise. These two ne
glected freedoms are increasingly interfering with the 
growth of the third and fourth freedoms. 

The first and second freedoms have hardly any connec
tion with the third and fourth freedoms. Furthermore, the 
first and second freedoms are becoming increasingly prob
lematic: by the growth of an agnostic and atheistic pattern 
of modern life; by the rise of modern mass society; and 
by the reaction of anti-liberal philosophies and move
ments. 

The U.S. has had the privilege of passing through the 
history of discovery, proclamation and development of 
these freedoms in a protracted evolutionary process. 
Therefore, standing on the solid foundation that the first 
three freedoms have been to a great extent realized at 
home, it can proclaim these principles as a worldwide 
program. And, starting from this self-satisfied optimism, 
it can declare to the rest of mankind its willingness to 
contribute to the realization of the last freedom, freedom 
from fear. 

There are other countries, however, which approach 
the question from a completely different viewpoint. They 
look at the first and second freedoms as the presupposi
tions which, closely connected with nationalism and free 
enterprise, have enabled the U.S. to reach a stage of 
affluence, that is, of economic and military power, which, 
far from being the condition for universal affluence and 
peace, is the very barrier which baffles the way to world
wide welfare and disarmament. Those countries which 
have not passed through this historical evolution but, as 
latecomers on the scene, find themselves confronted with 
the final result of this evolution, namely, the overwhelm
ing power of the U.S., are inclined to revert the sequence 
of the four freedoms and to give highest priority to free-
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ME CALLED TO BE A PROPHET? 

AND EVEN MINISTERS HAVE A RETIREMENT 
PLAN. 



GOOD GRIEF! IT'S AN OBSOLETE PROFES
SION AND NOT ACADEMICALLY RESPECT
ABLE. 

COULDN'T WE COMPROMISE ON A SIT-IN 
OR TWO? 

lJARy 1966 

HOW ABOUT THEOLOGIAN? THERE'S 
GOOD MONEY IN PAPER BACKS. 

WELL IF IT'S All THE SAME TO YOU, I'll 
JOIN THE PEACE CORPS FOR A HITCH 
THEN SETTLE DOWN TO INSURANCE OR 
SOMETHING. 
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dom from fear and to universal freedom from want. They 
assume that in a disarmed and affluent world, there will 
be room enough to guarantee the first and second free
doms. 

The social question of the second half of the 20th cen
tury, to a certain extent, is a worldwide expansion of the 
social question which Marx was facing in the middle of 
the 19th century. There are, to be sure, some important 
differences which make for an immense aggravation of 
the problem: 
a. The rapid progress of industrialization in Western 

countries has led to the rise of the welfare state which, 
in principle, is on the way to overcoming the poverty 
problem. The same process, however, has been accom
panied by, or has led to, the unprecedented phenomenon 
of two world wars and to the threat of atomic war. 

b. Whereas the industrialized nations of the West, in 
principle, have overcome class struggle, their affluence 
has not contributed to world-wide progress but is in proc
ess of widening the gap with the underdeveloped nations. 

c. Whereas there was essentially (and still is), within the 
context of the national state, a possibility for a successful 
national "war on poverty," there does not exist even a 
shadow of an analogous international world order to 
attack the same problem on a world-wide scale. 

d. The character of the poverty problem on a world
wide scale is different today from, and much more serious 
than, the analogous problem, on a national scale, was 
in the 19th century. 
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e. The communist revolution has succeeded in so 
non-Western countries and is expanding to other co Ille 
tries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. un. 

FOR the Christian Church, in comparison with the 1gth 
century situation, the problem has become prop 
. I d or. tIonate y aggravate . 

The partial success of Christian diaconate and soc' 
1 

welfare action in attacking the national poverty probl~a 
in West~~n-Christian countries stan?~ in sharp contrast~ 
the trad1t1onal helplessness and sterility of Christian think
ing and action facing the war problem. 

There is a real danger that the present-day Christian di
aconate on a world-wide scale (Inter-Church aid; Church 
World Service, etc.) may repeat the tragic errors of the 
Christian diaconate in Western Europe in the middle of 
the 19th century-an error which can be summed up as 
a micro-approach to a macro-structural problem. The 
error does not consist in the micro-approach itself, which 
has great merits and is of the utmost urgency, but in the 
inability and partial blindness in facing the macro-struc
tural problem of a failing world economy. 

In spite of the growth of an ecumenical community of 
Christian thinking and action on a world-wide scale, this 
community has not even a shadow of the coherence and 
consistency which national churches had and still dispose 
of. Moreover, the overwhelming majority of Christians is 
living in the Western, affluent countries and the demo
graphic trend of world population growth will even tip 
the balance more and more to that side. Western-Christian 
countries are increasingly becoming the world's "Chris
tian bourgeoisie." 

The Christian Church is just in the beginning of re
thinking her traditional approach to social problems and 
she has hardly begun to discover the dimensions and the 
unprecedented character of world-wide poverty in our 
century. 

The Church's failure to give an adequate answer to the 
ideology of class struggle in the 19th century has made 
her enter the second-half of the 20th century facing utt~rly 
unprepared the challenge of communism on a world-wide 
scale. The Church has succeeded, throughout church his
tory, in adapting herself to successive social changes, b~ 
she stands puzzled and confused facing the unprec 
dented consequences of the industrializing process foi 
the structure of international relations. . be 

The basic dilemma of the development issue can 
characterized in the question how to break through tw~ 
vicious circles: the vicious circle of underdevelopmen 
and the vicious circle of development. . f the 

The vicious circle of underdevelopm~~t con,~1sts ~thic 
self-perpetuating character of the trad1t1onal. _neo ·rcle 
civilizations, rooted in age-old religions. The viciou~ ~~,n 
of development consists in the linking together 0 

petition, cold war and armament. vatin 
Both circles are intersecting and mutually aggra inter 

each other's problems. The total complex of thes~ess of 
twined lines is the basic dilemma of the totfl P;J° rnenta 
development, seen in a planetary vie~. The un ~d h<>"' 
challenge in our century is the question where .:self and 
to break through the vicious circles, each ?r ~e a lo11 
together as an interdependent whole. It wil 
way to realizing this rethinking of our task. 



UNTITLED it didn't matter that there was 
no snow at all, his wife had sent 
him to shovel the walks and by god 
the clamor was terrible. a bent old 
man, scraping the cement with a 
shovel didn't bother us one bit, 
though. (singing little pieces of 
irish songs to each other, we went 
right on building our snowman as 
if nothing else in the world 
were happening.) 

-DAVID SANDBERG 

WOODCUT: HUBAND 
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JAMES B ND: 

THE phenomenal success of Mr. Ian Fleming's creation 
in print and the subsequent stampede at world box 
offices for the film translations of the master's works 

into the universal language of film has probably disturbed 
at the most a small coterie of accountants, responsible 
for trying to keep track of the rapidly mounting loot, and 
a few professional hand-wringers in search of new ma
terial for a barren season. The rest of the world, appar
ently, troops to the book stalls and the theaters in a high 
state of euphoria, untroubled by speculation as to the 
possible psychic implications of their ecstasy. 

As the opportunity has recently presented itself for me 
to conduct a small and astoundingly unsystematic survey 
of Agent 007's popularity, I testify that I have so far 
counted representatives from some seventeen different 
nationalities-including Scot, English, Irish, Welsh, Ja
maica, Haitian, Fiji, Panamanian, Nigerian, French, Persian, 
Italian, Canadian, Austrialian, New Zealander, Japanese, 
Indian, Argentinian, West Indian (B.G.), and Yugoslavian 
-who are prepared to cross barren wastes, wine-dark 
seas, and city streets to beat a path to wherever a James 
Bond film is playing. (If the numbers don't add up to 
seventeen it is due to certain inadequacies of the account
ing division.) 

The implications of all this seem to be that the films are 
popular. Mr. Bond is an international hero, and we must 
avoid the delusion that he, like God, is an American. 

What, if anything, is new, novel, or nasty about all 
this? Rather little, I suspect. Mr. Bond is no novelty inso
far as his character is concerned. The post-World War I 
version was Simon Templar, The Saint. Mr. Charteris' 
creation, it will be remembered, was his own judge and 
executioner (at least in the earlier versions; he mellowed 
with age); a debonair rascal exquisitely garbed, lethally 
armed; with a passion for high powered automobiles (a 
hundred horse power Hirondel!), a refined taste in wines; 
a gourmet, and a gadgeteer. The Saint's contribution to 
society was to kill without a qualm all those undesirables 
whom the law would fuddle about with if left to its own 
devices. When time permitted he was a wow with the 
ladies, apparently oblivious to the various cuts and con-
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tusions suffered in the preceding chapter. His books are 
still selling and have gone through more editions than 
Uncle Tom's Cabin. 

So what else is new? 
Ah, when old Doug Fairbanks disarmed a foe he always 

returned the saber with a flourish. Not for him the stab 
in the back. Oh, when Errol Flynn swashed and buckled 
and slipped on a banana peel it was always The Villain 
(Basil Rathbone, as a rule) who Took Advantage of The 
Situation. Not our hero. He would help you up and dust 
you off before returning to the fray. There were things 
that were done and things that were not done. The Lad 
was safe until the last reel-though not from villains 
Today, with heroes like she's got, who needs enemies? 

B ACK before the last ice age when kids wore corduro 
knickers, one was taught to Fight Fair. There were 
rules. Then came Judo, Karate and other refinement 

on how to maim, cripple, disable, and otherwise devastate 
the opposition without regard to any mandate other than 
success. 

"Give to me this one day," said the wily Odesseus to 
the honorable Neoptolemus when the latter proteSted 
that what he was being asked to do for his country ~a 
at the sacrifice of personal honor, "and you may h~e 
honorably for the rest of your life." The War depen 
upon You! 

Winning is everything, says the coach. 
You will not lose , says A.T.& T. to Southern Bell. 
Nice guys finish last. . hgh 
Mr. Bond is the original corporation man. He lives '

1
t. 

on the hog off the expense account and drives the u t 
mate company car. His clothes are tastefully chosen are 
fit in with what the other young corporati?n ;r the 
wearing while the tools of his trade are furnishe h ~ab 
company store, designed in the company res~arc .faced 
and their use explained to Mr. Bond by seriousodu 
intellectual types in white coats who are clearly prd of 
of our Better Universities. Mr. Bond has n~d nJ\y t 
conscience. The Big Picture has been deci e 
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executives in leather arm chairs. Mr. Bond simply has a 
ob to do. He is a professional. His job is to win-which is 
ight. Not to win is wrong. He is never instructed how to 
,in, nor is he offered rules. The executives would Rather 
ot Know. 
As a professional, the ultimate corporation man, Mr. 

Bond has no time for amateur rules. "You've had your 
x," he says sweetly to his disarmed opponent. Then he 
ills him. 
As a businessman, Mr. Bond is efficient and, on the 

ob, he is amoral. It is not that in private life Mr. Bond 
might not have time for the niceties of life, but on the 
ob these considerations are not relevant. When Agent 

7 embraces a young lady and gazes deep into her eyes, 
e sees not an awakening emotion, but rather the ap
roach of a rival corporation man. His solution to the 

problem is characteristically efficient. He places the young 
ady in the path of destruction, protecting his own lily 
1hite body which is, after all, government property. No, 
\Ir. Bond is not amoral, he has simply sold his soul to 
he company store. 

Why then question his popularity? Drama has always 
resented us with heroes we could identify with, but 
en more with the Priest-King who is ritually sacrificed 
Frances Ferguson has pointed out in The Idea of a 

heater. There is an absolution in these heroes. They take 
Pon themselves the burden of our own guilt and raise 
at guilt to the level of the heroic. Simon Templar, The 
int, was after all, an amateur, an independent agent. 
e loved to dream of such a life, but knew ourselves to 
something else again-members of an incredibly com-

e~ termite colony, carrying out our slice of the corporate 
· morally bound to the commitments made by others, 

Ora:ly plagued with individual guilt for our actions, 
ra ly diseased by the abandonment of our spirit to 
corporation. 

:hat a friend we have in Fleming! We are not pawns, 
tare_ heroes; we are not amoral, we are gay; we are 
io~niforrned nonentities, we are agents whose every 
. w 15 momentous; we are not guilty, we are success

e are not drab, we are technicolored swingers; we 

NEW HERO 
By JOHN CLAYTON 

are not materialistic, we have sophisticated taste. We are 
FUN! 

And let us not overlook the virtues in Mr. Bond. His ap
proach to life is zestful. He is a healthy animal, and God 
knows we are tired of the sick whiners inflicted upon us 
by a generation of disturbed gentlemen in the novel and 
on the stage. He is physically fit, heterosexual, and com
petent. He has-in Mr. Kennedy's phrase-grace under 
pressure. He does not quit. He is loyal to the firm. He 
has a wry, puckish sense of humor about the madness 
of the tasks he is assigned although he never questions 
the necessity of those tasks nor the desirability of accom
plishing them. 

H E has been described as the kind of man we would 
like to be. This, of course, has long been the role of 
drama, but the paradox is, as we have seen, that it 

begins with presenting us with the man that we are and 
then offering us a heightened version. 

If we find this disturbing, it is because we find ourselves 
disturbing. Most, apparently, find this glorification of the 
corporation man rather rewarding, even, perhaps, com
forting. But a few of us-shameless romantics from the 
distant past-miss old Doug. We miss the debonair Mr. 
Flynn handing back the fallen sword to the vile Mr. Rath
bone. We miss the young boy's cry of "Fight fair!" We 
miss a world where it was better to take a beating than 
to hit below the belt. We still believe, fools that we are, 
that it is not whether you win or lose, but how you play 
the game. Perhaps that is what is meant by being a fool 
for Christ's sake. 

Not so long ago, a national picture magazine presented 
a series of photographs (in glorious color) of good Viet
namese torturing bad Vietnamese. It was explained to us 
by the magazine and by our American representatives 
present that this was necessary in order to obtain certain 
information. It was explained further that it was all right, 
because it was a custom among the bad Vietnamese. 
James Bond would have no difficulty understanding this 
at all. Good torturers are on our side. 

But some of us are very slow to learn. 
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ETHICS 
By JOSEPH L. ALLEN 



AND THE IMAGE OF STRATEGY 

T HE most crucial differences of opinion in the Ameri
can public concerning military strategy are rooted, 
not simply in different goals, nor merely in differ

ences in available information, but in different images of 
what strategy is. 

Usually we think with images rather than about them. 
What we think about in strategy is more tangible-Viet 
am or Cuba or Berlin ; machine guns and missiles and 

megatonnage; or , more abstractly, policy concepts such as 
deterrence, arms control, or escalation . An interested citi
zen will have some information about ideas of this order, 
ill form opinions about them, and will argue over them. 

But he is far less likely to think about the framework 
1ithin which he thinks about them. Yet this framework is 
·ar more important, both for the way he understands the 
roblem and for the way he decides about it , than all the 
its of strategic information the framework organizes. For 
he general public the image of strategy is the least recog
ized and least examined of all its notions about the sub
ect. 

_An image of strategy is one 's mental "eyes, " the pattern 
11nterrelated basic assumptions that guide his thinking
surnptions both about the way strategy actually func-
ons and about its purposes. One receives an image of 
ra~egy from society, and having received it, looks with it 
~lfe Wor_ld of strategy with little concern for the image 

· The image may enable one to see the subject poorly 
;ell. If poorly , he will not necessarily reject the image, 

rn
6
ay be content indefinitely with blurred vision or 

or 1· 1ndness or worse , provided he has no reason to 
~:~t t~ere is a better way of seeing . He will be like the 
Use ttld who tolerated extreme myopia for years be
he e thought nobody else could read the blackboard 
un;· !f the prevailing picture of strategy frustrates a 

Y rry 5 efforts to pursue its interests, some individuals 
ec0 · 

gn,ze the fact and develop another image. In the 
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last few years this has happened to the image of strategy 
in the United States. 

Presently two conflicting images of strategy are wide
spread in this country. They might be called the "dichot
omy image" and the "continuum image." The dichotomy 
image imposes sharp divisions on the subject-matter of 
strategy and on strategy vis-a-vis politics. The image be
gins by making an absolute distinction between war and 
peace. This outlook has a low tolerance for borderline 
cases, as shown by the occasional comment, "We should 
either get out of Viet Nam or declare war!" Furthermore, 
once the dividing line has been crossed, the dichotomy 
image tends to lump all wars into the same category, 
minimizing the distinctions between types and levels of 
wars. Thus the intolerance for limitations in war: "If we're 
in this war, we ought not fight it under wraps!" One 
should not suppose, however , that the war/peace dichot
omy is the possession solely of a militaristic mind. Pacifists 
also look at strategy through the dichotomy image, the 
difference being that they believe the only moral response 
consists in staying on the peace side of the dichotomy. 

Once the war/peace dichotomy is accepted , other 
dichotomies follow. The image identifies conflict with war 
and harmony with peace; the use of power and force with 
war and the use of negotiation and diplomacy (without 
reference to power or force) with peace; and, except 
among militaristic glorifiers of war, evil-doing with war 
and morality with peace. In this image normality is peace
ful, harmonious, and reasonable ; conflict , power , and 
force are deviations from the normal that need not even 
exist, and participation in them is seen as morally evil. 

Military strategy itself, according to the dichotomy 
image, can have to do only with war . Its purpose , there
fore , becomes detached from peacetime political goals 
and becomes narrowly military - to "win." This becomes 
the goal of the militarists; this same goal is attributed to 
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Loose spending has to stop. We already are bled dry by taxes. Operating costs are up. 

strategy by the pacifists and is rejected; and often the very 
same goal is adopted by many otherwise pragmatic and 
unabsolutist persons. President Roosevelt and Mr. Church
ill apparently reflected this outlook at the Casablanca 
Conference in 1943 when they demanded "unconditional 
surrender" as a military goal without considering its bear
ing on political and social purposes. They were saying in 
effect, even if unintentionally, that once we are at war, 
our one goal must be absolute military destruction of the 
enemy without regard for the kind of social values we 
want to preserve during the war or the kind of world we 
want after it is over. One sign of this attitude was that 
President Roosevelt felt no need to discuss the policy 
beforehand with his Secretary of State, who had the chief 
responsibility to advise the President about the nation's 
political goals in the world. Presumably for "unconditional 
surrender" to be a military goal meant that it disp laced 
political goals. The results of this policy were destructive 
in many unnecessary ways for victors and vanquished 
al ike. 

With the use of this image men can easily combine a 
great sense of devotion to peace with unrestrained partici
pation in war. General Douglas MacArthur expressed this 
combination with no apparent sense of contradiction in 
his oft-quoted testimony before a Senate committee after 
he was relieved of his command in Korea. The Truman 
administration's policy in Korea, he claimed, " ... seems 
to me to introduce a new concept into military operations 
-the concept of appeasement, the concept that when 
you use force, you can l imit that force." Later in the hear
ings, this same man, who believed that limiting military 
force by political purposes in war was tantamount to ap
peasement, could also declare: 

I am just one hundred per cent a believer against war .... In war , 
as it is waged now, with the enormous losses on both sides, 
both sides will lose. It is a form of mutual suicide; and I believe 
that the entire effort of modern society should be concentrated 
on an endeavor to outlaw war as a method of the solution of 
problems between nations. 1 

1 Hearings before the Joint Senate Committee on Armed Services and Committee 
on Foreign Relations, Military Situation in the Far East (82nd Congress, 1st ses
sion), Part I, pp. 145, 39-40. 
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The latter statement could easily have been made by an 
ardent pacifist rather than a genera l w ho did not believe 
in limiting military force. MacArth ur did not glorify war, 
but he did believe that it involved an inherent push to an 
extreme of violence. However evi l it w as, it should have 
nothing to do with politics; its goa l was "victory," not 
specific political purposes. One's very moral fervor for 
peace can intensify his crusading spiri t in war, for when 
war comes, it is attributed purely to the evil machinations 
of a diabolical enemy, one who has committed the worst 
sin and must be punished witho ut restraint. Thus an abso
lute mora l limit can easily turn into a limitless crusade. 

The dichotomy image has its source in political liberal
ism, with its faith in the rationa lity and goodness of man, 
its belief that human interests are naturally in harmony 
rather than in conflict, and its reject ion of conflict as ab
normal and evil. That this l ibe ral credo is shared by 
American "conservatives" and " li be rals" alike helps to 
explain why the dichotomy image is so widespread. Be
cause the image does so dominate popular attitudes, indi
viduals who do not share its fa ith in human rationality 
and goodness are often at a loss fo r a better way to look at 
strategy. They are trapped by the dominant image, trou
bled by it but unable to supp ly an alternative. 

Although the dichotomy image remains the dominant 
public image of strategy, its grip has weakened in recent 
years, especially in government and strategic circles. The 
increasing availability of a large body of literature ~y P~; 
fessiona l strategists is providing the interested public WI 

an alternative image. 

II 
d. • · ns that 

T HE continuum image rejects the sharp ,v,s,o fan 
dichotomy image imposes on strategy. Instead O rid 
absolute war/peace separatio n, it interprets the ~ott,e 

of strategy as a continuum of conf l ict. At one end O flict 
continuum is the imaginary cond ition _of ~o co~ ,nt 
among nations; at the other is the equ ally ,magrnarv di 
of utter and unrestrained conflict. In between a~e en some 
gradations of greater and less. This image ~ecognizeJ some 
degree of conflict in peacetime as we ll as rn war anrnaY 1 
degree of harmony in wartime as in peace. War 

rno 



osls us thousands each year for lobbies alone 
~ 10 maintain our defense contracts. 

Sure it would be nice to have schools for the kids 
and medicine for the old folks . . . 

..• but we must be fiscally responsible. 

Ive many different levels of conflict; war is not all of 
ne sort, nor does the onset of a war lead relentlessly to a 
gh level of conflict. The continuum image accordingly 
es a legitimate function for power and force at all points 
ong the line , whether at peace or war. Power becomes a 
rerequisite to successful diplomacy, and continued 
plomatic contacts are necessary even during war as 
rrorts to achieve an agreeable basis for peace. Further
ore, it remain s possible to make better and worse moral 
ecisions at high levels of conflict as at low: one's moral 
:ponsibility is to make the best decision possible under 
ecircumstances. With this image the purpose of strategy 
integrally related to the goals of politics; military policy 
comes another arm of political life. 
.\!though the continuum image has deep roots in the 
t, it has und ergone J revival since World War II under 

e stress of continuing United States responsibility as a 
orld power. By now this image has become second na
re to most speciali sts in strategy and international 

P<llitics. It underlie s the concept of limited war, the cur
nt strategic poli cy of "graduated deterrence" or "flexi
e response," the calculated limited escalation of a 
nflict to preserve vital interests , the conduct of some 
itary operations without declaring them "war," the pur
l of arms co ntrol , the effort to reach limited areas of 
reement even with adversaries, and on and on. None of 
ese ideas make much sense from the standpoint of the 
chotorny image; they are all understandable in terms 
the continuum image. In short it is impossible to under
~d curre~t strategic policy unless one replaces the 

f
otomy image with the idea of the continuum of 

n lict. 

:ecause most strategists take the continuum image for 
nt~d,_ while the general public continues to think 
gey 1n terms of a war/peace dichotomy, significant 

result for government policy. It is more difficult for 
ngovernment to communicate to the public what it is 
g and why and to find public acceptance for what 
government thinks is the most appropriate policy. 
Ir o · . 
e ,pinion sways quickly between the poles of com-
ncy and panic , whereas the government must resist 
erratic swings. The public may demand policies it 

deems absolutely moral, but which may seem quite im
moral from the standpoint of the other image. Worst of all, 
the public's confusion is projected to some extent into the 
government itself, creating similar problems within the 
workings of Congress or the Executive branch. 

An image of strategy is not merely a descriptive instru
ment. It is descriptive and can help one understand what 
is happening in the world, but it is considerably more than 
descriptive. It also contains numerous ethical assumptions 
and implications. It brings together ideas about the pur
pose of strategy, the nature of human behavior, the char
acter of moral claims, and the goals men may reasonably 
hope for in international politics: all essential questions 
for ethics. It helps to determine what one thinks is a moral 
dilemma and what is not, what he thinks are the accept
able means for resolving a dilemma, and what information 
he needs if he is to resolve it. One's image of strategy is, 
in sum, the most important element of his ethic of 
strategy. By the same count, every man who has an image 
of strategy has to that extent an ethic of strategy, whether 
he is policy-maker, operations analyst, or interested pri
vate citizen, even if he vigorously declares his ethical 
neutrality or denies that strategic issues involve moral 
considerations. 

Ill 

THE continuum image began to develop its present 
form about the middle of the 1950's. Several influ
ences converged then to spur its development: the 

invention of thermonuclear bombs (roughly 1000 times as 
powerful as the nuclear bombs dropped on Japan), the 
development of booster rockets that could be used to fire 
intercontinental missiles, the growing awareness that the 
United States would no longer be safe from attack in a 
nuclear war, and the very intensity with which the 
dichotomy image was finding expression, both in the pub
lic's reaction against the limited war in Korea and in the 
subsequent doctrine of massive retaliation. 

"Massive retaliation" became the chief target of the 
continuum thinkers. When Secretary of State Dulles enun
ciated the doctrine in early 1954, he stated that the gov
ernment wanted "a maximum deterrent at a bearable 
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cost." Toward t hat end, he said, " loca l defenses must be 
reinforced by the further deterrent of massive retaliatory 
power .... The way to deter aggression is for the free 
community to be wil l ing and able to respond vigorous ly 
at places and with means of its own choosing." 2 Although 
the statement was ambiguous in several respects, it was 
wide ly taken to mean that in the event of another brush
fire war around the edge of the communist territories, the 
United States might instant ly strike the Soviet Union or 
Communist China with nuclear weapons. 

Iron ically it was just at that time that many professiona l 
strategists were declaring that an all-or-nothing strategy 
no longer made sense in an age of unlimited weapons. 
Now that the Soviet Union could also respond wit h 
thermonuclear weapons, massive reta liation would mean 
mutual suicide, or at least massive suffering on both sides. 
The Soviet leaders would know this, and therefore might 
look on the doctrine as a bluff. They would think it in
co nceivab le that the Un ited States wou ld commit natio nal 
suicide over some small chunk of overseas territory. If 
the Soviet Union the n cal led ou r hand by some small-scale 
aggression, we would either have to back down (inviting 
mo re aggression), or carry out the threat and take the 
consequences, or else quickly devise some less-than
massive response for which the cutbacks in defense 
spending made us ill-prepared. Mr. Dulles had empha
sized repeatedly that his strategy would save money , but 
he did not seem to recognize its great ly increased cost to 
American security through weakening our ability to re
spond to aggression in a manner tailored to the threat, 
with minimum risk to national existence. One did not have 
to assume, the critics reiterated, that every war must be
come all-out. The Soviet Union might launch a total war 
if it had no fear of nuclear retaliation, and for that reason 
it was necessary to develop and maintain an invulnerable 
retaliatory force. But other weapons had to be ready for 
the most likely types of wars, wars that were less than 
total. 

Out of this criticism of "massive retaliation" there arose 
as an alternative the doctrine of limited war, otherwise 
known as '·flexible response" or "graduated deterrence." 
Limited war doctrine developed over the years from 1954 
to 1960 and persists as the basis of current American 
strategy . By whatever name, the doctrine requires two 
conditions for strategy: (1) the capability to cope with a 
military challenge at any level, from major nuclear war 
down to minor irritation , with a response tailored to the 
challenge ; and (2) direction of the military response to
ward the attainment of specific, limited political objec
tives . 

The first condition , the capability, still calls for weapons 
of massive retaliation , not as the answer to all ills , but as 
the ultimate incentive for an enemy to keep hostilities 
limited . Massive weapons are, on the one hand , to deter 
an enemy from a massive attack , and on the other , to deter 
him from escalating cheaply to higher and higher levels 
of violence when he is stopped on lower levels. But the 
massive weapons alone are insufficient. If a country is to 
avoid both extremes of total war and surrender , it must 

2 John Foster Dull es, " The Evo lut io n of Fo reign Po li cy," Department of State 
Bulletin, XXX, No. 761 (January 25, 1964). 
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have the capabi l ity for inte rmed iate resistance. Lin, 
war capabi l ity requires an array of possible response 
var ied as the likely challe nges; it req uir es ~mall nuc: 
weapons as well as large ones, sho rt-range missiles as ear 
as medium- and long-range ones, speedy fighter-bon,~ell 
as well as B-52's, counter-guerri lla as we ll as conventi rs 
forces, and high ly mobi le units that can be depl;na1 
rapidly to the scene of a cris is. Yed 

The second conditio n is the more diff icult to attain b 
cause it is a matte r of contro l of the will. If wars a;e ~ 
remain limited, their goa ls must be limited , and limit~ 
po litically. Whatever other conditio ns are required t 
limit wars-limited war capabi lity, limited geographica~ 
area, effective command-and-contro l, careful war plans
the crucial one is limited pol itica l goals . The military can
not be expected to set its ow n limits. Limits can be effec
tively imposed only throug h an act of governmental will. 
A country can be influenced by co nside ring its interests 
and therefo re a rationa l eleme nt ente rs into the conduct 
of war. Yet co untries wi ll not necessarily see or follow 
their interests, and hence the re is no assurance that desira
ble limits will actual ly be impose d. But for the leading 
contemporary strategists-me n like Henry Kissinger and 
Herman Kahn, Robert Osgood and Bernard Brodie-no 
other idea of strategy makes sense bu t the pursuit of lim
ited, specific policy goals. If the do minant goals in almost 
any limited war situation are to restrain an attacker and 
at the same time to minimize the chances of a major war 
the military action must seek to affect the enemy's will 
not to destroy his country. Ulti mately the effort is psy
chological, to increase his incentives to make peace. 

Limited goals in war require qualities that cut against 
the habitual American outlook: q ualities of disciplined 
restraint, continuing controlled effo rt rather than hot-and
cold extremes, acceptance of the losses necessary to avoid 
even worse results, toleration of lo ng and indecisive action 
rather than the demand for an al l-o r-n ot hing quick "solu• 
tion. " The doctrine of limited war may make sense in and 
of itself but still be difficult to mai ntai n in the face of abso
lutist public attitudes. If the Unite d States is to keep its 
capability for a flexible response, it must be able to gain 
public understanding and suppo rt for the image that 
underlies the doctrine. This understa ndin g requires grasp
ing some relatively subtle points, but their importance 
justifies the effort. 

IV . 

T
HE continuum image retains meaningful distinction 
in degree at the same time that it undercuts the ~ 
chant for absolute either/or alte rnatives . For example 

' I ara war and peace no longer appear as absolute Y sep 
1 . I ce a on 

conditions, but as levels of greater or less _v,o en d·ffe 
the continuum. Yet it will still make a con siderable 

1 

ence whether a country declares wa r, fo r two rea: 
First, the announcement may lead to false expecta tha 
from a public that still thinks of wa r as absolute , so f 
people might demand extreme, ino rd inate me~sur: 
lowing a declaration of war. Second, a declarat~on CO 

is a warning to the enemy that greate r viole~ce 1
~ ~~e 

and might provoke him to a sudde n escalation ~ . ate 
Therefore governments should and do try to ant~

1
~tih 

effect .of a declaration of war on the conduct O 0 



soth these reasons have probably influ~nced the Unit:d 
tes in its reluctance to declare war in Korea or Viet 

Sta " War " has thus become an ambiguous term, mean
Narll· 
. to some an absolute threshold beyond which reason, 
ing rality, and limitation cease to operate, and to others a 
Jllf tive, shifting condition in which nations deploy force 
re ainst one another in a more or less calculating, con
ag~led fashion . The very term "Cold War" reflects this 
tro biguity : it is war in the second sense but not in the 
:i~I. The strategists' P?int s~~uld not be lost here, though, 

f according to their posItIon, any "Hot War" should or . 
1 0 

be war only in the second sense. The very attempt 
a \rnpose an absolute war/peace dichotomy on strategy 
~ecomes for them a critically dangerous and irresponsible 

~~ . 
In keeping with this reasoning, strategy has to do with 

eacetime as well as wartime activities, insofar as they 
~oncern a country's security policy. Clausewitz's classic 
vork of the 1820's, On War, discussed strategy as one sub
:opic within th: general subject of war. Today_ he might 
entitle his treatise On Strategy , and he would discuss war 
as one of the sub-topics. Accordingly strategy is concerned 
not simply with the application of force, but with "the 
exploitation of potential force," to use Professor Thomas 
Schelling's phrase. 3 When weapons are as destructive as 
today's, the ultimate , if not the complete reckoning, had 
best be only theoretical-the projection of possibilities . 
Strategy necessarily becomes a much more inclusive and 
subtle process under these conditions, a process of bar
gaining not unlike the bargaining between seller and 
buyer or labor and management. The problem is how to 
influence the adversary through the possession of weap
ons and the threat that they may be used, not necessarily 
through their use. As in these other bargaining fields , one 
must assert his .interests-bargain-or else accept the 
other's term s. The refusal to bargain, in strategy as else-
1here, inevitably means sacrifice of one's interests. 
To draw another analogy, this time from contract 

bridge, strategy today is as though one were to concen
trate on the bidding, not the play of the hand. Corre
pondingly, a successful strategy might involve no play 
at all, but only bidding. The analogy suggests a problem 
tor strategy, however: How does one know the opponent 

not bluffing in his bids? In bridge one determines this 
11hen he plays the hand; but if the play were eliminated , 
the alternative would be to steal a glance at the oppo
nents' cards. In strategy with unlimited weapons , this is 
hat must be done- " look at the opponent 's cards." To 
tke the situation even odder, one must take care to 

a low the opponent to see at least some of one 's own 
cards. The enemy must have a general knowledge of one's 
trength, through pictures , parades of missiles, news re
eases, well-publicized test shots, and so on. The enemy 

USt not conclude that one is bluffing, or else he might 
~
st 

the bluff in a crisis or war. Today 's nuclear strategy 
nnot ignore actual "war-fighting" plans, or else a coun
could not as likely control its behavior in a war. Even 

'~ar-fighting must be only one sub-heading under the 
uc more inclusive category, "conflict management," 

">as C S 
••rsit · che llin g, The Strategy of Conflict (Cambrid ge, Massachu se tt s : Harvard 

Y Press, 1960). p. 5. 

the art of working with any point along the continuum 
so as to attain the desired policy goals. 

The continuum of conflict calls attention to the vast 
array of available alternatives for strategy and their endless 
possible combinations to suit a country's many goals. The 
image is obviously still an over-simplification, because the 
choices in strategy are multi-dimensional, not merely one
dimensional in the fashion of a straight line. Furthermore 
the "line" will actually have some bumps or breaks in it, 
such as the distinctions between nuclear and non-nuclear 
weapons, or between population centers and military 
installations, or between an antagonist's homeland and 
his outlying bases. These breaks, however important, are 
still part of an over-all more or less since on either side 
of these distinctions the continuum of possible levels of 
conflict resumes. Furthermore the breaks may not be com
plete or fixed, either as physical possibilities (some military 
targets are so close to cities that they raise the strategic 
problem of city-targeting), or in the minds of men (the 
Hawaiian Islands are geographically outlying but politi
cally part of the homeland of the United States). Often the 
breaks are only partial, and sometimes they appear for a 
period of history and then disappear. The strategist needs 
both the idea of the unbroken continuum, to remind him 
of the almost infinitely varied possibilities, and the aware
ness of the existing breaks, to remind him that his choices 
in fact are limited. He is rather like a pianist, who can play 
either C sharp or D and not halfway between, on his 
"continuum" of eighty-eight keys, but who finds this limit 
not unduly confining. 

The continuum image assists ethical decision in several 
respects. First, it points to the wide array of alternatives 
available for meeting problems of strategy. In social action 
the alternatives are almost never reducible to two. This 
image can readily form part of an ethic of responsibility 
to persons with concrete needs, rather than an ethic of 
the pursuit of abstract , absolute ideals. 

Second, the image takes conflict seriously, without the 
illusion that it will ever completely go away, or that men 
will naturally be agreeable . It is therefore adaptable to 
an understanding that man always has potentialities for 
good and for evil. 

Third, the image demands that action always be di
rected toward identifiable, limited purposes. Thereby it 
undercuts the spirit that crusades for limitless, unachieva
ble goals, a spirit that leaves untold destruction in its 
wake. The continuum image therefore takes seriously both 
the finitude of man's vision and the importance of re
sponding to pressing human needs. 

In view of these contributions it is surprising that more 
theologians and ethicists have not made a greater effort 
to understand contemporary strategic thinking as a basis 
for their comments on international problems. It must 
be confessed that very few theologians and church leaders 
have taken the field of strategy with the seriousness they 
should if they are going to issue statements about moral 
responsibility in military policy. An understanding of the 
image back of contemporary strategy , over and beyond 
information about day-to-day events , is a prerequisite 
both for constructive criticism and for critical support 
of strategic policies. 
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• * ommun1sm 
SY zBiGNIEW BRZEZINSKI 

TIS now a truism to say that the communist world has 

I been split through the Sino-Soviet split. Nonetheless, 
it seems to me important to begin by reiterating the 

·reat historical significance of that event. The Sino-Soviet 
'
15
pute further has destroyed the unity of the internation

J. communist movement and of the communist world. 
J, 

I 
It is, therefore, a phenomenon of historical importance, 

,omparable in many respects to the split in Christianity 
;everal centuries ago. I use that analogy advisedly, for 
:omrnunism in our age had become a dramatic, powerful 
·irce capable of mobilizing support, and apparently pre-
'.dained to dominate this globe. It had captured the 

11aginations of many people. It claimed to offer an abso
utely accurate scientific insight into the nature of our 
•eality, just as religious movements have done in the past. 
There are those who still minimize the significance of 

·1is split. They argue that while, indeed, there are differ
ences between the Chinese and the Soviets, both of them 
do agree on the ultimate objective of creating a commu-
1istworld. Here, too, the experience of Christianity is rele
ant. Both the Catholics and the Protestants were gaily 
aughtering each other for thirty years while agreeing on 
1e desirability of having a Christian world. Their experi
nce suggests that in theologically- or ideologically
riented movements, disagreements about means, about 
e more immediate future, can escalate into fundamen-
1 organizational or institutional conflicts as well as into 
octrinal conflicts, and this is precisely what is happening 

0 international communism today. 
Its hitherto uniform ideology has been splintered. (n

eed, increasingly the divisive issue in communism is not 
mply the legacy of Stalinism, it is not the role of Stalin 

If; but the debate increasingly points to the issue of 
erelevance of Leninism itself, which added an important 
gredi_ent to Marxism-a doctrine of an industrializing 
P1tal1st society-and made it relevant to conditions of 
ckwardness and political underdevelopment. 
Thus, in the course of the Sino-Soviet dispute, Leninism 

1
tcreasi~gly been exposed to an implicit attack on 

the Chinese and the Soviet sides. The Soviets, in sys
at~ing _and developing their opposition to the Chi-

ntl ave rncr~asingly exposed Leninism to revision. Cer
\ the Soviet precepts concerning the possibility of 

ce ~I transition to socialism involve a veering away 

1 t ~ Leninist tradition. The Soviet willingness to ac/n increasing diversity of doctrinal opinions among 
/rnrnunist parties means a dilution of the Leninist 
ion of " d f b . erna . partyness" an o a solute commitment to 

lhe tized beliefs. 

b Chinese, too, in their critique of the Soviet position, 

011~ 1
t~eir elevation of the role of the peasant in the 

0c liberation struggle, have been jettisoning some of 
IIAPI!: ELSE 

the significant principles of Leninism, and increasingly 
moving toward a form of radical Populism. It is, in fact, a 
historical paradox to think that the two principal enemies 
of Leninism were the Mensheviks and the radical social 
revolutionaries; and that the debate between the Soviets 
and the Chinese has again involved this kind of polariza
tion within the communist movement itself. 

The Sino-Soviet dispute accordingly undermines the 
unity of the doctrine; it increasingly points toward the 
relativization of its beliefs, and eventually toward the 
erosion of its commitment. We know from the history of 
ideas that the relativization of absolute ideas is often the 
first stage in the erosion of the vitality of these ideas. The 
institutions bearing the ideas can continue, but in time 
they become increasingly preoccupied with their own 
vested interests; they become increasingly doctrinaire, 
rigid, and sterile, and lose much of the revolutionary mo
mentum and commitment which is so much the point of 
departure for the doctrine's success and for its magnetic 
attraction. All this, I submit, is happening to the commu
nist ideology. 

Moreover, on the organizational level the split between 
the Soviets and the Chinese only transitionally will involve 
a polarization of communism into two blocs. Much more 
important is the process of overall fragmentation of the 
unity of the hitherto united movement. To be sure, we still 
have a majority of the communist parties supporting the 
Soviets. According to the latest count, out of a total of 
111 communist parties around the world, sixty-nine more 
or less support the Soviets, twenty-seven support the Chi
nese, with the others wavering. But even more significant 
is the fact that many countries have not one, but two 
communist parties devoting most of their energies to fight
ing each other. There are approximately twenty countries 
in which there are now such mutually hostile communist 
parties. This, of course, is highly debilitating from the 
organizational point of view and pushes further the 
process of fragmentation which I do not see ending 
merely with the Sino-Soviet polarity. 

II 
All of that cumulatively creates a profoundly different 

context for. the further evolution of the communist world 
from the one that we have become accustomed to. In the 
Soviet Union itself the post-Stalin phase and the phase 
dominated externally by the Sino-Soviet split has seen a 
significant change in the character of the ruling regime. It 
is no longer a personal, autocratic totalitarianism. Increas
ingly it is a political system characterized by bureau
cratization and emphasis on professional bureaucratic 
skills. 

I have somewhere else described the present govern-

• Reprinted with permission from the Political Science Quarterly, Proceedings of 
the Annual Meeting of the Academy of Political Science, April 1965, Volume 28, 
No. 1, pp. 55-63. 
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ment as a "regime of the clerks." I feel that this is an accu
rate shorthand expression. It is perhaps the only political 
system in the world today which is run from top to bottom 
by professional bureaucrats. Most other political systems, 
even those with established and important bureaucracies, 
have mechanisms for the introduction of non-bureaucratic 
political blood at the top. This applies to the Vatican Curia 
or even to the French government. But the Soviet political 
system is now entirely run by professional bureaucrats. 
This gives it a special character. It prompts an emphasis 
on order, on stability, on continuity, on the avoidance of 
adventures, on regularity. It is, therefore, an important 
change from the Stalinist and even Khrushchevite pattern 
of extremes of commitment in one direction or in another. 

I lay stress on the bureaucratization of Soviet politics, 
for it to me suggests the most probable direction of future 
Soviet political development. I do not see Soviet political 
development in the near future as involving liberalization 
o r a democratic evolution. I see a po l itica l system which 
is increasingly bureaucratized and still authoritarian, a 
po l it ical system in which power is concentrated in the 
hands .of a relatively narrow spectrum of a few profes
sio nal bureaucrats who wield power organizationally. 

More broadly, Soviet life is becoming increasingly Wes
te rn ized and Europeanized. Now, the process of Westerni
zatio n and Europeanization, in my mind, also is not sy
nonymous with the process of democratization, for we 
sho uld remember that a democratic political system is a 
mi nority system, even in Western Europe itself. Nonethe
less, Westernization does involve a certain communion of 
thought, a certain mutual identification, a certain mode 
of life and a sense of shared aspirations, which cumu
latively create the context for a closer relationship of 
Russia to Europe . This change has been very much acceler
ated by the Sino-Soviet dispute. 

The process of Russia's Europeanization and Westerni
zation has thus been accelerated and intensified both by 
internal Soviet development, which creates the precondi
tions for it, and by the Sino-Soviet dispute which creates 
the impetus for it. But it is not to be confused with the 
process of democratization for which, at the present time, 
I see very little social basis in the Soviet Union, given its 
political traditions, the way it industrialized, the way its 
political system developed, and the vested interests of the 
ruling oligarchs in the preservation of the bureaucratic 
monopoly of power. 

Ill 
The process of change in East Europe is, of course, more 

mixed. Nonetheless, there are certain parallels. At the 
present time I do not see East Europe, even though in 
many respects it has become de-Stalinized, and in many 
other respects desatellitized (and the two processes do not 
always go hand in hand-see the difference between 
Hungary and Poland), also becoming democratized or 
liberalized. I fear that the devastation of the war and the 
legacy of the Stalinist subordination of society to the 
political system has been such that in the foreseeable 
future little objective opportunity exists for a significant 
democratization of the political system in East Europe. 

As the East European states gain increasing autonomy 
from the Soviet Union externally, unavoidably their politi
cal systems increasingly become dependent on domestic 
support, and in so doing they tend to revive and to draw 
succor from reviving some of the antecedent political 

p rocesses of East Europe, includi ng-a nd this is 
marked in some cases al ready-a heavy-h anded relia 
on nationalis m, chauvinism, anti-i nte llectualism, alld 
whenever relevant, even anti-Semitism . Indeed , incr 
ingly natio nal commu nism in East Europe is beginnin:as. 
resemb le s~cia l fascism and w~ should not forget that t: 
prewar fascist movements, which were not dominant b 
which had been gaining strength, preached nationalis Ut 
chauvinism, anti - inte llectualism, certai nly, whenever re~ 
vant, anti-Semitism, and also moderniza tion of the state
including their economic deve lopment and social refores I 
It is perhaps not an accident that some of the prewrn 
fascists find a welcome haven and a major role in so~r 
of the new national Communist regimes of East Europee 

Thus in the foreseeable future, I ten d to be pessimistic 
about the internal development of East Europe, even 
though externally the region is acq uiri ng greater diversity 
and more autonomy. But in the long run East Europe is far 
more susceptib le to, and far more inte rested in, the West 
European deve lopment than Russia, in spite of the Euro
peanization of Russia. The East Europeans- and this ap
plies particularly to the younger gene rat ion-see in West 
Europe the image of the future. The con cept of Europe 
is a substitute for the waning ideology. To the extent that 
in the present context of greater dive rsity the East Euro
pean states can be responsive to that appeal , they can also 
serve as transmission belts for a simi lar evolution of the 
Soviet Union, and, perhaps, in the f uture, for a different 
pattern of international relationships. 

IV 
To be sure, we are still far away fro m such a fundamen· 

tal change. While objective conditio ns fo r a new East· 
West relationship are now maturing, subje ctively the situa• 
tion is not yet ripe. It is not yet ripe because primarily the 
Soviet leadership, but also the comm uni st leadership o 
East Europe, is not yet ready for such a qualitative change 
There is already, of course, a greater incl inat ion on their 
part to accept stability and adjustme nt. Indeed, Soviet 
foreign policy has undergone a profo und revision in re
cent years. In the period 1958 to 1962 the Soviet leaders 
pursued what can be described as the po licy of break· 
through. On the essentially erroneous assumption of pos 
sessing a strategic advantage, the Soviet Union attemp!ed 
to use the Berlin crisis as a source of leve rage for breakin 
through to the West and for disma ntl ing the WeStem 
system of security and alliance. ba 

Frustrated in Berlin, they attempted to _use ~h~ C~ the 
"short cut." This, in my view, was the basic origin ° ed 
missile crisis. The confrontation in Cuba, however, fore 

0 
the Soviet leadership to recognize that the balance ed 
power was not as favorable to them as they had as~umh 

. . h b . relations This, in turn, forced them to reassess t e asic ag 
of violence to international change in the nuclear at 
The Soviet leadership, in accepting the coerced ev~c~ t 
of its missiles from Cuba, accepted wi th it the noti~e eri 
the policy of break-through was bankrupt. Thu~ thisto 
of the Cuban crisis marked-and we know th15 

cally-the end of the Berlin crisis. al 
I" was For about a year afterwards Soviet po icy fus 

entirely adrift. It was marked by incert itude andt0
: of 

But by late 1963 and early 1964, we see the out in~ip 
new policy clearly emerging. The Soviet leaders 
concluded that its interests would be better se 



ht I would call a policy of fragmentation, designed to 
3
rnent politically the Western alliance. This approach 

if3g clearly spelled out in a large number of articles in 
,
1
•: 3 emphasizing a three-pronged attack-but a political 
9d diplomatic attack this time-on the peripheries, the 
nth and the south, and on the central front through a 

'.
0
~ct approach to de Gaulle's France, using de Gaulle's 

'

1

if-assertiveness against the United States as a source of 
\rage for undermining Western unity. 
e\he visits paid by the Soviet leaders to the West, by 
osygin to Italy, by Podgorny to France, by a large number 
itop-level Soviet officials in the course of 1963 and 1964 

:particularly 1964-testify to the shaping of this policy. 
~iter Khrushchev's political "death" the new leadership 
·hose to emphasize particularly the approach to France, 
;, Professor Lowenthal pointed out in his very able New 
y~rk Times article. 

The current Soviet policy is still grounded in the basic 
.ssumption of the desirability and of the inevitability of 
l'estern fragmentation. But it is now a policy based on the 

1olutionary principle and not on military pressure, which 
as the essential ingredient of the policy of break-

·~rough. Therefore, it creates the preconditions for some 
mited adjustments and eventually perhaps even for rec
nciliation, since our own policy toward the East is now 
ased also on the assumption of the evolution of the East, 
Ien though we postulate in the wake of this expected 
,olution a basic change in the character of the commu

. st systems. 
There is thus at least the beginnings of an East-West 
Jnsensus on the desirability of European stability, on the 
esirability of avoiding a nuclear confrontation, and on 
volution as a basjs for international change. In turn, that 
ves rise to the possibility of a greater growing together 
;the East and the West, first on the social and economic 
ane, primarily by the development of a variety of multi

ateral relationships, but eventually perhaps even politi-
ally. 

Eventually the time may come for the undertaking of a 
0mmon East-West multilateral economic development 
cheme designed to cut across the present frontiers par
'ioning Europe, a plan designed to build multilateral ties, 
narrow the gap in the standard of living, to eliminate 

e restraints which still exist on communication and con
ct between the East and the West in Europe, eventually 

. ereby creating the preconditions for the reunification of 
~Jrope, and, in that context, for the reunification of Ger-
any. 

V 
T~is Policy differs fundamentally-and it should differ 
: amentally-from the policy that we ought to pursue 
e ard the eastern part of the communist world. At the 
tent time, the situation in China and in its associated 
eshand supporting parties is of a fundamentally differ
g c aracter. The Chinese are still in a more retarded 
n: ?f their revolutionary experience; they are still ope r
at rnore primitive conditions; they are still in a more 
qu510

nist . mood. They are undergoing, indeed, a 
me e historical experience, the coming together of three 
riennsely destructive and emotionalizing historical ex
r ll1aces: a nationalist revolution which creates a basis 
; ans~ commitment and national political self-awaken

~listdustrial revolution which ruptures the fabric of 
ed traditional society and creates the conditions 

of alienation and loneliness, the basis for more total politi
cal organization; and last but not least, a communist revo
lution, still in its intense utopian and revolutionary stage. 

Neither in Russia nor in East Europe were these three 
revolutionary processes experienced together. In China 
they have come together and this creates a degree of com
mitment and an ideological perspective on the world 
which is not subject to rapid change and which makes 
China qualitatively different from the Soviet Union and 
East Europe. 

Indeed, the Chinese have developed the conception of 
the changing geographical vortex of the center of the 
revolution during the last one hundred years-from 
France to Germany, from Germany to Russia, and now 
from Russia to China-to justify their own role as the 
center of the revolutionary activity in the world. Their 
commitment, their sense of pride, this fanaticism, if you 
will, does not create at the present moment a favorable 
setting for stability and adjustment. This is why, while in 
the West the moment is approaching for adjustment and 
reconciliation, in the East the task is still to create inter
national stability as the first order of business on the inter
national agenda. 

I feel that this is the task the United States ought to 
undertake; indeed it has undertaken it, and it ought to 
persist in that task, for otherwise Asia will become de
stabilized. America has a major stake in Asia; one cannot 
envisage the development of Japan, of Taiwan, the rural 
reforms in Pakistan, or the Indian economic development, 
without American economic presence and involvement. 
This economic involvement in turn requires political pres
ence, and it is American political presence which is in the 
process of being challenged. 

VI 
There are those who argue that the maintenance of 

American presence in Asia is impossible, but I am very 
much impressed by the fact that some of the most distin
guished people who argued that way more than fifteen 
years ago argued in the same journals that the policy of 
containment in Europe was impossible. Some of them de
scribed the policy of containment as a "strategic mon-

. strosity doomed to failure," and recommended American 
disengagement from Europe. 

The long road to international morality leads through 
the creation of international order, and international order 
necessitates, first of all, the creation of international sta
bility. We can only create international stability if all the 
major powers in the world accept the principle that in the 
nuclear age no side can change the political status quo 
through the use of force and through direct challenge to 
another side. We restrained ourselves from doing that in 
Hungary, in spite of our policy of liberation. The Soviets 
learned that lesson more painfully in Cuba. That lesson is 
still to be learned in many parts of the world, but I believe 
that the cause of peace, the cause of global reconciliation, 
the cause of international adjustment, requires, first, the 
creation of stability, and stability in Asia will not be 
achieved by American disengagement or Chinese expan
sion. 

It is in terms of these broad generalizations that I see 
hope for the future in our relationship with the commu
nist world and that I see room for optimism in assessing 
change in the communist world. 
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This is the curb where 
the car stood, see the dry 
square on the pavement wet 
with rain , and here the elm 
tree dripped its tears. 
This is the very ground 
she stood on as she fled 
(in her mind, her step 
slow and reluctant) , this air 
for all I know is what they 
breathed , this sun broke through 
to mist the windows of the car, 
this bird sang, this grass 
must have heard the news, but 
something's gone, lost , dissolved , 
vanished, frightened away by sobs 
and anger , X marks the spot on the map 
of a make-believe country where she 
gave back to him what she had never 
had although he said she would not 
pledge a straw to keep it hers. So 
the tears she shed so piteously for 
her release blamed him for what he was , 
yet lacked his signature , as money 
spent on grief or love never 
exceeds the debt. 

EETING 

-JAMES H~ARST 
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oLJRNALISTS frequently resort to 

I the three "1:'s"-tor_ri?, turbulent, 
truculent-in describing contem
ry political attitudes and moods 

P0~tin America. These descriptions 

d
in turb North American readers, in 
15 h II . . 

1 because t ey ca into question 
par sixth grade image of "Good 
ourghbor" policies and relationships. 
\el b 1· h These tw_o extremes sym . o 1ze t e 
d'sparity in our understanding of and 
;titudes toward U.S. foreign policy 

:s it relates to Latin America, and 
,uggest the urgency for a reassess
. ent of what that policy is. Such a 
:evaluation is what Senator Ful
bright was advocating when he 
;poke about "Old Myths and New 
Realities." 

We once had a fairly adequate vi-
,ion of how the world was divided. 
on the one side was an aggressive, 
monolithic communist bloc of na
:ons, and on the other, a bloc of 
,on-aggressive and more-or-le ·ss 
democratic nations. This is no longer 
an adequate guide to understanding 
·he modern world as it is evolving. If 
~ne must think of the world in sim-
1le models, perhaps the one sug
ested by Dom Helder Camara (Ro
-:ian Catholic archbishop in the pov
erty-smitten Brazilian northeast) is 
useful: "the co11flict (is) between the 
developed world and the developing 
arid." A similarly effective image is 
shop James K. Mathews' insight: 
he great dividing wall of hostility 
our time has become the 30th 
rallel in the Northern Hemisphere, 
aching all the way around the 
arid except in Asia where it swings 
orth to follow the Chinese boun-
ry." 
Our policies in Latin America con
tently indicate that we have been 
ing to catch up with histor-y. Via 
e Monroe Doctrine the United t I 

es saw itself as a brave and stal-
art Young man standing between 
d Young nations of Latin America 

the colony-hungry nations of 

Europe. Via the "Big Stick" and 
"Send - in - the - Marines" policies, 
good-hearted and strong Uncle Sam 
intervened when necessary to keep 
minimum order among the immature 
and perpetually corrupt Latin nations 
who were basically incapable of self
government 

A legitimate argument can be 
made that the U.S. government and 
public opinion only began to take 
Latin America seriously with Franklin 
Roosevelt's "Good Neighbor" policy, 
which theoretically marked the end 
of North American tutelage and be
gan the era of partnership. 

The pressure of world events 
shifted American concentration else
where after Roosevelt, and the 
"Good Neighbor" policy was al
lowed to lapse. The stoning of an 
American vice president and Castro's 
shift to Marxist anti-Americanism 
awakened us quickly. Again we 
sought an adequate model and 
policy for dealing with our Latin 
neighbors. Thus John F. Kennedy, 
recognizing the potential tensions 
between the "haves" and "have
nots," enunciated the Alliance for 
Progress. He helped to make us 
aware of the necessity to force the 
entrenched upper classes in Latin 
America to make necessary reforms 
in the name of social justice, politi
cal liberty and economic progress. 

But long before the intervention 
of U.S. Marines in Santo Domingo, 
it had become apparent that the 
Alliance for Progress had not suc
ceeded in either capturing the 
imagination of the Latin American 
peoples or in motivating their gov
ernments to initiate progressive re
forms. This most recent failure to 
be a leader for reform and progress 
in Latin America is, regrettably, 
nothing new; it is simply the latest 
in a long series of failures to insti
tute change. The truth is that Uncle 
Sam looks very little like a leader 
of Latin America but very much like 
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a bumbling, on-again-off-again 
meddler who neither understands 
exactly what he wants nor from 
whom (or why) he wants it. 

THE military intervention of the 
U.S. in Santo Domingo was a 
shock felt 'and still reverberat

ing' throughout Latin America. Be
fore Santo Domingo, anti-American
ism was simply a series of slogans 
designed to unify a people behind 
a single cause. This sentiment made 
possible the nationalization of 
American business interests but it 
certainly wasn't a deep-seated popu
lar attitude. But the landing of Ma
rines in Santo Domingo and the 
steady American support of the mili
tary dictatorship in Brazil has 
changed popular attitudes. The U.S. 
is now looked upon as a monster 
that has to be dealt with as such. 

Recent American policies in Brazil 
and the Dominican Republic are 
largely responsible for this shift in 
opinion. In Brazil, the U.S. recog
nized (before any other nation had 
done so and while ex-President 
Goulart was still in the country) the 
military government that overthrew 
the legally-elected Jango Goulart. 
The American ambassador in Brazil 
has repeatedly praised publicly the 
military government and expressed 
strong confidence in it. At the same 
time he has refused thus far to place 
the U.S. government on public rec
ord as opposing the continuing 
harassment of Brazilian professors, 
students, journalists and labor lead
ers. 

And then came the intervention 
in the Dominican Republic. What 
stunned many Latin Americans was 
that the U.S. had reverted to direct, 
massive military intervention in a 
small republic. The reasons for this 
intervention were, and will continue 
to be, widely disputed. Many Latins 
now feel they have clear proof that 
the U.S. has been misjudged for 
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decades. Despite their shrillness and 
false solutions, the communists are 
being applauded for depicting the 
American eagle as a huge vulture 
hovering over its Latin American 
prey. The U.S. is no longer thought of 
as a good-hearted but sleeping giant 
whose shrewd capitalists export 
Coca-Cola culture and rig the prices 
of Latin American raw materials in 
order to reap fantastic profits. The 
U.S. is now thought to be an intem
perate monster, capable of hasty and 
extreme action. 

The crowning blow to Latin images 
of the U.S. came when there was 
hardly any public outcry in the U.S. 
against these Brazilian and Domini
can actions, particularly the landing 
of the Marines in Santo Domingo. 

The lack of public protests in the 
U.S. really surprised the Brazilians 
who have always believed the Ameri
can people to be liberal and non
interventionist even when their gov
ernment was otherwise (particularly 
when it was influenced by economic 
pressure groups protecting their 
Latin American holdings). Thus, this 
image of Uncle Sam as a good
hearted but bumbling and absent
minded neighbor who was often 
taken advantage of by some of his 
own rapacious citizens is now 
thought to be an illusion, to be re
placed by a new and as yet still-form
ing image. 

There is today a deep current, and 
not just among students, of disap
pointment and dismay with the U.S. 
The leftist press in Brazil has been 
subdued since March 31, 1964, but 
when Brazilians become freer and 
the controls of censorship and re
pression are relaxed, the leftists will 
speak loudly again. They will reap a 
rich harvest by being articulate and 
strident in their characterization of 
this new trend in American policies. 
Political anti-Americanism will be 
greatly enhanced by this exploitation. 

What will such a press say? They 
will accuse the U.S. government of 
being too closely aligned with ex
ploiting capitalists, and use as an 
illustration the extremely profitable 
concession granted to the Hannah 
Mining Corporation shortly after the 
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change of government in Brazil. They 
will say that the U.S. is a nation of 
militarists, and fully exploit the open 
secret of the close liaison between 
the American military mission in 
Brazil and the Brazilian Army Of
ficers who conspired and overthrew 
the government of Jango Goulart. 

THIS press will say that the U.S. 
has helped prop up an unpopu
lar military government (as the 

recent state elections showed con
clusively), and in exchange for this 
support were guaranteed relatively 
free access by American private firms 
to Brazilian natural resources. They 
will ask with ironic bitterness where 
the American commitment to civil 
liberties, freedom of speech, judicial 
processes and academic freedom was 
during this twilight period of military 
semi-dictatorship. The left will, of 
course, exaggerate, distort, and over
simplify, but the germ of truth is 
there to be exploited. 

The greatest disappointment in 
Brazil was that the U.S. was not, in 
the hour of need, a staunch cham
pion of justice and liberty, reform 
and democracy. Rather, the U.S. be
came allied with a military attempt 
to stave off the collapse of the deca
dent institutions that have limited the 
progress and democracy of Brazil for 
over three hundred years. It isn't so 
much what the U.S. has done or let 
happen, but what the U.S. has failed 
to do that has hurt. 

For a hundred and fifty years, the 
U.S. has longed to be the leader and 
example for Latin America (even 
though some of its citizens were at 
the same time busily exploiting Latin 
American interests, and when of
ficial American policy was captured 
by private interests). But now the U.S. 
has failed (at least it has missed two 
of its most strategic opportunities) 
to lead rather than impede the Latin 
American revolution. The U.S. is ally
ing itself more and more with the 
status quo (in the name of anti-com
munism, of course) in those Latin 
countries where radical social change 
is most imperative. 

Many Latin countries, like Brazil, 
are temporarily in a forced "Prae-

torian Pause" but no one can . 
I b I. h h sen. ous y e 1eve t at t ese rnilita 

governments can last forever. Th~ 
old structures must give way and th 
old institutions must make way f e 

d . Or newer, more emocrat1c and · 
]US! 

ones t? emerge. But when these 
revolutions occur, they will tend 1 
be violently anti-American, especiallo 
in Latin America. Those who on/ 
looke? with great hopes to the u.se 
as a liberal, democratic leader now 
feel themselves betrayed. The wave 
of future popularity in Brazil, both on 
the right and the left, is with who can 
be the most anti~American. Today 
only the Army officers, some indus
trialists and men of commerce re
main firm "friends" of the U.S., and 
there is some reason in each of these 
instances to believe that this is a 
tactical alliance rather than a com
mitment to the ideals that the U.S 
professes. 

Why has the U.S. failed to lead the 
Latin American revolution and share 
from its experience in nation build
ing? Why has the U.S. become a bul 
wark of the Latin American statu 
quo? Though the reasons are many 
and complex, it is imperative to 
enumerate the major ones. 

First, Yankees have been and st 
are peculiarly unempathetic toward 
other cultures. There is a built-in 
tendency to see everyone as an ~n
derdeveloped American. We think 
everyone is eager to become like u 
Our difficulty and unwillingness t 
learn other languages, to get in~ide 
another culture is a great handicap 
in dealing with

1 

Latin America. Ou 
popular understanding of Lat 
American problems and culture d 
mains low. Our disintereSt an 

d 
. . . mnipresent stereotype v1s1on 1s o · Ame 

ranging from old-gua~d _Lat:~ 
0 

the 
can academic 11 spec1al1sts t 

1 . ·d I influen perennial and w1 e Y n 
flippant attitude of Time ~agaz 
toward all things Latin ~i:neri~~-

Secondly the prevailing d. · , . h eri 
terest in Latin America as_ 

1 
co 

f . nc1a 
from commercial or ina mihta 
mitments, and l_ately, fr_om •ding 
objectives. Our interest in a~arg 
form movements has bee~. n po 
or opportunistic. As a Brazi ia 



1 
scientist said recently, American 

careign policy toward Brazil has been 
10 rninated alternately by one of 
~iee phases: the moralistic or mes
'. nic the commercial and eco
ila rni~, and the military and strategic. 
~~is particular observer believes that 
e are presently in a military phase. 

1
~ any event, it seems fair to con
clude that in recent years American 
nterest in Latin reforms has been in 
direct proportion to real or imagined 
Red threats" or "new Castros." The 

~lliance for Progress was probably 
.upported by many peo~le more b_e
cause it was an antr-communist 
11easure than because it was a way 
oi stimulating the development of a 
more modern and just society in 
ldtin America. American participa-
• on in Latin America has become 
ncreasingly heavy-handed since the 
decline of communist prestige oc
casioned by the Sino-Soviet split. 
\merican interest in popular reform 
measures has declined in the same 
proportion as the Marxist threat has 
declined. 

Thirdly, the thrust of U.S. aid to 
latin America in the latter days of 
he Alliance for Progress has been 
entered almost entirely upon eco
omic and administrative reforms, 
ereby ignoring the basic political 

mobilization and organization which 
must be achieved in order to break 
the hold of the small traditional 
elites. U.S. technicians tend to take 
or granted the political and national 
0nsensus that exists in the U.S. and 
sume that th is also exists, at least 
e~bryonic form, in Latin America. 

olrtrcal modernization and mobili-
zation and consensus-building must 

company administrative and eco
rnrc development and indeed in 
~e it must precede administrative 
sreconomic reforms when the old 
rtutions and groups are deter-

: dly against such changes. This 
~cupation with social and eco

rn1c e -ngrneering from above as a 
r-panacea has been typified by 
so-called "developmentalists"-

ntechnocrats-who assume for in
rr~e tha_t the introduction of a hard 
th; cy in Brazil and the stopping 

upward inflation spiral can in 
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itself solve the country's problems. 

THE problems of the underde
veloped world are of such a na
ture that even ruthless, powerful 

and competent technicians can never 
alone solve them because there al
ways appear to be new seeds of 
dehumanizing tendencies in every 
reform. It is dangerous to leave the 
direction of society to technicians, 
even if they happen to be the most 
able and conscientious technocrats 
around. Directing human society to 
human ends must involve as much 
of humanity as possible in the steer
ing process. Government "for the 
people" must finally be government 
"of" and "by" the people. Human 
progress depends exactly upon the 
raising of the popular capacity to 
participate self-consciously and re
sponsibly in the historical process. In 
the modern world, this means politi
cal participation through political 
organizations. The basic assumptions 
of a pluralistic, open and democratic 
society are still valid, at least because 
they seem to be the best guardians 
against the despotism of either ideo
logical or technological tyrants. 

The U.S. has failed to lead Latin 
America because we have not of
fered a revolutionary ideology. We 
have been content to offer technical 
advice and to talk about a vague 
11 American way of life" that appears 
to be (at least as presented through 
the U.S. Information Service) only an 
affluent society mildly involved in 
amateur do-goodism. No real revolu
tion has been achieved without an 
informing, organizing, and inspiring 
ideology. With its technical know
how, wealth, and human resources, 
the U.S. needs to help Latin America 
find its own revolutionary ideology, 
especially since recent ideologies 
such as communism are discredited 
for having led to anti-human ends 
and fanaticism. The greatness of the 
ideology of the American Revolution 
was that in its time it avoided these 
fanaticisms, and produced a model 
for an open and evolving society not 
tied to static doctrines. 

But the U.S. is no lo.nger a young, 
radical nation interested in exporting 
revolutionary ideologies. We have 

become an old, rich nation which 
basically wants nothing more than to 
enjoy its abundance and gadgets. It 
seems unlikely that the U.S. will turn 
into a crusading nation again. 

A Brazilian university student, an 
ex-member of the communist party, 
said to me recently: "We were very 
wrong about a lot of things. We 
thought the Soviet Union was on our 
side, but we have come to see that 
they are just self-satisfied opportun
ists. We thought the People's Re
public of China was on our side, but 
we've come to see they are just out 
for themselves too. We even thought 
our own government was on our (the 
student movement's) side, but they 
were just trying to use us to stay in 
power. We thought history was on 
our side and that the revolution was 
inevitable and very near. We thought 
that all that was needed was some 
agitation. Now we know differently: 
a revolution isn't made without work 
and sacrifice, without identifying 
with the hopes and aspirations of the 
people. And if the revolution comes, 
we will have to make it ourselves. 
We've learned not to expect help 
from anyone." 

These student revolutionaries will 
make it, even if it takes twenty-five 
years. I only hope they will be com
petent and ready when the revolu
tion comes; that they will have a 
clear and human vision and model 
of a better and more just Brazil. I 
also hope that the policy of the U.S. 
toward Brazil, and the other Latin 
American countries in similar situa
tions, will not always be based on the 
short gains of opportunism and affili
ation with the status quo but will be 
based on empathetic identification 
with the disorganized masses who 
presently suffer from foreign-sup
ported dictatorships. It is to be 
hoped that some Americans will 
identify themselves in their own ways 
with these aspirations and goals of 
the awakening but yet leaderless 
people of Latin America, and that 
through such a minority of con
cerned Americans the U.S. can pur
sue a positive contribution toward 
the realization of a creative revolu
tion in Latin America. 
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The Voices 
T would be presumptuous of me to claim or pretend 

I that I speak for Africa, for there are many voices of 
Africa, as indeed there should be. What is of impor-

ce is that the different voices should be heard above 
tan . 
he din of noises that come from almost every quarter 
\out Africa, for it is very easy to be an African specialist 
: day. All that one does is go to Africa for a summer, 
~d when one comes back one is an authority on all 
\pects of African life: not that the outside world should 
~ot talk about Africa and the Africans. Indeed it should. 
Bui it is equally important for the outside world to stop 
and listen to what the African has to say, and not to fret 
at the hard, al most rude stare that he fixes on it. As Jean
Paul Sartre has pointed out, the African has been looked at 

111thout looking back for too long. He has been talked 
about, analyzed, put under a microscope, all his ills diag
nosed, and he has borne all this unseemly curiosity from 
:he West with amazing fortitude, and has listened to dif
ierent doctors and prophets declare his doom with ex
ceeding calm . 

It is only in the last decade that the African has begun 
:o look back at the rest of the world, to talk back to it 
and attempt to define himself and his world. At times his 
efforts at self-definition have seemed unduly truculent 
and a little too shrill to the outside world, but we must 
emember that the African is an angry man-a man who 
knows that he has far too long been overlooked, trampled 
upon, abused and silenced. When he does talk even in 
what seems to him a whisper, the outside world hears 
a shrill shout because it has been used to his muted 
slence. 

To explain the African's deep sense of hurt and griev
ance, one has to remember, without bitterness, that 
Africa was carved up like Dutch cheeses and distributed 
rnong European powers without so much as "by your 
eave" to the African. He found himself "a lousy, despised 
an,' with no voice, no opinions, and, to the West, no 

eelings. In fact, he was reduced to the status of a sub-
urnan. As the African sees it, the plunder of Africa, and 
5 final degradation as man, reached its lowest point 
th "chattel slavery." 
Apart from being despised and abused, the Africans 
h·e had the common experience of depersonalization 
ich Was the result of their colonial status. All the colo-

ling Powers had . three things in common which, in 
rn, Were the expression of the Western world's attitude 
ltard Africans. First, there was a deep contempt for the 
rdure and civilization of the Africans which was re
wed as either negligible or nonexistent, simply because 

as n_either Christian nor white. Secondly, there was a 
Will to alienate Africans from what was basic to 
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of Africa 
their beings by forcing them to assimilate the rules, pro
hibitions and taboos of the newly imposed civilization: 
and, for good measure, to confuse and humiliate him by 
rejecting them as persons, for "East is east, and West is 
west, and never the twain shall meet." Those of the assimi
lationist school, like the French, chose assimilation as the 
crucial instrument in African depersonalization as it is 
the most effective means of tutelage. The British went 
about it in a different way. Their profound contempt for 
the cultures and civilizations of African peoples was 
shown in their condescending solicitude for the "lesser 
breed without the law" whose customs were to be recog
nized as long as they did not offend against British con
cepts of law and justice. Unlike the French, they were not 
going to throw the pearls of British culture before swine, 
so they allowed native customs to continue, which they 
proceeded to undermine by introducing British structures 
in government, British financial and other economic in
stitutions. Thus the Africans found that the paradise of 
delights prepared for their enjoyment in the preserved 
laws, customs and traditions had turned sour and were 
not so very enchanting after all. 

F I NALLY, and as a consequence of the above factors 
and circumstances, Africans everywhere were fed 
with negativisms. They had the experience of being 

told everywhere: "You are incapable of doing this or 
that." They were told that it took the white man two thou
sand years to develop the things which are now regarded 
as the essence of civilization, and that the black men 
could not achieve those dizzy heights! It has always 
seemed to the Africans that they were being told that 
since it took the white man a thousand years to invent 
the bicycle, then it would take them the same number of 
years to learn how to ride the bicycle. Everywhere, they 
had to listen to insulting questions like: Are they ready 
for self-government? Can they really make good doctors? 
Can they understand our science and the intricate and 
subtle aspects of our philosophy? What for the European 
was hailed as a feat of endurance, for the African was 
unmistakable evidence of his brutish origins. A brilliant 
military victory for the whites was a bloody massacre for 
the Africans. When Europeans carried away thousands of 
African cattle and horses these were legitimate spoils of 
war. When the Africans did the same thing, it was mali
cious theft of European property and an intolerable provo
cation. White rights were not negotiable, but African 
rights were, because they were gifts from the white 
masters! 

It is this which has led to the depersonalization of the 
African, as a result of the experience of colonization. It 
is from this that he wishes to save himself, and the images 
and myths which have been created serve to reinstate 
him as a man with dignity in his former state and to help 
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him recapture the feelings of belonging to his native 
Africa. That is why African politicians have devoted con
siderable time and energy, first to destroy the old images 
and myths about Africa and the Africans, and secondly, 
to create new ideologies. If you like, these ideologies or 
"myths" are affirmations of a readiness to act-to act 
politically. Ideology is something to believe in, and to give 
orientation to one's life and experience. It has a function 
analogous to religious commitment. The commitment 
effects a transformation in the life of the individua l and, 
as a consequence, in the lives of those about him. The 
ideologue is committed to an idea which transcends pres
ent reality. His aim is to transform existing life. 

What, then, are the slogans and ideologies used by 
African politicans and opinion makers in this landscaping 
exercise? The central one from which all others derive is 
Pan-Africanism. Africa, as a continent, needs a high de
gree of unity; that is seen as the way in which the aspira
tions of African nationalism can be met. In this sense, it is 
not only an ideal but a grim necessity-the only answer 
to Africa's needs. As I noted, Pan-Africanism embraces 
all other slogans of Africanism. One of these is "African 
Personality." 

A FRICAN personality, as a slogan and as a concept, 
has captured the imagination of Africans through
out the continent, and nothing meaningful can ever 

be said without invoking it. It is, I suggest, an index of 
the African's awareness of his alienation. When used in 
speeches, it is often as an expression of the determination 
to regain lost ground and the lost dignity of their persons 
as Africans and not to live or exist as someone else's copy. 
The dignity of being an African, and thus the African per
sonality, can only be regained, however, by regaini ng the 
cu ltural lost ground. This is the meaning of the African 
renaissance of morale and culture, for this is truly the 
quest for the African personality, a determination to re
cast African society in its own form, drawing from the 
past, and marrying what is valuable and desirab le to 
modern ideas! It is this which Leon Dalmas asks for whe n 
he cries: 

Give me back my black dolls to play 
the simple game of my instincts ... 

To recover my courage, my boldness 

To feel myself myself, a new self from 

the one I was yesterday 
Yesterday without complications, 
Yesterday when the hour of uprooting came. 

The renaissance is not just a dream . African cart forms 
have become fashionable everywhere. African dancing 
has come into its own, and everywhere, leaders wear 
national dress and clamor for the resuscitation of African 
traditional customs and practices. 

The extraordinary thing about the concept and slogan 
of African personality is that it is exceedingly potent in 
infl uencing behavior. It has had the magic effect of boost
ing the mora ls and the images of the self of Africa ns and 
thu s givi ng them a dignity and poise (someti mes, un
fo rtun ately ti nged with arrogance) whic h they have never 
had before. O ne is struck by the self-assurance and dig-
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nifi ed carri age of Afric an students w hom one 
abroad. They wa lk wit h thei r heads high and shoul 
thrown back, co nscious of the fact that on their should 

. rest the future of Africa. Contrast this wi th the half ap I 
getic and mincing manners and servile speech of the 

0
~0. 

generation who grew up under co loniali sm and W er 
anxious to win the respect and plaudits of their colo ~re 
masters. nial 

Another of these new slogans and concepts is that f 
Negritude. As a concept, it was origi nated by Africans of 
French expression l iving in Paris, and it "s tands fort~ 
new consciousness of the Negro, for his new ly gained self~ 
confidence and for his distinctive outloo k on life With 
which he distinguishes himself from the non-Negro' 
Negritude is a fighting faith. In this, as in many of i~ 
features, Negritude has a close similar ity to the concept of 
African personality. Both are an answer to the echo of 
the past African world. Both are seeking an integration 
with all that is good and constructive abo ut this past in 
order to salvage (the African) perso nali ty and to find a 
foundation on which to build (new) institutions. 

Both concepts have been accused of fostering racism 
because they press the claims of blacks and extol their 
virtues and also because, it is allege d, they both en
courage what could be a bitter black confrontation with 
the white supremacists. It seems clea r to us that these 
accusations are based on a false analysis of the problem 
and an insufficient understanding of the things behind 
these concepts. After all, there is a d istinction between 
racism and race consciousness. To assert that I am a Zulu 
and proud to be one is not to say that I am therefore 
against the Afrikaner. Negritude and African personality 
are a vigorous defense of, and a statement of belief in 
the worth of the African person. Both make very strong, 
even bold, claims for their group; but so far , none of the 
spokesmen of either have preac hed race hatred. On the 
contrary, one can discover througho ut the literature, pos1• 
tive stateme nts of an all-e mbraci ng humanism. 

Yet anothe r of these words w hich are building blocks 
of Africa n images and po licies is neo-colonialism. The 
African po litical leaders, meeti ng in Cairo in March, 1961 
declared neo -co lonialism as "t he greatest threat" to the 
emergi ng nations, thro ugh which they become victims 
to an indirect and subtle form of domination from the 
developed Western nations, par t icularly America, The 
Federal Republic of Germa ny, Israel, Britian, Belgium, and 
Netherlands, South Africa and France. 

THE methods of operation of all neo-colonialist nations 
are the same: they grant some sort of independ_ence 
to a co untry with the concea led intention of making t 

a client state, and controlling it effec tively by means ot~ 
than politica l. Or, neo-colonialis m w ill fabricate a~ t 1 

devoted to it, and falsify electio ns and set up qUl~ fu 
devoid of popular support but armed with the wat ses 
confidence of the mother count ry. It constantly _rai to 
obstacles l ike ly to delay real indep endence an_d _tries bY 
involve Africa in Euro-African eco nomic associ_atio~~ 
the exped ient of aid to underdeve loped countrie~- .-,1 

I . hsrll lflU 
dent Nk rum ah of Ghana, speaking of neo-co onia dea 
its methods, said that "t he imperialists of today en t,c,t 
to achieve their ends not mere ly by military means, 



conomic penetration, cultural assimilation, ideological 
e ;nation, psychological infiltration, and subversive ac

dO~ even to the point of inspiring and promoting assas
~1 tion and civil strife." 
sint discussing African ideologies, one must mention the 

ncept of African socialism . Perhaps no part of African 't logical development has given more trouble to the 
eo rnunists than has the concept of African socialism . ,o: of its most articulate spokesmen, M. Senghor of 

O~egal, has warned again and again of the danger of 
seng fore ign models to solve Africa's problems and he 
us~ other African socialists have insisted on a home
an wn product. Senghor declares: " We must never tire of 
gr~eating that dialectical materialism was born of history 
red geography: it was born in the 19th century in Europe. 
~nceived in that milieu, it was essentially designed to 
nalyze and transform it .. . and what of Asian and African 

aealities? The Israelis, like the Chinese , have been able to 
ind their road to socialism adapted to the spirit and 
ealities of their native soil." It is this strong bid for 
deological autonomy which is of importance in the de
elopment of Africa and which has some pointed lessons 
or the West. 
What I have stated above has far-reaching implications 

or the outside world in its relations with Africa. The first 
thing which seems of crucial importance is that the world 
hould take Africans seriously . The Africans are in dead 
earnest about what they say, and here I wish to suggest 
some of their problems insofar as the West is concerned . 

In the first place, the most serious problem which the 
Africans face is the one posed by their friends from both 
he Eastern and Western blocs. Both blocs are eager with 
their solicited and unsolicited advice about how the 
Africans should conduct their affairs and themselves. They 
aso stipulate conditions under which their friendship with 
the Africans can continue, and the most embarrassing con
dtion is that Africans should be enemies with the enemies 
f their friends. It was to this kind of embarrassment that 

President Nyerere referred : "we like and respect our 
riends but we wish they would not choose our enemies 
or us!" This is not unrelated to the tendency of the West 
0 want to get the African committed to their course. Per
ps this is a peculiar weakness of the Americans, that 
ey want to be popular and to be loved. They seem to 

be incapable of grasping the fact that if I am not devoutly 
ro-~rnerican, I am not therefore anti-American. In Africa, 
15 1s one of the most distressing things about meeting 

and talking to Americans. 
Another side of this problem is the fact that the Western 
lions see a communist in any African who is not en
u~iastically for the West, while the communist bloc of 
lions have an uncanny facility for discovering dirty 
P~talists or stooges of the imperialists in most African 

5 
ers Who are not communists. Tom Mboya referred to 

e tte
1
ndency of the outside world in a speech in Cairo. 

1 
° d the world what the Africans mean when they 

a~r~ themselves positively neutral. "We find ," he said, 

0 th the Westerners and the Russians look at Africa 
es~g ,the same pair of glasses: one lens is marked 'pro-
11;~k _the other ,_ 'pro-~om~unist. ' " It is not surprising 
und ing at Africans in this way, most foreigners fail 

erstand one great reality about our continent: that 
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Africans are neither pro-Western nor pro-communist, but 
pro-African. 

0 NE of the facts of life is that Africa and her peoples 
are very poor at the present time and stand in 
great need of economic assistance. The Africans 

know of their need, but the rich nations will be making 
big mistakes indeed if they imagine that they can exploit 
African poverty for their political ends and for cold war 
purposes. Much of the aggressive behavior of some 
African powers in recent months in their relation with the 
U.S. can best be understood if this is taken into considera
tion. Westerners may smile a little at this kind of pride, 
but they had better take it seriously. It takes only a care
less or ill-advised statement of an officer, say, of the aid
giving country to create the impression that the poverty 
of the receiving country is being exploited for political 
purposes. This is the main reason behind the " no strings 
attached" attitude to foreign aid which might seem to the 
aid-giving country like looking a gift horse in the mouth. 
The Africans know as well as the next man that develop
ment needs money. They know, too, that money does not 
grow on trees, and that States, like individuals, cannot 
live on the abundant air and sunshine of mother Africa . 
The case against "strings" to foreign aid is that it is black
mail, that it is taking advantage of economic power to 
compromise African independence. Such aid is also wrong 
because it is humiliating . 

The Christian Church has some important lessons to 
learn from what has been said. It ought to remember that 
in Africa, and in the minds of the Africans, it has always 
been associated with colonialism, and in many cases the 
connection between the Church and the colonial power 
was such that the missionaries were agents of their gov
ernments. Missionary practice was based on the colonial 
pattern and reflected the same racist attitude which 
marked the secular governments . It behooves the Church, 
therefore, to conduct itself clear of the taint of colonial
ism. 

Finally, I think it is important for the Church in the 
West, especially in America, to make up its mind about 
its public and private stand on the issue of civil rights. It 
is important because the Africans measure the sincerity 
of American missionary or Christian activity by the way 
American churches accept or reject the Negro in their 
midst. It is something of an anachronism for the American 
churches , which discriminate against the Negro at home, 
to send missionaries to Africa. You can rest assured that 
the African will begin to believe in the sincerity of Ameri
can Christianity when the churches will have ceased to 
prevaricate on the issue of civil rights; when a man will 
be respected not because he is white or yellow, but be
cause he is a man. Discrimination against the Negro in the 
U.S. is an affront to the man of color anywhere in the 
world, and when practiced by the churches, it gives re
ligious sanction to a practice which is, by every standard, 
unchristian , barbaric, and contrary to all the democratic 
principles for which this country stands. To the Africans, 
all the breast-beating and the angry outbursts against 
South African apartheid are a colossal pose and deception 
so long as the American churches condone or practice 
racial discrimination! 
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PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN POLICY TOWARD AFRICA 
By I. WILLIAM ZARTMAN 

I NDEPENDENT Africa today is a 
continental buffer area between 
East and West. (In classical terms, 

a buffer state is a region between two 
competing powers that each is will
ing to leave outside its control as 
long as the other does too.) Today, 
the Soviet Union and the United 
States may vie for influence in Africa, 
but both have generally restrained 
themselves from seeking control. The 
Congo crises have been an excep
tion; Russian and Chinese attempts 
at control necessitated a firmer re
sponse from the United States, which 
used direct support as well as the 
United Nations. The African policy 
of neutralism, as well as sporadic use 
of the Organization for African Unity 
(OAU), is the continent's form of a 
buffe r policy. 

A lthough respect of a buffer policy 
by outside powers is one means of 
preserving the integrity of an area 
that is also a power vacuum, Africa 

benefits from an additional way of 
compensat ing for its weakness . Euro
pean states still occupy a position of 
preemptive presence and primary 
responsibility in Africa. Their African 
responsibility is reflected in their 
large contribution to economic aid 
and technical assistance. The military 
agreements and intervention capa
bi l ities of European states, particu
larly France, are a means of compen
sating for the weakness of Africa n 
armies contribution to maintaining 
order in the continent. 

It is in America's interest to pre
serve this neutral buffer area, just as 
it is in American interest to encour 
age continuing European attention to 
order and development in Africa. Yet 
the problems that arise in connection 
with the promotion of these interests 
are often as broad as the goals of 
freedom, orde r and development, 
themselves. Problems occur on every 
level of policy operations: the ends 

to be attai ned, the adversary to be 
overcome, and the means to be used. 
Representative problems can be 
viewed unde r the heading of demOC· 
racy, comm uni sm and aid. 

Democracy 

T
HE new nation s of Africa have a_t· 
tained independence, but '" 
genera l they are far from exer· 

cisi ng thei r self-government demo
crat ically Th is is not a condemna-. re 
tion · it is a fact. The people a f 

I • 5 0 
largely deficie nt in the experienc k 
living in a mod ern society that ma e go . 
participation in modern statef thi 
ernment possib le. Because ~- h t 
they have no grounds on w ,ct the 
base real is tic expectations aboU e 0 
role, possibi l it ies and performr~ ea
government. In fact , frequendtYut O 

·se 0 
pie's hopes have been rai , c, 

. . nments 
proport ion to their gover e 0tt,er 
pability to fu lfi ll them ; th us 1t tiol1 
side of the coi n of the Revo u 



Rising Expectation_s is th~ imp:nding 
Revolution of Falling Sat1sfact1ons. 

Leadership in the new African na
tions tod ay is in the George Washing 
ton stage, where the "historic chiefs" 
who led the successful struggle for 
independence are still in power. Be
cause their past experience required 
a united mass movement against 
their colonial rulers , they still tend to 
regard opposition as treasonous and 
parliamentary institutions as divisive 
and dangerous. This attitude also re
flects the absence of a more basic 
precondition for democratic govern
ment: consensus on the basic aims 
and rules of government. 

The gap that exists between the 
modern segment of the population , 
including the leaders , and the large 
mass of the people, frequently still 
primitive, makes a free exchange of 
ideas and an effective exercise of 
popular responsibility impossible at 
the present time. The result is that it 
is not only unlikely but dangerous to 
install democratic methods now. To 
make a government dependent on 
an uneducated and inexperienced 
public is to bring about a harmful 
inversion of the roles of leader and 
people. 

In this situation, the wisest mea
sures are those which increase the 
capabilities of the people eventually 
to fulfill a responsible, democratic 
role. Many of these measures are 
long-range, and they include such 
broad goals as political and eco
nomic development. For the mo
ment, the best form of government 
in the circumstances is often a single
party system with strong, responsible 
leadership. Although there are great 
dangers in such a system it has cer-
t. ' 
ain built-in advantages: the people 
a_re given civic education and prac
tice in democratic procedures, tradi
tional divisions are overcome within 
a spirit of national unity the coun
~ry-tends to enjoy condi;ions of sta-
ility propitious to development , and 

at least the slogans of popular re-
1Pons·b·1· th 1 

' 1ty become embedded in 
the Public mind. In the long run, 
Plese advantages can train the peo
rn e and push the leaders towards de
hoocracy. For this to be effective, 

Wever, certain other features 
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should accompany the single-party 
system: the judiciary should be free 
and independent, free speech and 
other political liberties be respected, 
and opposition be allowed to take 
place within party councils. 

The United States position in this 
situation is precarious; our influence 
must be subtle. First, it is important 
to recognize that our formal system 
and even some of our ideals are 
absolutely inapplicable to the cur
rent African scene. In fact, in Africa, 
a military regime can be more con
ducive to political development than, 
for example, a corrupt leader or a 
dictatorial party. Egypt, Sudan and 
Algeria can be cited as examples. 
Second , the United States can dis
creetly applaud policies and achieve
ments which enhance the well-being 
of the people , the liberty of the 
country and its inhabitants, and the 
stability of the governing process , 
and which prepare the country for 
the future attainment of democracy. 
Such approval can be expressed 
through public statements, the use 
of aid, and support in the United Na
tions. Third, , the United States can, 
in its statements, its cultural and 
information program, and its person
nel exchanges, emphasize the politi
cal values which are important to us 
and applicable to African countries . 
The intellectual is an important ele
ment in the political development of 
the new nations, as he was in their 
campaign for independence, and his 
position is due essentially to his infu
sion with Western ideas. In an ideo
logically-charged atmosphere such as 
that of the cold war, ideals are the 
basis of allegiance , the source of ac
tion and the background of policy. 
Ideas, as well as aid, underlie the 
strength of Britain's and France's 
post-colonial ties with Africa, and 
also the threat of Russia and China. 
They are an element, frequently ne
glected , in the appeal of the United 
States as well. 

Communism 

THE most remarkable aspect of 
communism in Africa is that it 
has been unable to capitalize on 

the political revolution which has 
brought independence to thirty-

three new nations. Theoretically, 
communism has something to offer 
both of the primary goals of Africa 
today ; as in Viet Nam under the 
French, it can infiltrate the nationalist 
movement and aid independence , 
and , as in Eastern Europe, it can bring 
about a form of national and regional 
unity . The fact that it has not been 
able to do so in Africa is a testimony 
to the single-mindedness of Africa's 
new leaders, who want indepen
dence and unity on their own terms. 

There are still , however, a number 
of situations through which commu
nism may come to individual African 
countries. If Western aid fails to fos
ter the goal of development effec
tively or if it is misused for blatant 
political interference in internal af
fairs, the communist model for 
development may be borne in on 
slogans of neo-colonialism ; the 
Congo was almost a case in point. 
If the single-party system decays into 
a personal dictatorship, the govern
ment can find affinity and support in 
the dictatorship of Russia and China; 
Ghana is close to being an example. 
If a nation turns to an aggressive for
eign policy in the absence of a satis
fying domestic policy, communist 
states can aid and encourage vio
lence ; Somalia may be a case in 
point. If Western allies continue to 
flout the equality of men and the 
drive for independence in southern 
Africa, communist assistance can be
come a habit; Angola could be an 
example. If African nationalist gov
ernments fail to provide unity and 
stability or to satisfy the expectations 
they have raised, the way can be 
opened to a revolt of intellectuals or, 
eventually, of labor; this is perhaps 
the greatest long-run danger, since 
modernization has attracted thou
sands to the new cities but has 
neither provided jobs nor satisfac
tions to give them new social and 
economic roots. 

The United States attitude toward 
communism in Africa must be com
prehensive. First, it is important to 
see the situation as it is: Africa de
fending and developing its own 
values, Western Europe still the pri
mary foreign influence in Africa, the 
Soviet bloc a late-comer with not a 
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single ally and making progress only 
very slowly. Second, it is continually 
important to strengthen Africa's re
alistic attention to its own indepen
dence, interests and values, stressing 
those areas where indigenous values 
coincide with its own. It is in our 
ow n very real interest to see truly in
depe ndent African states, imbued 
wit h a strong sense· of cooperation 
with their neighbors and conducting 
an external policy that will insure the 
increasing liberty and well-being of 
their citizenry. Third, since the most 
prominent characteristic of these 
states is their developing nature-
whether the field be economic, so
cial, pol itical, or ideologica l-the 
United States can help shape this de
velopment in a sound direction. Be
yo nd econom ic aid, pol itical aid can 
be expanded. Seminars can be held 
on matters of ideology, methods and 
programs; leader grants can be used 
fo r training and indoctrination as 
we ll as visiting; grass roots assistance 
such as the Peace Corps can be care
fully expanded. In addition, private 
enterprise can be encouraged and 
even aided to increase its own assis
tance: groups such as American labor 
unions or the Congress of Cultural 
Freedom have an important role to 
play in organization and education. 
Fourth, much can be done to encour
age Africans' efforts to solve their 
own problems, and most notably to 
support use of the Organization for 
African Unity to turn intra-African 
disputes from violence to peaceful 
conciliation. Its capab ilities for posi
tive cooperation towards develop
ment can also be enhanced. 

Aid 

FOREIGN aid is designed either to 
to develop a country or to sup
port a government. Development 

aid is used to relieve specific defi
ciencies in areas where other neces
sary human and material elements al
ready exist. It also has important 
po litical purposes, in that it brings 
Ame rican presence to areas that 
might otherwise be occupied by hos
t i le competitors and it encourages 
long-range stability instead of vio
lence-breeding dissatisfaction. The 
Marshall Plan, Point Four and the Al-
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liance for Progress are examples of 
such aid. Support aid has a shorter
term and frequently more political 
aim, since it can be used to reward 
deserving governments, although in 
an optimum situation, stability and 
development are its by-products. 
Where possible, such support in
volves cooperation toward common 
policy goals that are held by both 
governments; minimally, the govern
ment is supported as an alternative to 
chaos. Mutual Defense Assistance, 
Food for Peace, and aid to the Congo 
are examp les of this type. 

Obviously, there is and should be 
overlap between the two types, but 
there are also some built-in di
lemmas. One is that development aid 
is posited on the belief that change 
is desirable, while support aid is to 
some extent based on the contrary 
notion. Yet, if stability is to exist in 
developing nations, it will be mobile, 
evolving, and p luralistic; even more 
than elsewhere, change among new 
nations is the rule of life. The pur
pose of aid, therefore, is to promote 
gradual evolution in order to build 
the social and political foundations 
for strong, free societies. 

The United States, as the world's 
most affluent nation, has a general 
moral ob ligation to aid less favored 
lands. The specific allocation of aid, 
however, is not a matter of altruism; 
h is a matter of strategy, and should 
correspond to the interests and other 
policies of the United States. Aid is a 
political weapon and the granting of 
aid is a political act (even though it 
is frequently unwise to announce it 
as such). This is not to imply that aid 
should have specific "strings." Noth
ing beyond a reasonable assurance of 
the value and feasibility of the proj
ect is likely to be obtainable. Nor 
can aid be used to insure that the 
recipient will adopt American po licy 
or think like an American. Such align
ments on American policies tend to 
be false and artificial, and are fre
quently only covers for an ingratiat
ing government wishing to hide its 
domestic inefficacy. Aid can, how
ever, and should be used to promote 
governments which are realistic in 
handling their problems of develop
ment and sincere in promoting 

values that are com mon to both 
tions. On the other hand, ther .11 

I. . h f. . I e is a 
1m1t to t e 1nanc1a assistance th 

developing nations can absorb. That 
need for coordinatio n and for t he 
nical aid is therefore greater tha ech. 

df .. I nt e 
nee or pouring in arge surns 
money. of 

The United States position is th 
f I F

. ere. 
ore comp ex. irst, an aid pro· 

must be technica lly sound, and J~ct 
allocation of aid must be consist e 

. h h 1· . I d ent wit t e p~ 1t1ca an social as Well 
as econ?~1c goals we wish to pro
mote. Aid 1s merely one of the instru
ments of natio nal policy which 
should be coo rdinated within our 
over-all _policy toward_s a country. 
Second, in most cases in Africa, the 
United States does not need to shoul
der the major burden of foreign aid. 
The American ro le can be prirnarily 
one of backstopp ing and filling in be
hind the European aid programs; 
there is, therefo re, need for coordi
nation both wi th the receiver country 
and with the ot her sources of West
ern aid, in an open spirit of coopera
tion. Third, betw een the two equally 
doctrinaire app roaches of rigid plan
ning and unyie lding free enterprise, 
neither of wh ich can be transplanted 
unchanged to the African scene, the 
United States must develop a reputa
tion for realism, using elements of 
both approac hes where applicable 
One ingredie nt of realism in Africa is 
the encourage ment of regional co
operation rather than petty national 
rivalries. Fourth, the goal should not 
be the reductio n and ultimate elim1• 
nation of aid upon the recipient's at· 
tainment of either the "take-off" or 
the "stand-a lone" stage. The 8?31 

must be the co ntinuing and effective 
use of aid as an instrument of na· 
tional policy to further American 

' h gov· interests and encourage wort Y d 
d "stan • 

ernments . " Take-off " an .for-all 
alone" are not once-and 

· ·nterests 
processes, j ust as American .1 ed in 
are not simp ly momentary ; view 
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this way "tak e-off " can 100 ea d-
' d "stan 

become "fall -back " an II African 
alone" beco me " fall-alone._ . 1 de-
economic, social and. poh:~~rests 
velop ment, like American deservin8 
are contin uing processes, 
carefu l co nstant attention. 
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rican Friends Service Committee, A New China 

~~~/icy. Yale University Press (1965), paper, 95¢, cloth, 

$3. d h h' rne Ch'en, Mao an t e C inese 
e~~rd University Press (1965), $7.50. 

Revolution. Ox-

Th se well-groomed heroines carry five-foot rifles, 

0 ; this parade ground in the first rays o_f t~e sun. 
Daughters of China _have uncommon asp1rat1ons, 
preferring battle-tunics to red dresses. 

Mao Tse-tung 
Th American Friends Service Committee, in its A New China 

. ; makes a plea that Americans seek to "break through the 
'. r's to communication which separate the government and the 

,rne • d I f le of the United States from the government an peop e o 
~pa,, 1 would suggest that we might begin by reading some of 
u:'s.poetry; its plethora of military images is conspicuou_s. Lacki~g 
, o's keen appreciation of the functions of power and violence m 
J international order, the AFSC calls for "trust and confidence" 

\oth sides as an essential step in the solution of the China prob
"1. The Quakers are guilty of the naive assumption that prescrip
ins for international politics can be based on beliefs about human 
lure without careful regard for the nature of individual states 

,d for the anarchic system within which they function. Ironically, 
e dilemma for which the AFSC seeks a solution is itself aggravated 
Chinese adherence to the Leninist doctrine which makes the 
posite mistake, putting overwhelming emphasis on the implica
,s of the nature of the individual state for the international 

•der. Lenin: "No war can be separated from the political system 
•,ch begets it." Capitalism leads to imperialism and imperialism 
e(lpitates wars. Mao, as a Leninist-and he does accept at least 
; tenant of Leninism-cannot be expected to have trust and 
nfidence in the Western powers. Quaker reliance on the good 
ierent in human nature seems all the more futile, and even 
elevant, in the face'of Chinese belief in this Leninist doctrine. 
That our relations with China are a source of great international 
'\11on, and that our policy toward China must become more 
1ble, are undeniable. But the Quaker approach would present 
igers to world peace at least as serious as those with which we 

1 presently confronted. They argue that "the attempt to apply 
ral principles in nation-to-nation relations requires that men 
t give humanity itself top priority in their scale of values .... 
eassume the moral capacity of the Chinese." It is perhaps unfor-
'llle, but nevertheless true, that the moral capacity of the Chinese 
pie is irrelevant to our policy toward China. Their leaders have 
~ lime and again that they could not only survive a nuclear war 
that "socialism will be built on its [a nuclear war's] ruin." The 
nese undoubtedly have a "moral capacity," but it is parochial to 
me that they have a Western morality that gives top priority to 
vidual life. A policy that assumes that there is an inherent 
ral,ty in the Chinese which places human life above all else is 

:iol,cy of vulnerability, not of understanding. Until there is an 
rnational consensus that human life has an ultimate value 
e_all other policy considerations (a slim possibility in a world 

\ltion-states), a nation which unequivocally opposes violence is 
t-nding an invitation to be destroyed by those who remain 
• ng to use it. 
15 Quaker abhorrence of the use of violence in the inter
onal order is in part a product of an often-made confusion of 
,cs and goals, of means and ends. "Though it is not a simple or 
~sy matter to overcome evil with good, it is even harder to 
~me evil with evil." I am reminded of Max Weber: "No ethics 
n World can dodge the fact that in numerous instances the 
nment of 'good' ends is bound to the fact that one must be 
~ to Pay the price of using morally dubious means or at least 

"-ii ous _o_nes-and facing the possibility or even the probability 
/arn,f,cations .... The decisive means of politics is violence." 
t~ as Mao continues to believe that "political power comes 

uc e barrel of a gun," 'good' (read · non-violent) means can 
~F~c nothing but catastrophic results for American security. 

accuses the United States of assuming that the Commu-
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nist government of China understands only the language ot torce; 
but what other inference can be drawn when even Mao's poetry 
contains the metap hors of war. (The Ch'en biography contains 
th irty-seven of Mao's poems.) 

In emphas izing what the implications of their view of human 
nature for Amer ican policy are, the Quakers have d isregarded the 
impact of the nature of the present Chinese government. In the 
fina l analysis, the people of China, and of the United States for 
that matte r, are on ly relevant to the extent to wh ich they influence 
the behavior of their leaders. Particu larly in a tota litaria n state such 
as Commu ni st Ch ina, po licy discussions must take the pecu l iar 
nat ure of the leadership, namely of Mao, into account. Jerome 
Ch'en's Mao and the Chinese Revolution serves as a usefu l po rtrait 
in th is regard. Two aspects of Mao's biography emerge as especially 
important to his foreign policy; he is a nationa l ist w ho p laces great 
em phasis on military considerat ions, and he is a man willing to 
negotiate and compromise when he feels it to be in h is interest to 
do so. 

Though Ch'en's book deals primarily with Mao's domestic prac
tice and theory, the implications for h is foreign policy are obvious. 
The author warns of the danger of considering Mao's doctrine to 
be complete ly peasant-oriented. It was "the estab l ishment of rural 
bases and the bu ild- up of a peasant-based Red Army" that was 
Mao's emp hasis and his great contribution. In the debate with 
Li Li-san over the traditional doctrine of pro letar ian leadersh ip, 
Mao clearly stressed the importance of the peasantry; but the 
peasant ry was largely useful in supporting the army. "Every com
munist must grasp the truth: po litica l power grows out of the 
barrel of a gun .... Everythi ng has been built up by means of the 
gun. A nything can grow out of the barrel of a gun." As a progeny of 
the marriage of Marxist-Leninism and the traditional pattern of 
Ch inese peasant revolts, Mao's thoug ht binds po litica l power and 
physica l force inextricably together, at least "as long as imperialism 
and feudalism rema in." 

But this is not to say that Mao is mere ly a dogmatist who under
stands on ly brute force and cannot be dealt w ith except on the 
batt lefield. Mao fi nds no solace in abstract doctrine. As Ch'en puts 
it, "Mao is definitely ut i litarian, having no patience with learning 
that has no practica l va lue." He understands the uti l ity of com-
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prom ise in the proper sit uation. The Seco nd United F 
nationalist coalition established by Mao wit h the modera;ollt; 
(Chiang Kai-shek) against the Japanese in the Wa r of Re/ 
amply il lustrates the point. He even adopted a mode rate 

1
'
5!a 

form to stabi lize the coa lition by not alienating the sup and 
the rich peasants and the small landowne rs. In all thi s we Port 
to be flexible_ and calculating; such a man can be negotiat!~e h 
. A New China Policy calls for negotiation ove r a wide ran IYi 
issues including the Taiwan problem, recognitio n and ad ~e 
into the Un ited Nations in conjunction with a massive edu 1111~51 

campaign to inform the American public of the realities 
0
?~1~ 

These are valuabl~ suggest ions, but the Quaker po lit ical style, bhu,._ 
on a rather s1mpl1st1c mora l concern for human lif e, cannot aseu 
tively hand le the realities of Chinese doctri ne and foreign efl!t· 
Mao understands force and nat iona l interes t, though in h_Po IC\' 
nationa_l interest has the dis~inctive in_ternationali st tinge 0/5,/: 
revolution. Combining AFSC s emphasis on edu cati on and n rid 
tion with a more real istic appraisal of power pol iti cs, a new egot,1-
Americans for Reappraisal of Far Eastern Policy, has been fog~up 
W ithout asking. for or expect in g "t rust and co nfidence," AR~ 
calls for the United States to "announce its read iness to negor EP 
towards the recognition of the Peop le's Repub li c of China late 
[and] towards the admission of the People's Republic of Chi · · 
the United Nations. The United States should declare its read~a t 
to join Ch_ina in projects of mutua l adva ntage and concern, in~: 
1ng establ ishment of controls over the prod uction and testing ol 
nuclear _weapons and the end of specia l restr icti on on trade, corn, 
murncatIons and exchange of personne l." The United States and 
China can certainly_ trust each other to act out of self-interest and 
on that simple baSIS much can be accomp li shed. To use Senator 
Fulbright's apt phrase, we should seek to establi sh "competitl'lt 
coexistence''. with China, working toward the type of relatively sta
bilized relations we presently enioy wit h the Soviet Union. 

- MITCHELL COHEN 

Frantz Fanon, The W retched of the Earth. Grove Press 
(New Yor k), 255 pp., $5. 

A persistent problem among the new Afr ican nations has been 
their seeming inability to escape the era of co lonialism: the con
stant references to the necessity for 'total indepe ndence,' the m1l
tant 'pan-Africanism' of its leaders, and the co ntinuing denuncia• 
tions of Europe and its works, betray the existence of a heavy 
historical burden. The debate in Africa today is essentially over the 
meaning of the colonial period, and ind icates that African leader! 
have not yet come to terms with their origi ns. 

That the origins of the new Africa are almos t exclusively coloma 
cannot be doubted. The 'native,' as Frantz Fanon tells us, is a 
'creation' of the white man; likewise, the nativ e's country is a 
creation of the colonia l powers, a po lit ical entity that did not 
in most cases, exist before the 19th century, and one which often 
includes fantastically diverse elements. Afri ca doubts her paternity 
it is this ambivalence which informs the search for a new polit,a 
culture for Africa, and for an understand in g oi what coloniahsm 
has done to its children. 

Today that search takes the form of a de bate over the form and 
function of government. Who is the state responsible to?; wha 
is the nature and purpose of leadership?; w hat is the nature 
sovereignty, and how can it be reconc iled with 'African umty'th
how can the state fulfill its economic and political promises WI 

out becoming beholden to white credito rs? f col 
The Wretched of the Earth is a discussio n of the nature oh 

nialism and the violence it calls forth, and the effects of bot u: 
the culture and politics of Africa. Fanon was an Algerian psy t 
analyst; his work was the product of hi s expe riences 111 trea 
the victims-both French and Algeria n-of the Algerian ~a~, cCJII" 
tainly one of the most bitter and protracted o f the colonia 
flicts. od 

Violence, like everything else during the colonial her;yst 
created by the master-slave relationship w hi ch_ supports ~~ere 
The colonial system _is above all else an art d, c,a/ one,h "na!I0 
essentially symbiotic classes do battle: the settl er and 

1
\ ~hose 

bourgeoisie''.; the latter is a class wh ich includ e_s all tuals 
have "come to terms with" colonia lism- the inte e~eral. 
merchants, petty industrialists, and city-dwe ll ers I~ geuse ,t 
national bourgeoisie is a symbiote of colo ni ali sm ;~a ewes 
created by the West, and because it co nstantl y trie s~ ~puls1on 
values. Its goal is not national indepen dence, but t e eirat1on 
the settler, who has become a barrier to it s furth;r ~s~ the 

Beneath this battle of Tweedledum and Twee e e ' 



ople grow restfess. While the "responsible" leaders of the 
of penal bourgeoisie advocate non-violence, the peasantry comes 
na110nderstand that violence is their only alternative, for only 
10 u ce will give them what they want most: dignity. Violence 
i01t reaction of a humiliated majority who want more than any
,;_t e else to retrieve their manhood. The minimal demand of a 
1Jilng nt army, says Fanon, is that "the first shall be last and the 
pe

353 
. first," a clearly non-political goal wbich the colonial 

ast ;n~ent would probably grant if it did not undermine the 
go:ecological position of superiority which is the white settler's 
,-\Cl' k 
·· 1 bulwar . . . . . 
onit,e national bourgeo1s1e, once It has led a successful colon1al 
b Ilion, begins to imitate the manners and ideas of their Western 

re e terparts, but, unfortunately, in the wrong context. The behavior 
~~~e western m_iddle classes _arose, Fanon argues, in response to 
0 specific cond1t1ons, cond1t1ons which have not been duplicated 
,e1trica. The native bourgeoisie takes the place of the white 
n rgeoisie but lacks the latter's most important asset: money. 
~uon argues that since it is the historical function of the middle 
::s to spark economic activity, the penniless African middle class 
c_\terally "good for nothing,'' and ought to be abolished at all 
'sts. fanon predicts that the African middle class will go the 
coay of the colonial governments: lacking any support among the 
:eerie, and devoid of any historical mission, the national bour
,eoisie will come to rely more and more upon naked force to 
~aintain its position; will foment divisions among the people 
,ased upon religious and tribal confli-:ts; and will eventually find 
•self completely dependent upon the former "mother country" 
~r support. As the people become more dissatisfied, the black 
:iourgeoisie becomes more frightened, more dictatorial. One-party 
,fates appear, with charismatic bourgeois leaders at their head, and 
~e bourgeois state eventually sells out to the West in order to 
\ore up its weaknesses at home. 
The bourgeois phase of African government is thus only a 

•imporary one. Convinced for generations of their own impotence, 
he colonial peoples discover their manhood in participation: in 
.~endance at meetings, in carrying out projects during the war, 
. en in killing. But because of the dominance of the Westernized 
ements, the participation of the peasantry is at first mainly super

·cial: the city distrusts the country, partly because it shares with 
ie West the distrust of 'natives.' Nothing, however, can hold the 
:ieople back once they have dis covered their potential. Participation 
1 the colonial war-i.e., violence-raises expectations, and in
·eases the political sophistication of the masses. Consequently they 
~ait the arrival of the benefits independence is supposed to bring. 
\ I over Africa, says Fanon, the masses of peasants are discovering 
iat the ascendancy of the national bourgeoisie has done little to 
\ange their condition: they will wait only a short while longer 
:ietore taking matters into their own hands. 

Fanon is not entirely unaware of some serious problems in this 
luation. The violence of the colonial period begets the violence of 
ewar of liberation. If this is true, we might ask what the violence 
· the war of liberation will beget. Fanon the psychoanalyst pro
des_ the answer: the habit of violence only begets the expectation 
still more violence in the future, and the willingness to hasten 
arrival. 

Ii the intensity of the colonial war raises the political sophistica
n of the masses, it also raises the level of their expectations. The 
riod_ of independence might be likened to a political 'hangover,' 
11·cl1mactic in nature and peculiarly frustrating to those accus
ed_ to flag-waving and camaraderie. This problem is further 

~Plicated by the new state's need for legitimacy and mass sup
,· the masses, used to much more than dreary 'state of the 
on' reports, want color. 
0
~, any political leader must constantly repress the tendency 

~atr excessive cant; it is hard enough for a leader of a 'stable' 
·., ern · 

t nation to resist appeals to the greater glory of the Volk . 
. thernptat1on is doubled for the leader of the African nation, 

/re is little else, at this early date, to appeal to: no grand 
e;ons, no glorious accomplishments other than the fact of 
,I1e

ndence, no history. Fanon contrasts the psychology of the 
lhe~tic African leader with that of the bourgeois political figure 
on. ~t. The latter's power rests upon rational economic foun
n~' t e bourgeois African leader, lacking any economic back
h '. shores up his rule by appeal to "moral force," a tendency 
rt/

5 
all the more tempting because of the experience of 

e c v_iolence during the war of liberation. 

1 :ationalism of the African bourgeoisie is a direct product 
lo ~Peal to "moral power" and the glory of the war of libera
'nto anon, It is a fake nationalism, one that eventually degener

out-and-out racism. The nationalism of shop-k .eepers and 

merchants is merely an attempt to end competition: first the Euro
peans, and then anyone else, including Africans of another na
tionality or religion, who get in the way of their ambitions. In 
this project the national bourgeoisie enlists the cooperation of the 
former colonial powers, who are more than willing to divide and 
rule. Ousted from the political sphere, Europe returns to power 
via the economic by providing the ingredient the African middle 
class lacks: money. The purpose and effect of foreign aid is eco
nomic domination. 

The African bourgeois state, in an attempt to extort capital from 
whoever possesses it, will therefore adopt a neutralist position 
in international affairs. Although Fanon points to this extortion 
as proof of the bankruptcy of African leadership-who he believes 
ought to try to end the Cold War rather than profit from it
it is difficult to see what other choices are available. All govern
ments are faced with a twin-problem: the need to achieve legiti
macy and efficiency simultaneously. A nation must make promises 
to its people, and it must keep them, for people must feel that 
they are being ruled wisely and justly. For Africa this problem 
presents itself in the need for industrialization, a goal to which 
most of the African governments and peoples have committed 
themselves in some form or other. And yet Africa has also com
mitted itself to democracy, and democracy, as deTocqueville noted 
about America, is notoriously inefficient. Inefficiency could be 
tolerated in a nation like America, which had lots of time to ful
fill its promises. In any other situation, when the legitimacy of a 
regime is temporary at best and depends upon the rapid produc
tion of victories, the political system is faced, again in Tocque
ville's words, with a choice between "the patriotism of all" and 
"the government of the few." 

Fanon sees the African bourgeoisie as vulgar and opportunistic. 
The people are learning, he says, that business is synonymous with 
"robbery." As vulgar as the middle class might be, it might be 
asked what will happen to a nation that discourages the habit of 
capital accumulation. America tolerated the "bourgeois" Federal
ists, who understood what poverty does to a nation's political cul
ture. It was a prosperous and growing nation that the Jacksonians 
inherited, as much as they might have inveighed against "business
men." For some reason Fanon does not think the European middle 
class was "vulgar and opportunistic," but on the contrary, that it 
was dynamic and inventive. That middle class had a "place" in 
history; the phase of the African bourgeoisie might just as well 
be skipped. 

But Fanon gives our own middle class too much credit. A 
steady succession of intellectuals-from Ibsen, Chekov and Yeats 
in Europe, to Faulkner, Steinbeck and others in America-have 
appeared to denounce the Western middle class for its vulgarity 
and degeneration. Jean-Paul Sartre (in what is, by the way, an 
incredibly silly preface to Fanon's book) declares that Fanon and 
Africa are not interested in Western values or Western precedents; 
Fanon himself exhorts his fellow-Africans to find a "new way" 
rather than imitate the Western past. But similar conditions call 
forth similar developments. Africa-just as much as Europe in the 
17th and 18th centuries, and America in the 19th-must create an 
economic system that will mobilize and feed the millions who 
are now idle and hungry. The revolutions made certain-if any
one needed reassuring-that these people will not be content to 
live in the fourth century. Africa may some day be in a position to 
dictate terms to the rest of the world: stranger things have hap
pened. In the meantime, Fanon's advice to avoid foreign entangle
ments sounds as irrelevant as Washington's similar advice to the 
Americans. Ironically, the African unity which Fanon so passion
ately advocates will be impossible until African leaders do what 
he insists they must never do: sell out. The poor and jobless, when 
they have no other accessible enemy (and Europe is hardly access
ible to the average Congolese), will turn against each other (as 
they have already done in the Congo). The function of the African 
leader is to find for his people what they most desperately need: 
a political culture and the substructure to sustain it. The function 
of the people is to make sure that the price is right. 

-DENNIS HALE 

Otto Klineberg, The Human Dimension in International 
Relations. Holt, Rinehart & Winston (1964), $2.95. 

Among the considerable body of literature explaining Interna
tional Politics by "observing the manners of men" is Otto Kline
berg's book The Human Dimension in International Politics. This 
book and the others like it, conscious of the danger that the 
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present international system presents to the survival of rna 
insist that "whether or not the danger is to be averted den 
on the dec.isions of human beings, an? that as a consequenc 
understanding of the factors influencing such decisions is ':...· 
lutely imperative" (p. 1). a....,. 

The titles of the chapters indicate immediately Klineberg' 
proach: "The Minds of Men," "Pictures in Our Heads," "I\}! 
Everybody," "The Character of Nations," and "The Meer · ..._ 
Minds." Klineberg's con~eption_ of the psychol~gical facto;~gtL 
separate men may be d1v1ded into two categories: images ulil 
stereotypes influence the relation of political leaders and (wti. 
affect international relations) and interactions (what patter th115 

culture so influence a nation as to make it susceptible to s~~ of 
a war). "I 

Images . Klineberg distinguishes two basic types of irna es 
international politics. First is the prevalence of stereotypes ju in 
childhood training. This image (as exemplified by Adorno e: to 
The Authoritarian Personality) presupposes the existence of a al, 
he rent set of attitudes (eg., anti-semitism, ethno-centrism, conv co. 
tionalism) which generally revolve around a definite relation': 
certain patterns of authority, in this case childhood experience With 
a harsh authoritarian father. Here a "bad personality" can cau 
international tension. The second type of image is associated wi: 
writers such as Erikson and loosely may be termed "projective. 
This involves leaders projecting certain unfulfilled elements of thei 
personal psychological development into the political arena. Thus 
for Erikson (and also for Klineberg), Hitler can be understood-it 
least in part-as the "unbroken adolescent" who projects his inter 
nal anarchy and need for authority on the German nation. German 
people in the Nazi era being receptive to this appeal due to the 
first image, thus are explained by "the fact that they were led by 
sick men" (p. 65). 

The bad effects of the images that men have can be summed 
up as follows: (a) They lead to rigidity; leaders tend to see events 
and other people in the light of certain pre-formed and sub
conscious categories which result in "irrational behavior." (b) There 
exists a " tendency to projection" which often results in the formr 
tion of mirror images about the opposition. Truth is thought to I 
solely on one side . (c) There arises a sort of mutual stimulation by 
means of which everything that the other side does is seen as a 
blow struck against oneself. 

The Interactions . This type of analysis is based on understanding 
- the "pattern of culture" that a country may have and its effect upon 

that country's predisposition towards war. Klineberg cites Ruth 
Benedict's The Chrysanthemum and the Sword which, although 
"unsupported by data," indicates possible cultural causes of war 
He is cautious as to any definite conclusions about the "psychologi
cal characteristics of nations," preferring to rely upon probability 
statements . Still one would imagine that he would welcome such 
studies as Almond and Verba's The Civic Culture as a step in the 
right direction. Although the relationship between cultural stereo
types and foreign policy may be circular, "its exact nature will be 
determined by the characteristics of the society" (p. 101). 

Based on this analysis of the major sources of war and tension 
in international politics, Klineberg advocates a variety of solutions 
based on removing the factors which create misunderstanding. 
He recognizes that the facts available are often insuffi~ient 
warrant general conclusions as to cures for the evils o~ the int= 
t1onal system and calls for more studies. Taking this into accch 
we must still ask what are the assumptions behind cures _sucrea: 
" the exchange of persons across national lines and the in F 
of factual information" (p. 121). They seem to be three: ~ 
understanding will lead to peace; if only we knew more a the 
other societies, this would promote peace. Yet, this ignores ()lie 
fact that ignorance of true intentions often breeds pru~ence~f the 
could argue that if we were truly aware of the intentions. note5 
Chinese , war and not peace would be promoted. It ~lso tonat 
the fact that conflicts of interest indeed can be quit\ raothel' 
It is hard to argue that increased knowledge of eac -Pru 
society and its intentions would have stopped the Franco whefe 
War, let alone the Second World War. Both were .cas~ 
one side wanted what the other side would not giv~ ~i~n 

The second assumption is that increasing democratiza pea 
shape nations so that they naturally turn towMds a mo~~rou 
settlement of international problems. This is hinted tt belief 
the book; such a solution is the logical extension of t n~ of cul 
nations often tend to go to war because of their patter de~ 
Presumably if all nations had good patterns (open h p~ 
ones), war would be averted .. While this .may be true~o~e, pal 
of ever realizing such a solution are obvious; fur ther ch a ~ 
democratization may, in countries unaccustomed W s~t is tiard 
create a power vacuum which precipitates conf11Ct. 



hat the injection of democracy into, say the Congo, helped 
1rgue 

1
bility of the international system. 

1ne sta third assumption is that cooperation is possible. Klineberg 
The h pe in the fact that, dispite the record of hatred , wars and 

!lke5 °uty that history displays, "agreeme nts have occurred" (p. 
1,110~:re he puts faith in the hope that by providing insight and 
1-14)-ation the psychologist can modify attitudes in a "construc
nior;. ection ." Most of the proposals put forth are, as Klineberg 
11e .. 

1
;\y acknowledges, based on "group dynamics. " Hope is 

e•P11~ in various styles of negotiations as being more conducive 
~lace ement and to the fact that there now exists a common 
:o ag;eall men in politics: world survival. While no one would deny 
i_m O sonableness of this latter statement, nor the potential aid to 
'Ile ;eawn from the first, the fact still remains that Kliileberg does 
'.lt ::em to be conscious o_f a basic fact of_ internati?nal relations, 
101 ly real conflict does exist and some of rt 1s predicated on well 
,,meed and mutually incompatible principles. Whether or not 
-easo\ons of the world will be rational enough to recognize a -,e na h h . I . I b . 

lion in whic t e1r mutua surv1va ecomes a primary con-
.iua · Th. h . th· . is an important question. 1s, owever, 1s not some ing 
,et h is promoted by the "incremental method " of negotiation 
~ ~c Klineberg advocates; nor is it something of which the major 

3 
ers can be said to be unaware. The international game is 

~; that this factor must constantly be evaluated in every major 
-~~is. International politics is, unfortunately perhaps, not an exer
c ;e in group dynamics. There is never any agreement on the ru_les . 

In addition to the flaws pointed out above, the psycholog1cal 
approach seems also to contain the following drawbacks: First, it 
·ends to pay merely lip service to the fact that images are formed 
b, things other than psychological training and childrearing; eco
iomic and social factors-not easily changes through education
i·e also import ant. Second, it tends to minimize the impact of 
deology on behaviour. Since ideology is formed by the total 
l()(ial experience , it can only be called irrational in terms of criteria 
hich are outside the possible cognition of the ideological actor. 

~ny political experience can thus be consistently interpreted along 
a given line of rationality. Third, this approach, finally, tends to 
memphasize the inflexibility in political behaviour. Psychology 

does not define , but rather limits the range of possible behaviour . 
Thus all that Adorno's or Fromm's studies of the "authoritarian _ 
personality" show is that it was impossible for Germany to have 
'lad a viable liberal democratic regime. They do not show that 

tier was nece ssa ry. To the degree that one emphasizes psy
ology as the determinant in political behaviour, especially in 

lh.it of leaders, one rends to forget other possible lines of action 
n to a society. 

"5 Kenneth Waltz points out in his Man, The State and War, 
1 all men were perfectly wise and self-controlled, we would have 
more wars." The point of the above, however, was not to show 

lh.it every contribution made by writers such as Klineberg is wrong, 
ut rather that it is rendered ineffective by a failure to comprehend 

political framework of international action. Nowhere in this 
book is there an indication that a key factor in understanding inter-

I ona\ politics might in fact be politics , and that while there are 
eed fixed causes of war (stereotypes, instinctual aggression, 

c. · · .), there are also manipulable ones . One never finds that 
neberg goes quite to the extreme of specifically asserting that 
~ and_ peace are not political problems, but ones of individual 

1 
s~cial adjustment. However, to the degree which he admits 
/ ey are not , his whole approach must be questioned, and his 
~ ~ns thus become useful only to the degree that someone-
~y everyone-will accept them. Social psychological realism 

come utopianism. 
-TRACY B. STRONG 
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Walter Lippmann says: "I am a constant and careful reader 
of Christianity and Crisis, and I am very much indebted to it." 

--~h~~~a~~:~ Crisis - ---------------- ---1 
537 West 121 St., N.Y. 10027 

I am a student and would like to take advantage of your special 
anniversary rate of $3 for one year, a 40% saving. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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Philip E. Jacob & James V. Toscano, editors, The Inte
gration of Political Communities. J. B. Lippincott 
(1964), 303 pp., $2.45. 

Messrs. Philip E. Jacob and Henry Teune assert at the outset of 
this book that there is "a new urgency to the problem of political 
integration." City governments are incapable of meeting the needs 
of their constituents. The economic and social modernization of 
developing nations demands political institutions which must 
disrupt traditional patterns of social organization. Technology has 
given us the means for self-annihilation, while creating new oppor
tunities for communication. Such developments, we are told , should 
"prompt large-scale, systematic empirical inquiry" into means of 
integration . 

There may be merit to the authors' contention. It is unfortunate , 
however, that the book which purports to set the ground-rules 
for this investigation should be so diffuse in its observations, so 
contradictory in its conclusions, and so incoherent in its use of 
the English language as to render it useless to any decision-maker 
in the field. Each of the essays poses an interesting set of questions 
and offers ingenious techniques in answering them . Relating one 
chapter to another is a different story. It would seem that the 
scientists have a few integration problems of their own. 

Professor Deutsch expends the opening chapters relating the 
study of "transactions" to that of integration. The word, "transac
tions ," in this context becomes an ob lique synonym for , " corre
spondence." He presents three hypotheses: (1) The more people 
correspond with each other, the better they know each other; 
(2) The better they know each other, the better chance they have 
of liking each other; (3) The better they like each other , the more 
they cooperate with each other. Of course, all of this sounds much 
more authoritative when the words "salience " and "positive 
salience" replace "know" and "like," but the reviewer must be 
forgiven a penchant for the colloquial. 

A variety of research techniques are suggested to test these 
hypotheses. We might construct a ratio of local and long-distance 
telephone ca lls. Or we might compare place of residence with 
place of birth. O r we might construct an indifference map which 
would equate the actual volume of correspondence with the ex
pected volume were such decisions made by chance. Or, ideally, 
we might compa re functional agreements between different pairs 
of contiguous communities, relate these findings with "other social , 
political, and demographic" variables , and decide whether people 
agree more readily with others of similar social background. 

Unfortunately, preliminary findings using these techniques re
fute the hypotheses. It would seem that transactions are not a 
cause, but an effect-i .e ., if communities are homogeneous , their 
level of correspondence will be high ; if not, it will be low. Nor 
do any of the findings verify the "spill-over" theory, which specu
lated that agreements in one area would encourage those in an
other. If accords were to be reached, social composition had to 
be considered the cause . Indeed, under the circumstances , one 
wonders the future value of studying transactions at all. Why not 
study social structures to determine compatibility? 

Nonetheless, elsewhere in the volume the authors continue to 
apply the theory whose empirical validity they question. Teune 's 
discourse on the relationship between learning theory and social 
science suggests that successful agreements in one area might 
create a disposition for agreements in other areas, as the protago
nists learned to cooperate. Deutsch himself advocates spill-over 
in urging that a succession of functional agreements is the only 
way integration can be achieved in a pluralistic society. How one 
accord creates momentum for another is not indicated , however. 

The same difficulties emerge when the authors discuss "The 
Price of Integration. " Here , Deutsch recog nizes that the unwi lling
ness of high income groups to finance the poor both domestically 
and internationally discourages integration between both cities and 
suburbs, and rich and underdeveloped nations. His suggested solu
tion, however, begs the question of price altogether. The researcher 
is asked to find all areas in which services might be incorporated 
to the "mutual advantage " of the two parties. These, in turn, will 
form the basis of an integration which can be reinforced by-you 
guessed it-the " spill-over" theory. 

The problem here should be obvious. The areas of conflict are 
not those in which both sides perceive mutual advantage, but 
those in which one side must accept some disadvantage. Deutsch 
skirts over the dilemma in cavalier fashion: "Of course, there is 
a presumptio n . . . that the government is intended to se rve the 
median or average person . . .. Our assumption is not that govern-
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ments ought to do anything in particular but mere ly that We 
live in a period where the bulk of the popu lation cannot b 
glected." True, pe rhaps, but say that to someo ne who disae 
wit h it. Deutsch claims that the right "pr ice" can be deterrn~ 
for almost anything. Unfortunately, he can mus te r but one exa 'led 
in human history where such was the case: the Scottish Uni rn111e 
1707 . One suspects that this is meagre em pirica l data on : .of 
to presume a benevolent human natu re . •ch 

Juxtaposition of selected observations from cer tain chapters 
gests another resolution of the di lemma. De utsch acknowledSUt 
that the polit ical power of the poor is the key va riable to deterrn~ 
the willingness of the rich to comprom ise. Similarly, Teune •ne 
Jacob imply that change must be urged by-" deviants"-thanc1 
whose deprivations encourage the pursuit of new leadership ose 
political institutions . An adequate exp loratio n of the proposittnd 

~ould have considered why the deprived h_ave _not united eff: 
t1vely. If the poor are to ?e _the main benef1c1aries of integration 
should not methods of bringing them togethe r be discussed/ Th 
indeed, was the approach of the Populists in the 90's and the la~ 
movement in the 30's, in creating new areas of fede ral authority. 

The authors ignore the question . Instead, Deutsch proposes 
dictatorship of the bureaucracy which pres upposes again the nece:. 
sity of functional agreements and the va lidity of the spill-oYei 
theory . Power wit h in a community is dispe rsed between constella
tions of interest groups. Professio nals (lawye rs, administrators 
mediate between these groups. Hence, momentum for integration 
can be created by expanding the geog rap hical sphere of the pro
fessionals, delineating specific prob lems over which they exerase 
authority, and encouraging regional agreeme nts achieved in the 
name of technical expe rtise. 

Only one step is missing from the progress ion-the public must 
accept the omniscience of the exper ts. Unfortunately, Jacobs 
comments on values indicate that the people will not, when 
the " bureaucratic norm" negates inte nse popular preferences. 
Teune's application of learning theory reac he s the same conclu
sion. No doubt, the Board of Educatio n of New York City, whose 
racial integration proposals met few huzza hs from either side 
wou ld offer a few comments along these line s. Deutsch criticizes 
planners for insisting that ot hers set goa ls. His colleagues, however 
suggest the reasons why. 

If integration is to be achieved, somebo dy' s got to compromise 
either willingly or unwillingly. Even though their own findings 
suggest otherwise, the authors assume that the public is willing-
that only the right study wielded by the right professional will he 
sufficient to assure success . If the public is rece ptive , however, why 
haven 't such solutions been found already? Why haven't the 
planners been able to convince large seg ments of the population 
in the few cases when they have p roposed integrati?nl ~ 
scientists provide no answers . Nor do they explore ways. m which 
those who might benefit from integ ration can organize, ~ 
though they admit that within a co mmunity , power is the pre
requisite of influence. Yet they urge ot he r social scientists to follow 
their guidelines, whose application wo uld commit the same m 
takes, only in greater detail. . 

Was it worth 303 pages of sente nces like "the normative elen:r 
in human behavior usually emerges in . statements that have a 
tinctive judgmental quality"? I doubt it. c•n.,AJTZ 

-EDS nn 

L. J. Lebret, The Last Revolu tion . Sheed and Ward 

(1965), 213 pp., $4.50. . . . . rnal
Although Lebret is an economist th is boo k is _a C~rist'an '':ndef

ist's analysis of the problem in, and ou r oblig ations :~~ United 
developed nat ions. Since the advent of th e Peace Co~s bout, tht 
States public is more responsive to, and knowle~gea e 3 be ~ 
world situation. In this respect The Last Revolution may ,Aff/uenct 
what dated. But, like Gunnar Myrdal's Challenge to 
Lebret 's argument is a powerfu l one. . h 

5 3
t,d1CJ 

The major thesis of Lebret is that the United States . a of a ,
its obligations to the last revolut ion, viz, "t~e creatu:hethel' 
civi lization" in the world. Lebret is no t quite sur~ .

5 
,.e,cpla 

defection is "willful" and self-i nte rested o r whe~hr 11 1 
tional 

less by any basic ill-will" than by econo mic and in orm:st for~ 
lems. At any rate, the author mainta ins that the U.5-ihe'" ~ 
cal and moral reasons , adopt a new att itude towar 
nations" and give more concentrated aid. . h nism"~of 

. ,, • th "anti- uma "Barbarism ... 1s at our gates in e . rsm in 
Marxist-totalitarian ideologies. The U.S. and capi}a ~ which 
must impose "on itse lf the discipl ine and self-sacri ic 



·t as a whole, at the service of the international common 
place,: The reaction to current patterns of American aid is summed 
~- this statement by a Southeast Asian official: 
p 1~ asked for hope, understanding and love, and you gave 

\ ernoney and technology. Are these the things which ac
us nt for your country's greatness? (p. 167). 
~ou seeing Lebret's analysis of the U.S., Soviet Russia and the 

A televeloped nations, one concludes that the author is a bad 
nde(. t His characterizations are flat-not personalities, but types. 

,o,e_ite· his contradictory statements about U.S. motivations men
oesPd above, he sees the U.S. as pr-imarily devoted to the expan
,one fits profit-oriented capitalistic system. The U.S.S.R. is devoted 
:on ~ateful, brutal ideology of conquest_ and control. The_ under-
0 ~ loped nations are the "hurt ones"-innocent babes with only 
Jei~ on their side. This view of things is patently simplistic. 
00 rnay well see as much sincerity in the Southeast Asian 
onel's statement as in the Beatles' assertion that "all I want to do 
r11c1a · II h h Id your hand." Underdeveloped countries may we ate 

1 
°ial powers for their exploitative policies of the past. They do 

0 on the height of development which the West has attained and 
envy hich they are not sharing fully. But those very same South
,;v rn nations were once the most developed and imperialistic 

a. eers in the world. Moral isms in the statements of underdevel
~:d nations are no less suspect than our espousal of the White 
un's Burden. 
When speaking of the U.S.S.R. it is more important to under-

•and the "increase in the number of contradictions both in its 
wn internal system and in its imperialistic structure" (p. 184) 
,n to ascribe absolute duplicity to it. The U.S.S.R. came out of 

~W II in very bad shape. It maintained its war-time mobilization 

5 to embark on imperialistic policies than to build up its eco
mic and political stability. Like the United States, Spviet Russia 
opted a "missionary" and militant creed to justify the sacrifices 
citizens were making for national development. Perhaps the 

contradictions" in the Russian system are simply signs and products 
maturation: they have outgrown the need for certain political 

mmicks in the same way that we outgrew the need for "Manifest 
Deltiny" with all its contradictions. 

Lebret's picture of the United States also is somewhat jaundiced. 
e author describes antipathy to America as a product of our 
acde dogma of a limited, self-centered form of capitalism" which 
nterested in "creating a market." The nations to whom we give 
instead of "hope, understanding and love" see our motivations 
a function of the American network of strategic bases ... " 
ret asserts that to Americans these countries "count less as a 
on than as a means to American security and prosperity" 
155 ff). Not only is Lebret a bad novelist, he also is a weak 
lyst of political motivation. 
tis obvious that the United States is no longer interested in its 
ge purpose policy of containment-that described by George 
nan as move and counter-move. The chess board is more 

omplicated than that as Lebret knows. But what Lebret fails to 
11 that a country such as the U.S., as the major protector of 
West must be concerned with a number of variables. One 

them happens to be a "network of strategic bases." Another 
~ens to be the favor of the emergent nations. Yet another, hap

coinciding with the first two, is the economic development of 
new nation-states. 
ebret's analysis may be compared to the moralistic approach 
enator Morse to the Viet Nam question. As such it does not see 
Political necessities and idealistic goals as fitting together into 

ntegral foreign policy. France and Great Britain may well spend 
~~ter percentage of their Gross National Product in economic 

an the U.S. But Lebret never asks to what extent this is a 
ion of the more or less protected position both of countries 
rtue of U.S. policy. 

-G. DONALD PEABODY 

ger D. Armstrong, Peace Corps and Christian Mis
on F · · nendship Press (1965), 126 pp., $1.75. 

~l:s Forman extols Peace Corps and Christian Mission as an 
ii ;"g approach to "the radically new world of secularization, 
by \hon and science, and to the new ways of working exempli
form e Peace Corps" (p. 13). The Peace Corps represents a 
ch. It of missionary work and can be a valuable lesson to the 
gh it can_ a_lso be a viable channel for Christian witness, al
Parti!I religious pluralism renders this testimony ambiguous 

· Armstrong maintains that the existence of the Peace 

Corps means: "the church is now freed to be primarily concerned 
with meaning-meaning on many levels, but most certainly ulti
mate meaning" Ip. 103). 

To understand Armstrong's thesis that the Peace Corps and mis
sions of the church are complementary one must understand his 
theory of secularization. It is around this that he defines a new 
role for the church. The author has suggested: 

Our society is secular, concerned with human relationships, 
historical problems, and the question of what it means to be 
historically responsible at this point in history (p. 38). 

The "sign of secularization is the maturation of mankind. With 
maturity comes the assumption of responsibility for "the mistakes 
of the past ... the terror of the future ... and the consequences of 
historical decision" (p. 37). The advent of "historicity" (seculari
zation) "undercuts the tyranny of natural determination and grants 
permission for men to migrate toward an open future" (p. 48). 
Secularization dissolves the environment of the "religious" man 
which has been "complete, unchanging, and whole." 

Armstrong obviously is maintaining that the transition from pagan 
Canaan to Judaic Canaan was a process of secularization. This is 
radically opposed to most current theories of secularization. How
ever, we shall stick with the author and see how he makes out. 

Along with Harvey Cox (Secular City) Armstrong makes a distinc
tion between secularization (the process) and secularism (an ide
ology). The latter is the product of a vacuum in which "new values 
do not replace the old ... " and secularization itself is raised to 
the level of an absolute. How the "non-existence of meaning" 
follows from the secular "historical meaning" which "realizes that 
the context of meaning is the world of temporality and change ... " 
(p. 45) is perhaps only known to Mr. Armstrong. 

If the author is talking about the "underdeveloped and emergent" 
nations then he should know better than to say "new values do 
not replace the old ... " His Christian brother, Father Lebret (The 
Last .Revolution), knows that the nationalisms of Sukarno and 
Nyerere are far from lacking meaning or giving an interpretation of 
the world. They may indeed be false meanings according to the 
church, but that is something else again. 

I rather think that the author of Peace Corps and Christian Mission 
_ is gyrating around with misunderstood theories of alienation, 

secularization and secularism. He is desperate, like many Christians 
at this juncture. The Church has been supplanted in the mission 
field by a truly "secular" organization-the Peace Corps-with a 
truly "secular" ideology-humanism. 

Albert Einstein has given us a much more cogent definition of 
secularization than Armstrong. Einstein saw this process as being 
characterized by the transition from theonomous values to auton
omous ones. If we view secularization in this way then the Peace 
Corps is perhaps a sign of the death of the "old prophet" (Chris
tianity) and the triumph of the "new religion" (humanism). 

Armstrong's definition of secularization is ambiguous. In the 
second chapter the author has defined secularization in such a 
way that the Judaeo-Christian heritage, based on the historical acts 
of God, must be seen as a secular movement. Later in the book, 
however, he slips into the popular (and more correct) usage of the 
term "secular" and makes a distinction between secular institutions 
and the Church. One could forgive this if Armstrong were not 
trying to justify his avoidance of very tough problems presented by 
the second usage of secularization. 

The author's justification for avoiding these questions is to define 
the problem out of existence. If one defines secularization in an 
advantageous way, we need not question nor reject it. Indeed, we 
must embrace it. Likewise, stealing. If we define stealing as a 
"reallocation of goods in the society from an area of greater afflu
ence to an area of lesser affluence" then what is so terrible about 
thievery? By defining secularization in his peculiar way Armstrong 
avoids exactly those greater challenges of a secular world which he 
sets out to face. 

G. DONALD PEABODY 

David Halberstam, The Making of a Quagmire. Random 
House, 1964 (second printing, 1965), $5.95. 

Remember, back in 1962, when disturbing dispatches from David 
Halberstam in Viet Nam began to appear in the New York Times? 
According to this young reporter, the South Vitenamese had no 
chance of winning the war as long as Diem, his brother Uhu and 
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A NOTE TO GOD 
CONC ERNING A POINT 
FROM AN EARLIER COMMUNICATION 
Baseball players know the meaning of sacrifi ce 
so d id St. Francis 
Jesus on the cross 
Judas hanged 
so do monks keeping their mouths shut forever 
nuns sleepi ng alo ne. 

The choice was easy and the burden light 
because the other way was harder than possible . 
Nuns are faithful to a husband who is rich 
and the monks are partners 
to a damned good deal. 

That Sir is the point. 
We invest ourselves always in some Return. 
Sacrifice is a way of winning 
and we have misnamed it. 

But Sir I wonder 
if there is no way I can deny myself 
and everything we give we give in trade 
what is sin but witless bargaining 
and virtue but a good eye for horses 
and a taste for mansions . 

I am aware things are done in mysterious ways 
and only ask. 
You will call it doubt 
but Sir you would not be lieve 
how very much it seems like the old praise 
you would recall from pentecostal days 

a confusion of tongues. 
-MILLER WILLIAMS 

Madame Nhu continued their autocratic and unrealistic co 
of the war. 

To Stateside readers, this news was worse than bad. It 
bitter shock . The Eisenhower and then the Kennedy Administ 
had all along insisted that the war was going we ll in Viet Narn 
Dinh Diem was, said Life Magazine, the " Tough Miracle 
Viet Nam." General Paul Harkins, then our top soldier in Viet 
had a victory to report nearly every day. At press conferen 
Saigon and Washington officials had for years pumped out sta 
about huge Vietcong losses and mountains of captured 
weapons. And more nasty surprises, everyone was assured 
store for the Vietcong. ' 

From Agincourt to lwo Jima, war correspo ndents have 
tionally balanced even the grimmest casualty lists with opti 
In spite of heavy losses, the people back home are to ld, grou 
been gained and victory is in sight. But now Halberstam a 
friends were shattering this tradition . And they we re very p 
undermining public confidence in the wa r effo rt itself. 

The Making of a Quagmire te lls how they did it. They w 
where the action was. Agai n and again the reporters would 
through the rice paddies with the Gove rnment troops . Again 
again the troops would be ordered to retreat at the first sign 
enemy . Then the Government general wou ld hold a press 
enc_e to clai_m a great_ victory while the America n advisers g 
their teeth in frustration . The best parts of Quagmire are H 
stam's own eye-witness accounts of these debacles. 

Soon the high off icers of the American advi sory group-t 
not those in the field-were out fo r Halberstam's scalp. They 
plained of sensationalized reporting fro m imm ature jou 
They resented Halberstam's inside info rmation from Vietn 
officers, Buddhists and plain people about coups threatening 
regime. President Kennedy even suggested that the Times 
want to transfer Halberstam to another post. 

So it was a sweet moment for Halberstam when the o 
American support for the Diem regime began to crumble , and 
he received the cable from his editor: STATE DEPARTMENT 
COMING AROUND TO YOUR VIEW. Soon General Harkins w 
lieved. The American Ambassador was called home in disgrace. 
Dinh Diem and his wicked brother Nhu we re abandoned 
bayonet squad. Though nobody had any clear idea about 
would take their place, the rascals were kicke d out. And 20-year 
David Halberstam from Harvard could say he had helped. 

But just what had Halberstam helpe d to do? In Quagmire 
says: 

We do have something to offer these emerging nations 
We can get things done ; given a pro blem, we react well 
We are prosperous; we have food, medicine and willing 
technicians of every sort to export. 

Many people today question the relevance of many of these 
jectives in Southeast Asia. In 1962, Halberstam saw that the 
family was not interested in accomplishi ng any of them. So 
joined the anti-Ngo side. He became an actor in the drama 
was reporting. On more than one occasion, for instance, he 
of plots pending against the regime, yet did not report t 
the authorities. He believed that anything wo uld be better 
the Ngos and he got his way . Halberstam should write a 
book today. It would be interesting to know if he thinks the 
namese war is any less of a quagmire in 1965. 

Quagmire is written with the zest of a young reportt 
assignment he loves. (Though it's a measured zest. After al,' 
stam is a Times man.) Viet Nam, he says "was a reporter 5 

1 
It had everything : a war, a highly dramatic and emotionat 

I ,, The s great food, a beautiful setting and l?ve y wo men. . 
1 

the 
have of the Vietnamese war today 1s st il l substantial Y T 
Pulitzer Prize winner Halberstam told us three years a/~il 
backs his case with reasoned and thorough arguments. 11 nd 
David Halberstam knows how much of hi s story is drama a 
much is hard, cold truth. 

This is how 
the Peace Corps 

measures 
progress: 

You co 
For infonna 

The Pea 
Washingt 



MLP 8002, Stereo SLP 18002. 
Y akety Sax, Walk Right In, 
Cotton Fields, Cacklin' Sax, I 
Can't Stop Loving You, and 
seven more. 

MLP 8015, Stereo SLP 18015. 
Jazz hits, such as Gravy 
Waltz, Billy's Boun ce, Har
lem Nocturne , Black Chiffon. 

MLP 8037, Stereo SLP 18037. 
Boots Randolph Plays More 
Yakety Sax: Last Date, He'll 
Have to Go, You Don't Know 
Me, Waterloo, The Race is 
On, and others. 

Ir Daniel Boone 
hadplayedsaxophon~ 
he would have sounded 
like Boots Randolph. 

The man who created Y akety Sax is a curious 
blend of the most exciting elements in 
American music. 

Says a jazz critic: "Boots Randolph plays long, 
convoluted urgent patterns both intellectual 
and intense." 

Says a country musician: "Boots is 
downhome simple." 

Says a straight-A Bennington girl: "One minute 
I'm listening passionately; the next I'm 
dancing like wild." 

We can't think of many other instrumentalists 
who give you so much for your money. If you turn 
the volume down, Boots is a musicologist's enigma: 
a strange and cerebral marriage of mainstream 
jazz to mountain creek soul. If you turn the 
volume up, you've got the makings · 
of a frantic party. 

monument is artistry 



CONTRIBUTORS 
J. WILLIAM FULBRIGHT, Democratic Senator from Arkansas, is 
Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. A former 
Rhodes Scholar and university president, Senator Fulbright is noted 
for his perceptive and civilized critiques of fundamental social and 
political issues. He introduced the legislation in 1946 authorizing 
an international educational exchange program that now bears 
his name. 
DONALD GRANT is the United Nations correspondent in New 
York for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. 
ROBERT THEOBALD is a British socioeconomist whose recent work 
has focused on the implications of cybernetics for the societies and 
economies of both rich and poor areas of the world. He was 
born and raised in India, holds an M.A. degree from Cambridge, 
and did postgraduate work at Harvard. In 1957 he left the Or
ganization for European Economic Cooperation in order to devote 
major time to studying the effects of abundance on the American 
socioeconomy. 
AREND T. VAN LEEUWEN is director of the Kerk en Wereld 
(Church and World) Institute of the Netherlands Reformed Church 
at Driebergen in Holland. His recent book, Christianity in World 
History , is evoking wide comment among American readers. 
JOHN CLAYTON is in Jamaica on leave from his position as as
sociate professor of Radio , Television and Motion Pictures at the 
University of North Carolina. His article appeared originally in 
New Wine, a provocative journal published by the Westminster 
Fellowship at Chapel Hill. 
JOSEPH L. ALLEN is associate professor of ethics at Perkins School 
of Theology in Dallas. His article explores some of the research 
and discussions which occupied a year of study at the Hudson 
Institute. This material will appear later in an Association Press 
book. 
ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI is director of the Research Institute on 
Communist Affairs, professor of public law and government, and 
a member of the faculty of the Russian Institute, all at Columbia 
University. He is a native of Warsaw , Poland, and his education 
was received at McGill and Harvard. 
BRADY TYSON taught at the School of International Service of 
American University before taking his present assignment in 
Brazil. He is now professor at Escola de Sociologia e Politica in 
Sao Paulo. 

ABSALOM L. VILAKAZI is professor of African studies at American 
University. He was formerly Senior Social Affairs Officer to the 
Economic Commission for Africa of the United Nations. His article, 
as well as Arend Van Leeuwen's, was adapted from an address de
livered at the Sixth World Order Study Conference, called by 
the National Council of Churches, St. Louis, Missouri, October 
20-23, 1965. 

I. WILLIAM ZARTMAN is currently on leave to be visiting associate 
professor of United Nations Affairs at New York University. He 
is regularly associate professor of Int ernat ional Studies at the 
University of South Carolina. He has lived more than three years 
in Africa and written four books, and co-authored six others, on 
African politics. 

ROGER ORTMAYER explored Europe and part of the Baltic coun
tries during a recent sabbatical leave from Perkins School of 
Theology, where he is professor of Christianity and the Arts. 

POETS for January: JAMES HEARST, ex-farmer now teaching 
at State College of Iow a, has most recently had poems in Poetry 
and Commonweal. WILLIAM BATTRICK is a technical writer at 
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Fort Knox who also teaches evening courses at the University 
Louisville. MILLER WILLIAMS' work last apeared in motive ~I 
November. DAVID SANDBERG has just moved from San Franci in 

up into the Sierras, and says he'll "be able to write new fantas SCo 
poems as soon as my head clears." His work most recently tic 
peared in El Como Emplumado. ap. 

1:he bo~k review section this month was compiled by guest book 
revrew edrtor CAREY McWILLIAMS, who teaches political science at 
Oberlin College. MITCHELL COHEN and DENNIS HALE are senio 
at Oberlin, and editors of The Activist, a national student politi: 
quarterly. They are also co-editors of the forthcoming The New 
Left: An Anthology, a Beacon Press book. TRACY B. STRONG 

11 
a graduate student in government at Harvard. ED SCHWARTZ 
is a graduate student at the School of Communications at New 
York University and a regular columnist for the Moderator 
G. DONALD PEABODY is a student of theology and a member 
of the United Steelworkers of America. RAY KARRAS is a Harvard 
graduate, a former radio news editor for the United Nations, and 
presently writing for a New York ad agency. 

ARTISTS for this issue represent diverse concerns and habitats. 
TED POTTER is a San Francisco artist whose one-man drawing 
show was held in San Francisco in conju nction with the United 
Nations anniversary events held there in 1965. ROBERT HODCRL 
and JIM CRANE are consistent spokesmen for the preservation of 
humanity. Both these men have enlarged the vision of compassion 
of motive readers for almost two decades. Hodge!!, Crane and 
Rigg (motive's former art editor) now constit ute the St. Pete Trro 
since they literally are the art department of Florida Presbyterian 
College in St. Petersburg. ROBERT FELDMAN is a newcomer from 
Berkeley, California. When he is not making award-winning ex 
perimental films or working with lithographs, he attends San 
Francisco State College, where he is majoring in cinematography 
JON ELSE has migrated from native Massachusetts to adopted 
California with interim stops at Yale, COFO projects in Mississipp 
and SNCC assignments in Atlanta. He describes himself as a "free
lance drop-out" since he is going to schoo l part time in Sam 
mento and working as a consultant in the anti-poverty program 
SYLVIA ROTH did this drawing origina lly as the December, 1964 
cover for Africa Today, a lively periodical devoted to a contem
porary interpretation of events in Africa. SUZANNE WENGER hves 
in Nigeria where she has studied the Nigerian indigenous a 
forms. She is responsible for preserving and stimulating the a 
f . . h I d · publish ng orms natrve to that part of Afrrca, and has· e pe rn ba 
the contemporary art and poetry of Nigeria through the M 
Press in Ibadan. We hope to do a feature on her work SOoll 
JOE ALDERFER has contributed to motive frequently. He Jives 
Scottsdale, Pennsylvania, where he works for the Mennonite j 
fishing house. BOYD SAUNDERS teaches art in Southw~st rtf!f' 
State College in San Marcos. KENNETH KAY THOMPSON '.5 a 
contributor who just graduated from Peabody College rn _...,. 

. k "a Na~, .. 
ville. He sings and plays bass guitar for "The Remrc s, rt st, 
"soul" group. KONSTANTIN MILONADIS, a Chicago a~ a 
making his first appearance in motive this issue. Though fealll 
works in wood and heavy welding, the Kinetic sculptures nectiO" 
here are his forte. "F lower Garden I" (p. 12) is from th_e c?~o 

polrs· ·, 
of Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm A. McCannels, Minnea M 
(p. 15) is from the collection of Mr. and Mrs. Robert _-t. 

d b the artrs 
Winnetka; and "Berry Tree II" (p. 17) is owne Y 
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HEAVENLY PEACE 
The Credentials Department at the 
Celestial Portal found itself a bit 
harassed by a sudde n influx of 
statesmen. Something got offside on 
the Planet Earth and the wrong peo
ple hf!d been shot , or otherwise 
erased from earth-type existence. 
CELESTIAL OFFICIAL (subsequently 

tagged C.O .) : Credentia ls please. 
U.S. SEC'Y STATE: Here you are. 
C.O .: You have no passport , no visa. 

These are unsatisfactory . 
U.S.S.S.: How can they be? They are 

out of the dip lomatic pouch. 
C.O.: The what? 
U.S.S.S.: The diplomatic pouch . 

With one of these, we travel 
freely . Diplomatic immunity . 

C.O .: Never heard of anyone having 
immunity around here , but I'll 
check. Do you have anything else 
that might help? 

U.S.S.S.: I represent The American 
Way of Life . 

DE GAULLE: (Interrupting) Humph! 
C.O .: What 's that? 
DEG. : I have precedence over this 

person. 
C.O .: You have ... how come? 
DEG.: He is clearly second echelon . 

I am the head of state; in fact , the 
greatest chief of state in the free 
world and the only Western 
leader worthy of the name. 

U.S.S.S.: He actua lly believes it! 
DE G.: (sarcastically) The American 

Way of Life ... indeed! 
C.O .: Do you have any credentials , 

sir? 
DEG.: I am my own credential. 
C.O. : Who authorized you to come? 
DEG.: Only de Gaulle aut horizes 

de Gaulle . 
HO CHI M INH : (Arriving on the 

scene) I would like to enter 
please ; but I don ' t have any cre
dentials either. 

C.O.: Another one! 
DEG.: I' ll recommend him . 
U .S.S.S.: You can' t! He's a dia lecti-

cal materialist. He doesn't even 
believe in this place. 

DEG. : (Ignoring U.S.5.5.) Ho Chi 

Minh has my personal backing . 
Let him in . 

C.O.: He has no credentials. 
DEG.: I said I would supply the cre

dentia ls. 
C.O. : But you have no credentials 

for yourself . 
DEG. : (Obviously irritated ) I told 

you , I am my own credential. 
U.S.S.S.: I have credentials. 
DEG : Worthless. They wouldn ' t 

even get you into the Peoples Re
public of China . 

C.O .: Gentlemen! ... I' ll take your 
cases to the highest authority and 
see what can be done . 

H.C.M. : Marx? 
U.S.S.S.: St. Peter? 
DEG .: God! Nobody will do but 

God! 
The scene shifts to THE CELESTIAL 
OFFICE. Enter Celestial Official and 
St. Peter . They genuflect to Cod . 
GOD : What 's the trouble? 
ST.P.: Some applicants who claim 

they belong in our territory, but 
they don ' t have the proper cre
dentials . 

GOD : Why bother me? The creden
tials department takes care of 
such prob lems. Me .. . I've got 
creation to think about. 

ST.P.: It appears to be a confused 
situation. One of them doesn ' t 
be lieve in us, but he still wants in ; 
another claims he's on our side, 
but al l he has is something called 
diplomatic immunity ; the other 
one seems to confuse himse lf 
with you. 

GOD: Why don ' t you send them to 
the other p lace? 

ST.P.: We considered that. But . . . 
Satan has had it pretty rough 
lately and this outfit acts as if it 
wou ld be rather disturbing . 
Dip lomats and heads of state . .. 
Maybe heaven could straighten 
them out. 

GOD: We ' re not a redemptio n in
stit ute. That 's supposed to have 
been already cared for. What do 
we have Purgatory for? 

C.O .: The only one w ho believ 
Purgatory thinks he's you and 
by-passed the p lace. 

GOD : We ll . .. if we have to 
them ... what' II we have 
do? 

ST.P.: I wonder if we could 
them a choice? 

GOD : Yes? 
ST.P.: They can stay, but only 

they agree to a solution of 
quarrels within 24 te rrestial ho 

GOD : I' ll agree to that. 
Return to Credentials Departmen 
ST.P.: Those are the conditions. Vi 

have 24 hours. 
DEG .: I' ll tell them w hat to do. 
U.S.S.S.: Nobody ever told my Pr 

dent nothin ' ! 
H.C.M .: I'l l have to ask Mao. 
Their voices rise in decibel s as 
quarrel . No one listens to ano 
until a cloud of smoke blow s u 
them. 
DEG .: What 's that ? 
U.S.S.S.: Smells as if somethin 

burning . 
ST.P.: I just got wo rd. The smoke 

from that mi serable planet 
yours . 

H.C.M .: Burnt? 
ST.P.: Comp lete ly. 
U.S.S.S.: Doesn't seem to be m 

left to fight about. 
ST.P.: Prob lem solved . Here 

your pe rmits. 
U.S.S.S.: Hump h ... Well , any 

for a game of pinochle? 
DEG. : Baccarrat! 
H.C.M.: Ma h-jo ngg! I 
They fight over what game to ,r 
Cod looks in on the scene, ca s 
Peter over . 
GOD : Throw them out! 
ST.P.: Now? 
GOD · Now and all the waY-

1 • I ce es 
change the sign from I don 
Portal to Heavenly Peace. mist# 
want any mo re w anderers oe 

I t. n for o 
ing this as the oca 10 ces 
their disar mament conferen 

- ROGER ORTMAYER 
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